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Verbatim Datalite* flexible disks

now come in a bold, new storage bo*.

But more important, they now come:

to you with a five year warranty*.

We can give you a warranty this

long because "we're confident ihc way
we make Datalife disks will make
them perform better, last even longer.

All of our Datalife disks feature

seven daia-shielding advances for

greater disk durability, longer data

life. To protect your data from head-

to-disk aorasion. To shield your data

against loss due to environmental

conditions . To ensure a I onger
li fciimc or trouble-free data

recording, storage and retrieval.

Every Data! i:e disk is extensively

tested under the most extreme
conditions. Critically-certified to be
1 00% error-free. Assuring you an
added margin of performance, no
matter what iheopcraiing conditions.

And we back it up with a five years

warranty. Five times longer than the

industry standard. Because Verbatim

is the standard of excellence.

1
•
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_; _

Verbatim®

Here's the most exciting

part of Verbatim's new
packaging.

#

blc disks you -can depc i

or— alt.i loogi 444-60X5

COMPUDATA MEDIA
SYSTEMS LTD
Box J273. 48'FJlia RoarJ.Gknlteld. AucMiUd
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Hands on two computers.
Pages 9-14.

Rob Fullerlon mixes tricks wttti

the home-aimed "Wizzard of Oz".

Warren Marett checks out a big

Italian bid in the business computer

world.

Business software.
Pages 15-18.
Peter Brown details the original

electronic spreadsheet, VisiCalc.

John Vargo runs his expertise over

the Chartered Serins — and is

impressed.

Computers on the farm.
Pages 20-25.
Chris McLeod casts a weather

eye over programs. Special, compre-

hensive listing of available farm

software — who's got it. what it

does, and how much it costs.

Beginners
Pages 36-41.
A guide to the galaxy of computer

jargon; Gordon Rndlay plays tricks

with arrays; Gerrit Bahlman gets

further involved in memory.

Bits & Bytes goes
international.

Pages 4-8.

Pip Forer observes micro-

computer development in USA and
Britain. Mike Molloy offers a "short,

selective, scan" of the first

Australian personal computer

show.

Auckland Microcomputer
Show preview.

Pages 26-31.
A guide to who and what you'll

find at this important show which

has become a key date on the

northern microcomputer calendar.

Education.
Pages 32-33.
Mike Wall wonders why primary

schools haven't learnt the computer

lesson from ther elder secondary

brothers.

Books.
Pages 46-47. and Bits &

Bytes Book Club (centre-

spread).

More reviews and your chance to

drive a bargain in computer reading.

reptile

Machine columns.
Pages 34-35 - A

ramble on the TRS80.
Pages 41 — Vic 20

competition winner announced.

Pages 43-44 — The bad

news and the good from the BBC.

Page 45 — Arrays with an

Apple.

Page 49 - A puzzle and a

game for Sinclair fans.

PLUS:
Miqro News - p2-3

Classifieds — p50.

Club contacts — p51

.

Glossary — p52.

up
Hardware Reviews
With so many new micros

reaching New Zealand in recent
months our reviewers are having
trouble keeping up- Bui depending
on the availability of machines we
hope to have at least two reviews
including the JR1 00 that has been
held over for a couple of months.
Software Reviews
Supercalc — Peter Brown

continues his look at financial

modelling packages.
Solicitor Software — a guide to

some of the legal software
available.

New Microbee column.

PAID CIRCULATION NOW 6000
NOW 56 PAGES (INCL. BOOK CLUB)

Molymerx

is the

largest source

ofTRS-80

Software in

Australasia

And if you think that's

irnpressrve, wart till

you see the catalogue

But bw prices are only one
feature of our new catalogue. We
think you will start using it as an

invaluable reference too). 250
programs, 60 pages.

And that's not all.

As we publish new software we
send you an update. Our offer is

to keep you abreast of new pro-

ducts, new services and our

regular special prices.

Fill in the coupon and return it to:

Molymerx Ltd.

P.O. Box 60152
Tltlrangi,

AUCKLAND
MEW ZEALAND

Tel.; (817)4372

Please send copies of Ihe

Molymerx Software Catalogue.

Name'Company

Addiess , ....

-. ictac S

Zone

@ $4.50 per copy
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micro News
A network consultancy service

has been established in Dunedin
by Rose Edwards.

Roac oim3 «o aort out the best
technical and cost effective

method of making one device
communicate to another for

clients.

She has previously spent 1

1

years working for Post Office

transmission and two years

working on networks in private

industry.

Network Consultancy Service

can be contacted at P.O. Box
1473, Dunedin or by telephoning

771-852 Dunedin.

A colour graphics terminal card

to provide "high quality graphics

and sound generation" for a

number of different computers
has been released by Brandt

Electronics of Christchurch (P.O.

Box 14-08U.
The Brandt graph card provides

an interface between the

microcomputer and colour

television receiver and is designed

for TRS80, System 80. ZX81.
Apple II, BBC, Commodore. S100
systems etc.

The card costs $499 retail and
BITS & BYTES hopes to do a

"test" soon.

David Reid Electronics Ltd

envisages the ZX spectrum being

available through outlets and
appointed dealers in the next

month. With a rrore powerful
operating system than the ZX81,
the ZX Spectrum is available in

16KB and 48KB with full 8
colours, sound generator and
graphics, and comes with all the

necessary leads to connect to a
cassette recorder and colour or

black and white television.

Two future options for which no
release date is available at this

stage are: The ZX Microdrive, up
to TOOK bytes on a single

interchangeable microfloppy, and
an RS232/Netwo-k Interface

Board for connec.ing printers,

terminals and other computers to

the ZX Spectrum. The 1 6K BASIC
ROM includes serial drivers so that

these devices can be simply
plugged in and used.

Fifty per cent of the first

shipment of MEC's Panasonic JR
1 00 were sold prior to their arrival

in New Zealand in late May
according to Mr Rob McNeil of

MEC, Auckland.
These compact machines look

like being popular with personal

compu terisis and will be reviewed

in a later issuo (when we can get

our hands on one).

Following requests from many
parents unfamiliar with computers
and wishing to catch up on what
their children are doing, perhaps
dare we say a little envious of their

childrens' camp experiences.
Computer Camps Ltd. Auckland,

has arranged its first camp for

adults on June 2-3.

Executive director, Glyn Hurley

says the course is designed to

take the fear out of computing and
give parents hands on experience
in a happy relaxed environment.

* * • •

Two more courses on
"Microcomputer Systems for

Small Businesses" will bo held at

Christchurch Polytechnic this

year.

The courses consist of four,

fpur hour sessions over two
weeks starting on August 1 and
October 25.

For further information contact

Mr Derham McAven, Christchurch

Polytechnic, P.O. Box 22095,
Christchurch.

A British company claims to

have developed the world's first

"pirate proof" computer software
packages.
Parwest says a numerical code

system will protect its rental range
of business and accounting
software.

Access Data has obtained the

New Zealand agency for

appropriately enough, the Access
portable computer.

Special features of this 15
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kilogram 133 pound! portable are

Its built-in 80cps printer and
acoustic coupler.

Other standard feoturoa ore

Z80A processor, 64K RAM,
17.8cm (7 inch) screen, two
floppy disk drives 11 80K capacity

each), detachable keyboard, serial

and parallel interfaces plus an 8
inch disk interface.

And in keeping with the
portable tradition, the $5995
price tag includes the following
software: CP/M, M BASIC, C
BASIC, Communications, Fancy
Font (20 different typefaces that

the printer can use). Perfect Writer

(word processor), perfect Speller

(electronic dictionary!, Perfect

Filer (small data base), and Perfect

Calc (financial modeller).

AWA Data systems has
released the MicroSpooler — a
device that frees up the computer
for other uses while a printer is in

use.

Typically, a printer cannot
produce hard copy as rapidly as

the host computer can provide it.

This means the useT does not have
access to the computer until the

printer is finished. Print spoolers
solve this problem by accepting
data from the computer at a high
rate of speed and storing that

information until the printer is

ready to accept it. This gives the

user the ability to use the
computer while the printer is

working on another job.

So in effect, the MicroSpooler
acts as another printer buffer. It

comes in 16K, 32K and 64K
versions with any combination of

parallel and serial interfaces
required.

The 16K parallej to parallel

version costs S 897 while the 1 6K
serial to serial model costs $1097,

f
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TORCH

The Torch Computer

» * » *

BBC users don't despair. Twin
disk drives and a Z80 processor

for the BBC will soon be available

in New Zealand in the form of the

Torch Pack (see also BBC
column).
The Torch Pack contains a

Z80A processor. 16K ROM
containing CPN, a CP/M
compatible operating system, 64K
RAM (giving a total of 96K) and
two 5 'A inch floppy disk drives

with a capacity of 400K each.

Thus the Torch Pack, which sits

underneath the BBC and plugs in

via the Tube port, will give BBC
users access to a large range of

software and) provide the storage

capacity lacking at present.

The Torch Pack will cost around

S3000. says the New Zealand
agent. Compute^ Point Ltd, of

Christcburch (P.O. Box 26-0911.

COMPUTER OWNERS
WE WILL MARKET YOUR SOFTWARE IN N.Z.. AUSTRALIA AND THE U.S.A.
ANY ORIGINAL APPLICATION OR GAMES PROGRAM WILL BE
CONSIDERED.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WR ITE TO;
THE REMARKABLE SOFTWARE COMPANY LIMITED.
P.O. BOX 9535. HAMILTON, N.Z.

Computer Point is also the New
Zealand agent for the Torch
computer itself, which could be
described as a BBC computer
combined with a Torch Pack plus

a built-in screen and modem all

housed in a solid metal cabinet.

Thus the Torch has two
processors (6502 and Z80A), 64K
RAM, twin 5 14 inch floppies

(400K capacity each), the CP/M
compatible operating system
called CPN in ROM, a sound
generator, parallel printer port,

RS232 serial port, Econet port (for

local area networks) and
detachable keyboard.
The screen is a 12-inch colour

monitor which in a preview for

BITS & BYTES displayed good
graphics and resolution.

But it is perhaps the built-in

modem, together with
communications software called

Torch Mail, which offers the most
exciting possibilities. Together,
they provide an electronic mail
capability or long distance
computer to computer
communication along telephone
lines,

However the Post Office must
first give "type approval" for the
modem and this is being sought.
A full review of the Torch,

which is expected to cost around
$9000 in New Zealand, will

appear in BITS & BYTES soon.
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A short circuit

Observations by PIP FORER on
microcomputers in England and

America.
Thanks to an invitation from the fnternationaJ Geographical

Union's Commission on Geographical Education and generous
support from the University of Canterbury I was able to spend much
of April in England and pass, briefly and en route, through the West
Coast of the United States. My main purpose was to pursue my
research and teaching interests in computers in education. Inevitably

I was also able to observe much that was happening h the field of
microcomputing in general. This short set of articfes reports on some
of the newer trends In overseas computing.

Los Angeles is not quite

the El Dorado of things

computational one might expect.
Hungrily scanning the airport and
downtown book stores revealed

no further wealth on computer
magazines.

I also began to encounter in Los

Angeles the twin worlds of

microcomputing overseas: the

world of advertising and the world

of reality. One objective in

stopping in L.A. was to assess

with a hands-on approach some
software that I had seen
advertised for some time in

"Byte". Most Of my needs I

eventually met either here or in

Britain but one product typified

what Americans love to call "the

state of the art' ' . The product was
well and truly advertised and
established a reality in the

perceptions of the community of

microcomputer users. . .except
for any who had tried to buy it.

"Not yet released", "Under
modification", "A month's
waiting list" came back from the
computer stores.

There was one other passing

comment on Los Angeles. For the

Eargest city in the state that is

popularly seen as the centre of

information technology land
thence with a head start in the

movement to the information
society) the information

availability in tie real world
emphasised the gap between the

hype and the man in the street.

Crawley rules, O.K.?
The first surprise of the United

Kingdom comes after half an hour

when stopping to get a copy of

"The Times" on the way to my
base camp in Crawley, a relatively

small New Town 40 minutes
south of LondQn ( renowned only
for its unfortunate name and a
nature centre that breeds the rare

White Park cattle. It certainly has
no place on the world map of
microcomputing. Yet in a run-of-

the-mill newsagent I found not
only the United States magazines I

missed in L.A. but at least 20
British ones.
My first reaction was that this

apparently typical newsagent was
owned by a microcomputing
fanatic. However, later experience
suggests this shop is typical.

Certainly the emergence of at

least three weekly magazines
devoted to general popular

microcomputing implies a high

level of activity. From what I could

see not only did these magazines
run to 40-50 pages but they had
no trouble in finding sufficient

copy. Since each week one
reviewed at least one and often
two completely new computers
you can gauge the level of new
manufacturing activity. Many of
these machines are small business
machines, but the range of cheap
personal microcomputers is also

expanding very rapidly,

particularly in the under £200
area. There are also now some 60
16-bit microcomputers available

in the small business price range,

most very similar to each other.

One feature is that British

machines are competing far more

SPECIAL OFFER TO ALL APPLE USERS

SPECIAL OFFER
+ S 45 SALES TAX

WORDSTAR OR INF03TAR PLUS
STAHCARD - (CP/M Z30 Soft Card) with

ft 6 Mhi Z80 B Processor — 64K RAM on board

ft Full CP/M 2.2 O/S— lull disk buffering

ft 70 Column high Resolution Capability

ft- FuHy Compatible with Apple II or ItE *- peripherals

ORDER
NOW

WordStar is a sophisticated, screen
oriented word processing system
specifically designed for the non-technical

personnel in the microcomputer market

OVER 100,000 USERS WORLDWIDE

infoStar is an advanced Data Base
Management System designed tor non
programmers with easy-to-use Data Entry

Reporting and Sorting capabilities,

THE DATA BASE SYSTEM THAT'S

TAKEN THE U.S.A. BY STORM

Use this form lo order NOW! (Valid wtillo stocks last)

Name: Company:

Addioss:

( ] Send- a brochure or please supply! ] WordStar ( ] InloStar

Send with remittance to: P.O. Box 13-054. CHRISTCHURCH, or PHONE (03)891-109 orTELEX NZ4664

o



The&\fromCommodore.

This is the new Commodore Si Personal Computer.

It oris. S 1295. Nol bad Tor a brilliant piece of technology with a 64K memory.

Bui then, it's a Cotwiiodore.
And as one of the world s tending high-performance microcomputer companies,

were no* exactly unknown when it tomes to outsianding achicvcmcnti

LOOKATTHESEFEATURESFOREXAMPLE
1 . A total memory capacity of 64K. 38K directly available to BASIC. When not

using BASIC a full 54K is available for machine code programs.

2. Interface adaptors will allow the use ofa compile range of hardware peiifihetals

indudinjt disk units, plottcr.dot matrix and" daisy wheelnrinters. networking and much,
much more.

3. A complete range of business software including word procewiruL, iriurrnalion

handling, financial iiiotklliitg, accountingand many more spcdficapplicaiiiiti packages.

4. Other computer languagessuch as LOGO. UC5D PASCAL.COMAL and

ASSEMBLER an: being cfcvctojied. Eosting VIC and 40 column PET BASIC
pnigrams can be easily converted.

5. The powerful sound chip gives 3 locally independent voices each with a range of

5 octaves. User control over muse enyctope. pncli and pufee shapes provides the ability

lo make yourComirwdore 64 sound like a variety or musical instruments, solo or in

harmony

.

6. 62 predefined graphic characters plus full alpha numerics with uppe- and lower

ease letter;. alE available directly from ihe keyboard and dBptayable in nortral or revere

video in any of 16 colours.

7. 40 column by 25 tines colour display. In Itigh resolution graphics mode, a bit

mapped screen gives 320 x 200 individually addressable pixeb.

8. The dedicated video chip allows the use of high resolution muliicoloured

'Sprites** (moveableobject blocks). Spritescan be moved pixel by pixel, indcKndently of

anything else in the screen.

9. Sprites can also be set up in 8 "layers" giving full 3 drmcnskmalcf?ecLsvvith,if

required, automatic collision detection beiv.een spritesand any other screenobject.

10. Machine bus port will accept: ROM cartridges for many appbcalioK, including

busmen , wl i:c;iiii>n.il, home and leisure software,

U. A second proceffior option using the ZJiO gives the Corruiwdorc 64the ability

to support CPfM.*

HOW TUB COMMODORE 6* LIMB UP

FEATURES
Base Price

ADVANCED FEATURES

$1295

Built-in user memory
Programmable
Real typewriter keyboard

Graphics characters

(from keyboardl

Upper & lower case letters

Function keys

Maximum 5M* floppy
disk capacity per dnvc

AUDIO FEATURES

64K
YES
YESt66keys)

YES
YES
YES
170 K.B. lo

I MB.

Sound Generator
Music Synthesizer

H-Fi Output

VIDEO OUTPUT

VIS
YES
YES

Monitor Output
T.V. Output

INPUT/OUTPUT FEATURES

YES
YES

Cassette Port YES
Intelligent Pcriplierals YES
Serial Peripheral Bus YES

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURES

CP/M* Option
(over 1000 packages)

F.xtcrnal ROM cartridge

slot

YES

YES

f> COMMODORE COMPUTER (N.Z.) LTD
P.O. BOX 33-847, Takapuna, Auckland

or
Contact your
local dealer
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successfully than before,

particularly at the cheap end of

the market. Of the "under
K1000" class nine of the top 20
were still American, but the chart
position of many of these was
falling and the majority were in the
lower half of the table. There were
two Japanese entries (and British

micro manufacturers are
conspicuously nervous of the
Japanese). The remainder were
British machines that took seven
of the top ten placings in numbers
sold over the counter (marl orders
are not included). The first three
places fell to British machines: the
BBC, Sinclair's ZX81 and
Spectrum. Also there were the
boring but successful Dragon 32
(£200), the Forth based Jupiter

Ace (£90) and a new £100
machine, the Oric 1. This latter

represents the ultimate
compromise between a
computing and games machine,
its BASIC including as verbs the
sound commands PING, SHOOT,
EXPLODE, and ZAP.

British machines did less well in

the middle-range machines over
£1000, three Japanese and six

American machines leading sales
in the top ten. The nearest thing to

a pure British computer at that

point was the ACT Sirius, at least

manufactured in the United
Kingdom and with a headquarters
research and development branch
there. . .and at least at number
one in sales for some time. The
IBM PC and DEC personal
computers were released during

March, as was the Texas
Instrument Professional, but, as of

writing, these had yet to make a
challenge for the top spot. The
ubiquitous Osborne portable and
the Olivetti M-20 came in in

second and third.

The Sirius, an 8038 based
machine, is widely used and is an
interesting piece of equipment
that has attracted a good
software base.

The other British machine of

interest that seemed destined to
enter the business top ten was the
Torch computer. Based around a
Z-80 processor running a CP/M
compatible system and using a
6502 a la BBC to drive its

peripherals the Torch offers a very
interesting and flexible business
option, greatly enhanced by the
availability of a 68000 co-
processor option. More on the
Torch and Sirius next month.

Developments
The most interesting new

machine developments to
pinpoint, apart from the release of
a number of American machines*
must be the Lynx, the 480Z and
the Electron. The Lynx is an
already released home machine
offering very good graphics at a
bargain price. It is an example of
the proliferation of machines at
the lower end ol the prices range.
A major event for

educationalists in Britain has been
the release of the Research
Machines 480-Z. Its predecessor
was expensive but worthy, and by
dint of being British and available
went into many educational sites

at secondary and tertiary level. In

a bid to compete in the market
with the BBC the new machine is

neater, cheaper, and fully

networkable. Tne network was
not available lor demonstration at
the conferences 1-attended but the
machine was.
The Electron is the other arrival

expected in June. From details

leaked through the monthly Acorn
User it will have many of the
features of the BBC computer but
at half the prise or less. It is

rumoured to sel at £150 and to
include a full 64K, capabilities to
link in second processors and uses
BBC BASIC. The losses are two of

the three sound channels, some
speed and built-in interfaces
{although these can be added on>.

As a lower cost entry point to the
burgeoning BBC user community
it seems assured of succ ess ... if

-':.'— — - - '-...'... ........ . .

only it can be marketed efficiently.

Which comes back to the gap
between the advertising and
reality. A content analysis of even
British computing journals
screams to the reader, "Caveat
emptor". An appreciable amount
of what js advertised is not
available or fails to maet the
necesary specifications when
released. In the intense
competition most manufacturers
believe that to wait to advertise
until you can actually deliver is to
die. Hence a succession of hurried
products and anticipatory
advertising amongst budget
machines-
Consumer standards largely go

bv the board.
With no trouble at all one can

pick products that have been
firmly advertised for six months or
more and are still not available.
Sinclair, with his microdrive, is no
less guilty than most although his

record with his machines is

currently fairly good. A history of
bungled launches, bad documen-
tation and product recalls dogs a
lot of the low-cost computer
industry.

Inevitably the really interesting

developments \ encountered came
through personal contacts at

conferences and through visits to
various centres. Amongst these
must be numbered the new
enhancements of the LOGO
language, particularly the
forthcoming Apple version using a
new, cheap video enhancement
board, and the developments in

communications between
machines. Which all gets down to
the reality of how microcomputing
power is being used in the real

worlds of education, commerce
and the home. Looking at this will

form the basis of next month's
report.

If its micro news in Auckland
- telephone AK 491 012

COMPUTER SPECS
oaofl CPU f>e90sus Pascal ROM

Forth HOW
256 x 250RM RAM PflC TanK tm'l

)

Mastermind X- Basic ROM
4 - 88K PAW ROM Pac Co* Roco (Grpx> Assem.'Dia ROM
1 2-60K ROM C a p •B 1

1 e fcase GalaxyWar (m/ 1

1

Word Pioc ROM
2 Parallel PortB Printers etc Dragon Map (Grpx) Invaders ROM
Full nl/o QwiTfty Sound board Startrok Galaxy War ROM

micro-ware
Rop? rs & Mods Bunny (Qrpx) Forth Stacking

roruataloaue

6
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The first Australian personal computer show
A short, subjective,

By MIKE MGUOY
Let's listen to some of the

32,000 people who visited the

first Australian Personal computer
show at the Centerpoint
conference centre in Sydney.

Exhibitor: "... a great

success . . . lots of business . . .

lots of interest . . . very
professional organisation . . .yes.
well worth the cost ... oh yes,
we'll be here next year."
A visitor (uninformed but

interested):" . . yes but what do
they DO .

/'

His wife (hysterical) :"
. . .

what do you mean — "m case you
missed something" — You
started from here and you've been
right around three times and if you
do it again, I'll kill you!"
A visitor (informed and

impressed): "
. . .Lisa . . .

Lisa. ..Lisa ..."

Organisation of the most
successful computer show in

Australasia began nine months
ago. The projected attendance of

15,000 was comfortably passed
before the afternoon of Day Two
of the three day show and as the
doors closed, the grins on the
faces of the exhibitors said it all.

Star — The undoubted star of

those three days was the Lisa
from Apple. At last, the obsolete
Apple H and the ill-fated III have a
stablemate — and one that jumps
two generations of operating
systems.

Lisa truly is a management tool,

selective scan
with no obvious relationship to a
desktop computer. The concept of
"operating system" is anathema
to its designers but the only way
to describe the machine's
operation is to say the operating
system is totally transparent to
the. fortunate user.

Although not £n implementation
of Xerox's Smalltalk, Lisa

provides an example of the way
the language is intended to
interface with a user. Multi-

window operation, graphics and
the use of a "mouse" to point to
and implement the user's wishes
are the essense of Lisa's

approach.
The keyboard is used only for

data entry with other functions

chosen by manipulation of the
mouse on the desktop. A screen
cursor repeats the mouse's
scurryings and the press of a
single button on the mouse's back
pops a sub-menu onto the screen.
From this range of possible
functions, the mouse again makes
its choice and the appropriate
activity is carried out.

Files are written redundantly. I

watched as a file became
corrupted. The screen showed
"LISA IS CURRENTLY REPAIRING
A DISK, PLEASE WAIT."
A 68000 chip addressing one

megabyte of RAM (16K only of

boot-up ROM) controls all these

functions. Dual disk drives of

860K apiece come with the

system but at demo time a five

Meg hard disk was not seen to

turn off and would probably be an

essential part of the package.

Costs — Such convenience does
not come cheaply. Apple has
targeted its baby at a very specific
market and this precise aim is

reflected in some strange choices.
The Australian price of $12,000
(sans hard drive) had those of us
who wanted one immediately
returning to the IBM stand.

Lisa is said not to communicate
in ASCII although it may be able to

to emulate various terminals for

mainframe access. The machine is

strictly for the person who wants
control of company life without a
secretary in on the act.

Regardless of its success now
there is no doubt Lisa points the

way to the future.

Apple also announced another
version of its boring bread and
butter; the Apple lie. The redesign
of the motherboard is apparently
to enable new ALU chips to be
substituted for the non-
proprietary chips of the older

machine. This is to allow easier

control of the vast industry
devoted to cloning cheap pears,

oranges and wombats.
PAL colour cards are not needed

now and you can select colour or

black and white by a switch. The
monitor ROM is completely
different (mainly to support 80
column operation) and the new
machine is said to be 90%
software compatible with the old,

which has been discontinued.

IBM continues its juggernaut
progress. Rumours suggest IBM

U
Sinclair

OUR COMMITMENT
to help you before and after the sale

We stock
* lots of software
* some incredible books
* computers you can afford

* we give advice free-

Commodore
VIC 20

write

or call

Askford TV Rentals Ltd
166 KEPA ROAD. ORAKEI. AUCKLAND. BOX 6870.

PHONES 583-570, >83-233-
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PC sales are not up to expectation
in Australia but IBM's
expectations are not those of the
majority of this world and any
other manufacturer would be
muttering about hot-cakes.
An avalanche of software

continues with a magic little flight

simulator program by Microsoft
topping the bill. (Interestingly

enough most of the software
displayed on the IBM stand was
games. Its computer is expected
to be as much at home as a
business machine).
IBM clones such as the J B 3000

from Pansonic are being found not
as compatible with the big blue as
advertised, although the
Australian grown Columbia is a
true workalike.

Osborne, after discovering how
well its little portable was selling

in Australia took over its own
marketing. Its stand was the best

organised and flashiest at the

show, though the only new
feature was enhanced disk

capacity and a lower price.

Bare — Tandy's well patronised
stand was also bare of new
goodies. It is supposed to have
Xenix working on the MOD 16
which should be Ibut isn't) the

best selling 16 Bitter around. I call

the Mod 16 the most expensive
typewriter in my office but with
the software at last coming
forward, this excellent (and
everywhere else in the world,

well-priced) machine should keep
Tandy in the black.

Radio Shack's image is

changing for the batter. It is losing

market share in America and
wants to do something about it. It

has a MOD 4 arriving in 12-18

:;.*—:-:

months with high res graphics,

colour and an 80 column screen.

A MOD 12, the real successor to
the MOD 2, \a in production.
As far as the Mew Zealand non-

marketing of the Tandy range
goes, Tandy would "quite like" to

take over its -own marketing but
the Government insists on local

manufacture. This is not sensible.

Other hardwsre to take the

fancy of showgoers included the

new Epson FX-80 printer. While
answering existing Epson control

codes, the new printer has more
programmable fonts, a

proportional space mode, easier

access to bit g'aphics and 160
cps. Price is up 10% (to around
SA950).
The Microbee — a home-made

— was a nice piece of hardware
running a cobur board and
projecting big sales. But the
choice of a non-standard BASIC
makes it's survival problematical,

jn my opinion.

Rumours — More rumours
surrounded the BBC micro, a

marvellous macMne in theory and
specification but with few of its

innovatory featjres actually in

production.
It is said Australian marketing is

not being handled in a way
appealing to the BBC (the owner
o* the rights to the machine).
Certainly, the Ajstralian price of

SA1500 compares unfavourably
with the UK figure of £399 and
may drop with a change in

marketing strategy.

Commodore's stand, apparently
bereft of staff, displayed about
100 Commodore 64s and VICs.

The Sirius was displaying its

tricks too. In its own way, it is as

desirable as the Lisa with an ultra-

friendly operating system and the
benefits of familiarity combined
with innovation.

Software on display was mainly
ho-hum. The Microsoft flight

simulator on the IBM competed
with Jumbo for the TRS 80/
System 80 and Molymerx
released Enbase, a fully relational

Database for TRS 80 Mod 1 /3.

A mainframe product sitting in a
Micro, Enbase permits entry of
data in any way and retrieval in

any relationship.

From Jaycar came an
unbelievably low priced robot arm
— capable of being programmed
by pretty well any micro, yet
robust and sophisticated enough
for industrial use. The $A50O0 to
buy it compares with the
$A40,000 of any previous,
comparable product. A New
Zealand agent is being licensed to
handle both this and a SA500 arm
for the hobbtest to play with.
The show was essentially about

hardware. Only three purely
software houses - Microsoft,
Molymerx and Software Source —
were exhibiting. The Australasian
market is still in the throes of
hardware purchase, leaving the
worry about what to do with it

until later.

Stand space at these jamborees
is expensive. It takes only a
couple of computers to pay the
rent, but a lot of software has to
change hands to make a show
such as this economical. Even so,
the software vendors ultimately
govern the successful integration

of a computer into home or
business and I expect the Second
Australian Personal Computer
Show to host a lot mo re software.

COMPUTER
CENTRE LTD

COMPLETE AFTER SALES SERVICE

DICK SMITH 495

6 Moving key keyboard a 16K RAM TciDe UTlitS *129
£ IDEAL for first lime computer users

*^

COMPUTER CENTRE LTD 593A COLOMBO ST PH 793-428
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The Wizzard Of "Oz"
By ROBFULLERTON

The Wizzard computer is the
latest personal computer to be
offered by Dick Smith Electronics

of Australia. Based on the
ubiquitous 6502 processor chip, it

is squarely aimed at the home
computer market with a price and
features to appeal to the first time
purchaser.
The Wizzard supplied for r-eview

was the basic 1 6K machine with
the optional cassette storage
module. The computer comes well
packaged in a two part
polystyrene box including a
separate transformer power
supply, antenna switch and a
BASIC ROM cartridge.

The new Dick Smith Wizzard
Home Colour Computer
A brief instruction leaflet gives

simple illustrations for connecting
the Wizzard to your TV set and
getting started. More detailed
instructions are given in the
accompanying tutorial manual
called "Fun Way into Computers"
written by Jamison. Rowe. A
BASIC instruction manual is

included with the plug- in BASIC
interpreter cartridge.

The Wizzard is housed in a low
black plastic case and comes with
a detachable QWERTY style

typewriter keyboard with tan
coloured moulded rubber keys. It

is not supplied in New Zealand
with the membrane keyboard end
joystick option because of
customs regulations.

Video Display

Designed to operate into a
standard TV set the Wizzard
comes with an RF modulator built
in. The instruction leaflet indicates
that it is tuned for channel 1

.

However, when I connected the
computer together I found that the
signal came up on channel 2.
The problem arises from the

different allocation of TV
frequencies in Australia and N.Z.
Australia's channel 1 operates on
57.25 MHz whereas N.Z.'s
channel 1 is on 45.25 MHz. The
nearest N.Z. channel is channel 2
on 55.25 MHz which, with a little

retiming, produces a satisfactory
picture although some
herringbone interference was
evident on my set,

If you are using the family TV as
your monitor and you live in
Auckland. Dunedin or Palmerston
North, which use channel 2, h
would pay to tune up one of the
unused channels rather than tune
for the computer then returns
when watching TV. The other
possibility woud be to alter the
tuning of the modulator. The
antenna switch supplied with the
Wizzard allows the computer and
the TV to be connected together
and either selected by switch
without having to change aerial

plugs.

The video display is very sharp
and stable with no sign of flicker

when pressing keys or executing
programs.
Keyboard
The keyboard layout is fairly

standard except the SPACE bar
traditionally at the bottom has
been changed to a SPACE key at
the right hand side of the board.
The keys are soft moulded rubber
and have an unusual "squashy"
feel about them. They are a little

small jsnd closely spaced for
someone used to a full typewriter
keyboard but present no real
problems. The standard ASCII
character set n upper case is

available.

The character designations are
screen printed onto the keys
which may tend to wear off with
repeated uao over time.
There is an audio feedback

through the TV sound to indicate a
successful key entry f which is

useful as a reasonably strong push
is needed to register the key. I had
particular problems with the "U"
key on the review system which
failed to register unless pressed
hard on the botton edge. The
longevity of this type of calculator
keyboard is unknown and contact
problems may become evident
with extended use.
At each end of the keyboard is a

recessed 7 pin socket covered by
a protective slide which can be
used to connect joysticks to the
computer.
Cassette Storage Module
The cassette recorder for

program storage is custom
designed to clip onto the left hand
side of the Wizzard computer after
the end panel has been removed.
A small 7 pin plug connects the
two together.

TO SELL TO
COMPUTER
USERS, YOU
MUST BE
HERE . .

.

Exhtbii ai New Zealand's greaiesi
Compulers-ln-8usiness ve nue -
there's still lime to secure a stand

NZ Computer Society
Conference And
Exhibition

Show Buildings,

Wellington.
13-16 September 1983
Apply now for a prospectus. Write
today to;

Exhibition Director,

NZ Computer Society Conference
Committee,
P.O. Box 27344,
Wellington.
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Once the recorder is locked onto
the Wizzard case there is little

need to remove it as they form a
very tidy unit with odoquato
strength to be picked up as one.
The data transfer rate is quoted

at 500 bits per second although
the recording format Is

unspecified.

The cassette module comes
with a demonstration tape which
contains seven programs
designed to show the versatility of
the Wizzard. This tape without a
doubt must be the most
persuasive demonstration of a
home computer I have se-en.

Jazzy music and a distinctly

Aussie voice (Dick Smith's
according to Dave Milson of
Dick's N.Z. store) guide the user
through demonstrations of the
Wizzard's colour, high resolution

graphics and sound capabilities.

Since the cassette motor is

under direct computer control the
potential for the production of
integrated audio-visual displays
using a combination o* speech and
music on one channel and
programs with high resolution
graphics on the other, is

enormous. Unfortunately the
second channel is not accessible

for recording directly and one
would have to do some juggling

between the cassette storage
module and a separate stereo
recorder to produce the desired

result.

Colour, Graphics and Sound
One of the features of the

Wizzard is its extensive ability in

the colour graphics and sound
departments. By use of the
COLOR command you are able to

change the colour of the entire

screen background, the colour of
the characters or the background
colour for each character. Sixteen
colours are available and can be
used in any combination, although
it is not possible to randomly
assign different colours to each off

the 256 possible character codes.
The character set is divided into

16 groups of 8 characters, Iffrom

ASCII codes 32 to 1591, and the
colour attributes of each group
may be individually assigned.
High resolution graphics are

generated on a two level

approach. The video screen can
display 24 lines of 32 characters

10



and each of these 768 character
locations can be addressed by the

PLOT command which specifies
the row, column and the ASCII
value of the character to be placed

in thai position.

The high resolution feature

comas from the fact that a

character is divided into an 8 x 8
matrix of picture elements (pixels)

and each of the 64 elements are

invididually programmable. This

produces the high screen
resolution quoted in the

specifications, i.e. 768 x 64= 49,
1 52 programmable elements.

A complete set of up to 256
custom programmed characters

can be defined and stored in RAM
for use with graphics or other
programs. Of course unless you
define your characters from your
prograrp you will loose the

customised character set when
the computer is turned off. By
using the COLOR. PLOT and
CHAR commands extremely

complex high resolution graphics

can be generated.
For sound generation the

Wizzard has three independently
programmable sound channels
each covering a 2Va octave span
with eight different note durations
available.

The sound produced is very
pleasant, not unlike a harpischord

or muted piano and is certainly a
much superior sound to some
computers which use an unfiltered

square wave for sound
generation. All channels are

programmed for note frequency
and duration with a single SOUND
command, so it is possible to play
chords and melody simul-

taneously.
These sound and graphics

features give the Wizzard the
ability to produce remarkably
sophisticated output limited only

by the programmer's imagination.

Hardware
A brief look inside the case

reveals a single printed circuit

board with power and reset

switches mounted to project

through the case.

There is no direct provision for

connection of a colour monitor

although it could be quite easily

done.
Software cartridges

The computer is designed to

accept software cartridges Into a

,.:snmvo*

36 pin socket recessed into the

right hand side o; the case.

A variety of video games are

available for the Wizzard overseas
but, along with the joysticks, the
customs department is presently
holding up their importation into

New Zealand.
A book of p-ograms written

specially for the Wizzard is

available from Dick Smith for

$9.95 which contains an

assortment of games and graphics
programs*
Wizzard BASIC
The Wizzard as supplied in Mew

Zealand comes with a BASIC
cartridge containing a 1 2K BASIC
interpreter, complete with a

comprehensive manuaf. From the
instruction set listed all the usual
BASIC commands are available
but there are no apparent
enhancements such as

MPU
SUMMARY

Manufacturer.

Cfc* ******

Keyboard:,

Video Cfeptrv:

Program Storage;

Graph**:

Dtsptey Coiour

Sound:
').,.

Review Unit From:

S495.
Video Technology Ltd. Hong Kong.

65C2A. :..

O'-fcJU* ' '""
4- iVlnZ. '
T6K bytes dynamic RAM, IK byres static video)

RAM. Approx 1 1 K bytes useable. Expandable to

SflK bytes with meoTOfy cxparifjabfeJnatfute.
- W: bvtes monitor. 12K bytes

1

" plugtin BA
cartridge.M key QWERTY style. J»p provision for

/-joysticks;..:- ;

:

;;fjp'
RF modulator output cornpatabte

rrK>x>chrcm3 or PAL colour TV sets. Displays

C&tes o: : 32 chaiscters. Standard tamper.ease
character set.

Optional tape 1^0 modiie using 'standard a
Ueasettes, Dam (taraf*a rats 500 Baud. Price 3129.

fcograrnrnabte characp* gor&a& ^ rof
different characters may be defined by to|'

Eech .character:may have any combineiion of pi

in ah 8 x 8 rnatnx ar>dmay be pteGeji artyw"

a 24 x 32 screen. Total resolution 49,152
16 tfirferent user pirpgrammable colpur?,

bsckgrouixi characters and character b

all independently progMimabto-

3 channels with 2V; octave range arid 8
riote durarp"®. A3 sound directed tivough
receiver audio.

.....Optional Centronics-type paRsfcl'pri

available shortly.

;
f^k Srre% Sectronics.

98 Carttbn Gdre-Rd. Nevvhlai

DART DATA SYSTEMS
CPJM SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS OFFER

VEDIT — by COMPUVIEW - FULL SCREEN EDITOR

DISCOUNT PRICE $250
SEND FOR DETAILS

Box 25-236 AUCKLAND 559-201
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WHILE WEND or PRINT
USING.
Statements peculiar to the

Wizzard are COLOR. CHAR.
PLOT. SOUND and JOY, which
implement the special features of
the computer. The JOY command
is used to return the position of
the joystick and the "fire" button
status. The programmer can use
only the single letters from A to Z
for naming variables and a similar

range from A$ to Z$ for string
variables. Two dimensional
subscripted variables are
permitted. When a number is

entered into the first four

positions of a program line,

pressing the space key
automatically skips the cursor
forward to the sixth character

position. This makes
programming a little faster and

produces a more readable listing

as all the statements start at the

same position. PEEK and POKE
instructions are provided but are
of little use as there is absolutely

no information on the memory
map or I/O port assignments.
Persistent experimentation may
bring important addresses to light

{perhaps a future Wizzard
column),

I had no difficulty getting some
short programs to run. Runtime
errors are flagged with an error

code and the offending line

printed. The BASIC manual lists

21 error codes. LLIST and LPRINT
commands ate available for

output to a printer. A Centronics

interface is due to be released
soon.

The only significant limitation of

this version of 8ASIC I can see is

ATARI AND EPSON SOFTWARE
Now available— N.Z. Designed Packages

ft Accounts Receivable ft Hire Purchase -~- Stock Control
* Television — Video tape rental packages etc.

Custom programming available for your needs

Also now available: Total Business System NEC PC8001 from $7,000

Agents for Analog Software & Magazine for Alari users

Full suppliers of all Hardware and largest Atari software agent in N.Z.

Contact Kevin duller Communications Special till ltd Box 155-78, New Lvnn. liucklant

Our new retail outlet now opcroting in

The Rrcctdc. 357 Gt. North flood. Hcnclcrior.

likit City Computer Centre Phone 83 4-1567

the restriction on the numerical
accuracy of calculations. The
interpreter operates with 6 diq.it

floating point maths routines and
can handle numbers in the range

0.00001 E-37 to 9.99999E37.
However, since the largest

number that can be displayed in

non-floating point form is

9999999, or 9999.99 say for

dollars and cents, it is unlikely that

this restriction would make this

version of BASIC Unsuitable for

serious accounting or scientific

programs.

Conclusion
The Dick Smith Wizzard is an

extremely talented performer and
has all the features a first time

home computer owner could
require. The expansion options in

the pipeline promise to make the

Wizzard a well optioned1 personal
computer. The calculator type
keyboard is probably the biggest
limitation as far as the hardware is

concerned.
The present customs

restrictions on supply of the

joystick modules and games
cartridges leaves the future of the

Wizzard as an entertainment
machine uncertain and whether
there will be a large range of
software to suit remains 1o be
seen.
However, the Wizard is very

good value for money at $495 and
must be a serious consideration
for anyone looking to buy their

first personal computer.

Over 1 0,000 Australian Users in 1 2 months
Microbees
Send tor more information or to order

C heck-Point Computers Ltd

Private Bag, Tawa, Wellington

Phone: 326-999

Specisl Zenllh green screen monitors

nornaBy$349 NOW $299
Offer expire? June 30

Education prices on application

16KM»crobee $829 Retail

32K Mictobee $990 Retail

-64K Microbe© $1390 Retail

Single disk drive S1509 Retail

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE: .. .

Visa LI Bankcardll Cheque LI Expiry Date

No: DDDDCCDaaaDDDDC

Microbes u
Pinters u
S;reens LI

Trak Drivfta LI

Disks LJ

Software IJ

NEW Microbee 64K, single disk system,

CP/M 2. 2. screen, software ONLYS3250

64K. dual disk system. CP/M 2.2 screen,

software ONLY $3995

New Import!

SK — eskei mini disks. 5V» inch single

sided, single density;boxes of 10
RETAIL ONLY $52

Education Price $35

Single sided, double density, boxes of 1

RETAIL ONLY S59
Education Price $39

Double sided, double density, boxes of 1

Retail ONLY $75

Education price $49
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Italian micro enters
New Zealand
business market
By WARREN MARETT

Five years ago ihe Italian office

equipment company, Olivetti, was
losing about S100m a year and.
appeared to be heading for the
scrap heap.

By firm financial controls and
energetic management, Olivetti

has once again become profitable

and is now the largest office

equipment company in Europe.
With a big share of European and
world sales of electronic
lypewriters, the company hopes
to also capture about 10 percent
of the European computer market.
The Olivetti 16-bit M20 business
computer will be part of this

thrust.

Sold in New Zealand by the 1

8

branches of Armstrong &
Springhall, Ltd, the M20 here is

aimed at the business user. It also

has software available that will

make it popular in a number of

vertical markets.
The M20 is competitively priced

for a machine with its features
(the basic unit with a monitor and
two floppy disc drives costs
S6850). The optional software
products, of both a utility and
application nature, are also very
competitively priced.

Its main disadvantages are low-
capacity floppy disks {although
their capacity can be doubled for

an extra $2200 and a 1 0MB hard
disk is available on three months
delivery) and a microprocessor
and operating system that are
outsiders in a world turning
increasingly to 8086s.
8088s,68000s. CP/M-86 and
IMS- DOS.
The M20 uses the Z8001 16-bit

microprocessor and an operating
system called PCOS (Professional

Computer Operating Systeml that
was developed by Olivetti.

However, to negate these
disadvantages, Armstrong &
Springhall already has a useful

complement of software to run on
the M20 and Olivetti is said to
have available a CP/M emulator

software feature and a hardware
add-on to enabls the M20 to run
MS-DOS.

Additionally. the PCOS
operating sysiem has good
features that would make it

acceptable in any company.
Brian Arps. from Armstrong &

Springhall, does not believe that
the Z80O1 is lirbiting the M20 in

any way, "Its only practical
limitation is that some people
haven't heard of it." he told BITS
& BYTES.

... ,

The Olivetti M20 business
computer
The Z8001 drives 128KB of

memory on the basic machine.
PCOS takes up a surprisingly large
portion of this memory, leaving

about 42KB of user memory.
There is no significant amount of
ROM in the M20; all software is

booted i.e. loaded into RAM from
disk.

The initial booting procedure
also includes a seven-second
diagnostic check, which slows
down the start-up process but is

worth the delay

The keyboarc, computer and
disk drives are all in one unit, with
the monitor ncmally sitting on

top. This makes for a tidy,

compact package.
It is an unusual keyboard layout.

There is no delete key or tab key
(delete is Control/H, tab is

Control/11. There are two special
function keys, labelled Si and S2,
and a command key that functions
like an additional control key.

For software such as the
Oliword word processing
package, the Control and
command keys are used in

conjunction with the top row of

the keyboard to provide 12 4-12
special function keys.
The tiltable and rotatable screen

is clear and easy on the eyes.
Most of the utility software uses a
format of 64 characters by 16
lines but this can be easily

changed (by an opening system
command or software command)
to 80 characters by 26 lines.

The bit-map graphics uses a
512 by 256 pixel format which
gives good diagrams, particularly

obvious in the demonstration of
the numerical control software.
PCOS is easy to use and well

documented. Commands, such as
VLIST to list a volume directory,

are easy to remember and can be
abbreviated to two characters.

Wild-cards and wild-characters
can be used in file name
specifications.

In particular, there is evidence
of a well-designed and friendly

system. At first only two digit

error codes were being displayed,

but we soon found out that an
error message module can be
loaded into memory to display full

error messages. Help facilities are
available, although these were not
provided on our demonstration
disk.

A reasonably good screen editor

is provided with PCOS which
overwrites the operating system
when it is called into memory.
Perhaps this is because there is

not a great deal of spare memory
in the basic system.

Utility commands are usually
not resident in memory but can be
made resident for better response.
The PCOS manual is very well

laid out but could do with a

comprehensive index. An unusual
diagrammatic method is used to
show the syntax of commands; it

is no doubt an unambiguous
method but a little tiring.

13
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BASIC on the M20 is the 5.2
version of Microsoft BASIC, with
special extensions for graphics
and the IEEE interface.

The principal graphics features
are multiple windows (up to 16),
points, lines, boxes, circles,

ellipses, polygon fill, absolute and
relative positioning, and scaling.

The BASIC has constructs such
as FOR... NEXT. WHILE...
WEND, and an assembly language
CALL feature.

Again, the BASIC manual is

good but could do with an index.
(A quick- reference card is

provided for BASIC and there are
similar cards for other software.)

Oliword, the word processing
package, would be amongst the
better class of microcomputer
word processing packages, with
good informational messages
often on the screen and a handy
set of functions available through
the top row of keys on the
keyboard.
The business software goes

under the name Olibiz and came to
New Zealand by way of Australia.

A utility disk is used to adjust
parameters to meet the user's
requirements, such as the space
trade-off between the maximum
number of debtors and the
maximum number of stock lines

held on disk. IThe basic systems
can handle a maximum 730
debtors or 1 700 stock lines.}

A quick demonstration of the
main business packages showed
some useful features for the small
business user.

Brian Arps also demonstrated
the GTL package, billed as a
Computer Aided Design package

Turn to page 33

Microcomputer Summary
Mamo:
Microprocessor:
Clock speed:
RAM:
Input/Output:

Key board:

Display:

Languages:

Graphics:

Sound:

Cost:

Options:

Software:

Peripherals:

Olivetti M20
Z8G01
4Mhz
128KB expandable to 224KB
White phosphor monitor
Dual 5% inch floppy disk drives, each
286KB
RS-232 interface 50 - 9600 baud.
Parallel printer interface, Centronics
compatible,

Full typewriter-style keyboard with 72
keys, including numeric keypad, top row
is user-programmable, two
control/command keys, and two
additional special function keys.
64 characters by 1 6 lines or 80 characters
by 25 lines (user-selectable and software-
selectable).

BASIC (version of Microsoft BASIC
release 5.2, interpreted). Assembler,
FORTRAN, Pascal (coming), COBOL
(coming).

Bit-map, 512 by 256 pixels, supported by
BASIC.
Built-in speaker for raspberry only.

Basic unit, including monitor, two floppy
drives, operating system, BASIC, and
other input/output features above,
S6850.
IEEE 488 interface.

Two extra RS-232 or 20ma interfaces,
32KB memory increments, $430,
Floppy drives with double above capacity.
approx. $2200 extra.
Hard disk drive, 10MB dotal system price
then approx. $17,000).

PCOS operating system standard.
Qiibiz accounting packages, $400 -

$600; Oliword, word processor, $400.

PR 1450 printer,

S2450, PR 430
S5640.

dot matrix 100 cps,
printer, daisy wheel,

EVERYONE NEEDS A MATE EVEN YOUR COMPUTER
GqI —

'
,' ' "I I

Please send more information on your

DATAMATE Disk storage SystemDATAMATE
DISK STORAGE UNITS
LOW COST — HIGH QUALITY

SonABLEFORMOSTCOMPUTERS
INCLUDING TRS-80. NEC, System 80.
BBC. Apple II etc.

a &

Name

Address

My Computer is

DVANCED ^wQNTROL ltd. M-*°***-iw.F»ra»ii.TO.
r
«o4-aM
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VisiCalc -
the original and

still hard to beat
By PETER BROWN

VisiCalc — the original and bast
known of the electronic spread-

sheet programs discussed last

month — is the main product of
VisiCorp (formerly Personal
Software) and is available in

versions for all the main brands of

personal computer.
To use VisiCalc, you will need a

microcomputer with at least one
disk drive, no !ess than 32K RAM,
and, of course, the VisiCalc

program diskette and appropriate
manuals. A printer is an optional,

but very worthwhile,, extra that

allows VisiCalc to be used foT

preparing reports, tables and the
like for distribution to others.

You will also need to be
prepared to spend quite a bit of

time learning to use the spread-
sheet, and becoming familiar with

its rules and many built-in

functions.

Purpose
These functions allow you to

use VisiCalc for just about any
purpose. It was designed,
however, as a budgeting, financial

planning, and forecasting tool for

small to medium-sized
businesses, and for individuals.

Engineering, scientific, and
statistical applications are also
possible with VisiCalc.

Getting started is easy. The
manual that comes with the

program has a set of four lessons
introducing the user to the basic
features of the software.

These start with advice on
accessing the various parts of the
spread-sheet, and formatting it to
your own needs. They move in

reasonably easy stages to using
some of the more complicated

commands.

A reference section describes
each command in more detail —
including a number of commands
not covered in the tutorial section.

Illustrations

Each new concept is illustrated

with examples which, in most
cases, give a fair idea of how it

will work in practice. There are
sections showing how the
VisiCalc program uses the
keyboard (some keys are used in

special ways), now to "back-up"
(make spare copies} the diskettes
you use, and even a good
explanation of now VisiCalc uses
the microcomputer's memory — if

you're interested in that sort of

thing,

The manual claims you can pick

up the elementary features of

VisiCalc in an hour or so. This
depends on now you define
"elementary" and how much

experience you have with
microcomputers. Along with other
electronic spread-sheet programs,
VisiCalr is not suitable for
inexperienced users.

Even the step-by-step

instructions in the manual require
an easy familiarity with computer
keyboards and display units.

Without this„ you will quickly

become lost in the maze of input

instructions.

To use VisiCalc efficiently and
effectively calls for practice,

patience and more than a little

mathematical ability. All spread-
sheets, electronic or not, use
numbers and formulae to build
models of the real world, and
manipulate these models to
indicate likely effects of changes
in the business's environment.

Electronic spread-sheets not
only allow rapid assessment of the
effects of small changes in your
model, but they encourage you to
develop very complex models.

Commands
In this, VisiCalc performs very

well. Its large range of commands
and built-in functions — some of
them very powerful — will let you
build some very useful models of
your world. Other features allow

you to edit, update, and format
your work , and save the results on
diskette or print It out if you have a
printer attached.

The VisiSeries from
VISICORP

Solutions for the Business Professional!
* Visrcalc—Numeric Analysis
* Viscalc—Business Forecasting Models
* Desktop Plan—Financial Analysis
* Vistfile—Information Management

' Visitrend/Plot-Statistical Analysis/Graphics
* Visischedule—Project Management
* Visiword—word processor

These professionalproducts run on a variety of computers
APPLE II APPLE III COMMODORE
APPLE lie IBM PC DEC RAINBOW

For more information contact Vlslcorp's exclusive N.2. distributor

PO Box 4093, Auckland 1. 5 Averill A ve, Auckland

5

Ph (09) 580-742
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This
MicroSpooler
is one smart
Depu
Normally printers can't
produce hard copy as
rapidly as the host computer
can provide it. That means
you can't use the computer
until the printer (s finished.

The Microspooler accepts
data from the computer at
high speed and stores It until

the printer can accept it

giving you Ihe use of your
computer while the printer is

working on another job.

Just like a top deputy, the

print spooler is simple to
instruct, keeps you informed,

is unobtrusive and self-

testing. It's also good at
whipping up a posse.being compatible with all major brands
of microcomputers and printers with either Centronics
compatible parallel or RS-232C serial interfacing,

FEATURES
• Status Readout—front pane! digital readout continuously

updates itself displaying either amount of memory in use or

number of copies selected.
• Multiple Copy Function:—runs up to 99 duplicate copies of

the data in the buffer.
• Pause Function—allows temporary halting of data output to

the printer for adjustments, etc.

• Internal Power Supply—operates independently of either

computer or printer.

• Self Testing—comprehensively checks most internal functions

and memory. Indicates defective iC's in the remote event of

a failure.

• Front Panel Reset—empties the buffer of unwanted data.
• 16K Memory—user or factory expandable to 32 Or 64K
• Independently Selectable Baud Rates—and
handshaking—on the serial model's ports.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power requirements: 240V.AC, 50Hz std., 12 watts

Size (HxWxD): \6A x 6.5 x 21cm
Weight: 1.33KQ AWOl

BUSINESS
mmmmmmwwwmi—miWJ^n

«

mm «

m

Distributed and Guaranteed in NZ byANSA New Zealand Limited

P.O. Box 50-248. Wellington. Phone (04*375069.
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For farther derails contact your nearest Dealer or Branch,

VisiCalc, however. Is not

especially "user-friendly". You
will need a -good grasp of basic

mathematics to construct
workable formulae (if you find tax

returns confusing, you'll have
problems with this), and a
thorough knowledge of the

manual is essential to ensure the

various rules are followed and the

most appropriate commands or
functions used.

Your best bet is to keep
reminding yourself that VisiCalc is

a special computer language, like

BASIC, Pascal, or COBOL, and
teach yourself to use it the same
way you learned these languages.

If that means a bit much, then

ask (or pay! someone else to help

you set up the spread-sheet using

your knowledge of your
application, and their skill with
VisiCalc. Once everything is set

up all the equations and
relationships sorted out, the

actual entering and manipulating

of your data is easy and needs no
particular expertise.

Popular
Electronic spread-sheets are

reputed to be the most popular

type of software for use with

microcomputers, including

personal or home computers.
VisiCalc, the first of these to be
mass-marketed, has achieved a

deserved reputation for efficient

problem-solving where large

numbers of figures, with

complicated relationships, are

involved.

It's particularly useful in small

businesses where, once the
spread-sheet has been set up, it

provides a cheap and effective

method of allowing the owner or

manager to prepare forecasts,

budgets and other projections.

Remember, however, that

VisiCalc deals with numbers only.

It cannot be used for handling text

(though it can usually be
interfaced with word processing

programs), and although it has a

limited (and pitiful) graphics

capability, most of the output will

be in the form of tables.

The version of VisiCalc

reviewed here is the standard

version (there are now enhanced
versions for some machines). Its

tax-paid price is $500, although

this varies from shop to shop.
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Chartered Series

one of best
By JOHN J. VARGO
The growing availability of

microcomputers and their

Increasing affordability makes the
need for good quality, reasonably

priced software all the more
urgent. To haye custom software
written for your particular need
would be expensive, often
running 5 to 20 times as much as

"off the shelf" software. Whats -

more the prepackage variety will

usually be more reliable as it has
been tested by a number of

previous users.

The Chartered Series of
software, produced by Interactive

Applications Ltd (IAU of
Auckland, is one of the most
widely used accounting software
series in New Zealand, and is

tailored to New Zealand
conditions.

It is a good example of the "off

the shelf" software, and the cost
effectiveness end reliability this

type of software can produce.
IAL software runs on most

micfocomputers under the CP/M
and MS-DOS operating systems
which encompasses most 8 and
16-bit machines. It costs between
S900 and S1 100 per module.
with some discounts available for

muttiplo applications.

The Chartered Series of
accounting software includes a

wide range of applications

packages which are integrated to
the general ledger and other sub-

systems where necessary. This
list includes most of the
application modules now available

in the series:

General ledger; order
processing; fixed asset; inventory

control purch; creditors ledger;

debtors sales analysis; payroll;
invoicing; time control; bill of
materials; hire purchase; job
costing.

This v&ry comprehensive series
is sufficiently flexible to lend itself

to most retail, wholesale, service
and manufacturing concerns.

Applications specifically re-

viewed included the general
ledger, debtors sales analysis, and
inventory order processing
systems.

General Ledger
Tha general ledger system

allows you to set up a chart of
accounts to suit your business,
and produce the reports you need
in the format you require.

Integration of the creditors,

debtors, inventory and other
systems with the general ledger
system aBlows you to enter your
transactions in the appropriate
journals for each system, and all

posting will be done automatically
to subsidiary ledgers as well as to
the general ledger.

Other features include

The Portable
Business Computer

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER NOW!

$3815.00
This includes double density'

y\ ^J ii|«emi Vi

Manukau Rd Epsom Auckland

Phone (09) 504-895 (3 lines)

isit oiir showroom.

AUTHORISED NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTOR

OSBORNE DEALERS
COMPUTER WORLD LTD: Cm Lome & Victoria Sta, Auckland, Ph

31-394. PO Bo* 967. Ma Gail Riuhini, Mrmt.
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS LTD; 161-163 Jocvois Rd. Hflmt Bo-*.

Auckland. Ph 789-066 w 769-069 {SpepftHiMt In financial
fnottellinfll. PO Box 46-068, Heine Bay . Mi rM.kc Snowden,
MvUfiMi

MACHINE HtftD COMPUTER CO: 9 Maimion Si, Auekl*h4. Ph
771-S66. PO Bo* 47-053. Mi Warron Wilson, DuocW

TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES LTD: 8 Thackeray §t. HBrn,Uon. ph
393-601

.
PO Boa 406-3. M. Wall* McKefirie, Director.

WAJKATO COMPUTfR CENTRE LTD: 6 Princ«s St. Ham.lton. Ph
393-416. PO 8o» 1094. Mr Bol> Dean, Direciw.

LAKELAND TV & STEREO: 43 HOfOmaia.iojt St. Taupo. Ph 88 888
PO Boot 892. Mr Hairy Leusink. 0«roctO*.

T1MMS' BUSINESS EQUIPMENT LTD: Tennyson St, Napier. Ph
54-250. PO Box 308. Mr Nevitlo Ban«istor. Solos Exec

COIWPUSOIES SOFTWARE & HARDWARE LTD; 7S GhuirtM Si
Wottfrvgton. Ph 844-146. PO Boi 11-819. Mr Chris Cray.
Director.

EINSTEIN SCIENTIFIC LTD: 177 Willis St. Welltrifflon. Til 851-055
PO Box 27- 1 3B. Mr Raju Badianl. Manaflor.

PEANUT COMPUTERS: 5 Dundoa Piaeo, OmwoB. WtrWnator,. PH
791-172. Mi MS & B A. Stevenson, pirftctofi.

ROSS & STAIG TV SERVICES LTD: 5B CoUnawood St, Nateon, Ph
fiO-397. M. Malcom Howard.

SMALL BUSINESS SOFTWARE tTD: 2nd Floor. IBlS Houic. Ph
64 61 7 183 Hereford Stteet. Christchufch. PO Box 101 3. Mr
Bruce FUu!<J). Muoagirrg Director

ECLIPSE RADIO & COMPUTERS LTD: 134-1 36 Stuart St, D..r»ctfn,

. r J2l '1° ,0J - ^ Box 5270
' Mf B,w« McMJIlno, Manager,

LEADING EDQE COMPUTERS LTD: South Cith Mall. Dur-odin. Ph
&&-26B. PO Box 2260 Mr George Oir. Mia CUni On, Ctrpctw?.
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password control allowing three
levels of access to the system.

Level nnn allows read only
access (no changes of data may
be made); level two allows all

necessary changes to be made to
data but no access to system
parameters; and level three allows
even the passwords to be
changed.

This password control applies

only to the general ledger and
creditors system.

All systems are menu driven,
withselectionof the function you
want made from a menu listed on
the screen. When selecting from
options or filling in certain required
information, the programs will

often give default values that
would bo the most often chosen
option or value.
The manuals are very

professionally presented and easy
to follow- In addtion, each manual
provides useful suggestions on
setting up the system to meet
your needs. In the case of the
general ledger system, how to set
up a charge of accounts is

covered thoroughly, as well as
how to use the built-in report

writer.

From the stand-point of internal

control, use of passwords is an
excellent procedure. It is just
unfortunate the password control
has not been implemented on the
other modules in the series.

Debtors
The debtors system was easy to

use fas was the general ledger
system) and the manual very
helpful. When keying in data, all

fields requiring dollar input will

automatically have the decimal
point placed for dollar and cent
notation. This saves the need to
enter decimal points and can be
quite usoful.

All systems allow you to stop
the printing process in mid-stream
when printing reports

particularly useful if, in the middle
of printing a hundred -page report,

you discover you do not really

need it or you have forgotten to
post a batch of transactions. It

can be most annoying to find
yourself in this position and
unable to abort the printing
operation as is the case with some
software.

Actually, forgetting 10 post a
batch, of transactions is a most
18

unlikely occuran.ee with this

system. The posting occurs
automatically after you finish
entering a group of transauiitms.

before you are allowed to exit

from the systen. In addition, an
audit trail report is generated
immediately, letting you (and your
auditors) know which
transactions have been entered.
When inquiring of the debtors

system or entering transactions,

you may access the files for a
particular debtor either by
customer number or by an alpha
key (which wojld be the first part

of the customer's name).
This useful feature is

complicated only by one small
ideosyncracy - the alpha key
must be entered in all upper case
letters. This is unusual as other
data may be entered in upper or

lower case letters without
apparent distinction.

I found this application pleasant
to use. and in about one hour, I

was feeling almost at home with
it.

Inventory order processing
Because the inventory and order

processing systems are integrated

with each other (as are most of
the systems in the series), when
entering a new order for a
customer specifying the products
and quantities ordered, the
program will nterrupt you with a
beep and tell you the inventory on
hand is not sufficient to fill the

order, and "would you like to back
order"? Naturally, this is only
done if in fact the inventory level
is not sufficiontl

This is the way software should
be written! On top of this the
system will do a similar trick if the
customer has over-run his credit

limit. Very nice.

The system, in conjunction with
the invoicing system (integrated
naturally), automaticafly gener-
ates customer invoices on request
for all confirmed orders (those
filled) or for specific invoices
requested. This is a very
professionally presented and
thoroughly designed system and
will prove to be one of the most
useful for many firms.

Summary
Each manual for this series

includes sample reports and
menus for each application.
Generally, the report layouts are

easy to follow and well presented,
as you can see from the sample
inventory system menu.
As with any system which is

new to you, you need time to get
acquainted. But you will find

settting-in time small with this

system of comprehensive
business applications. In spite of a
few ideosyncracies, this is one of
the best series of accounting
software on the market for
microcomputers - and in fact
many mainframe manufacturers
might be joalous.

INVENTORY 5YSTEH HENU

—
I

MAINTAIN INVENTORY HASTES S
MAINTAIN SUPPLIER FILE 9
MAINTAIN CROUP/ APEX/TAX 10
INVENTORY ENQUIRIES 11
LOAD INVENTORY TRANSACTIONS 12
MONTHLY / ANNUAL UPDATE
PRINT STOCK FILE MASTER

13

H

PRINT OUTSTANDING ORDER
PRINT COMPLETED ORDERS
PRINT STOCK STATUS BEPO
PRINT REORDER RECOMMEND
PRINT STOCK SALES PEPOR
PB1NT PRICE LIST
PRINT STOCKTAKING LIST

RTS
ATIONS
T

IS * PRINT ARCA'CPOUP ANALYSIS

= END INVENTORY PROCESSING

ENTER OPTION:

UOlia I DfPtiVlng Inventory Sutw Hin^
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Microprocessor

Model: MN1800 {equivalent 10 6802)

Clock frequency: 890KHz

System Beset Funct ion

• Memory
ROM: 8K Bytes

RAM: 16K Byles

Video RAM: 1K Bytes

' Keyboard
System: Software scanning

Keys: 5-shift key mode with 45 keys. SHIFT key and CTRL key

Display int ettace

Screen size; 24 lines x 32 characters

Characters: 64 characters wlih 6x7 dot matrix

64 semi-graphic characters with 8x8 dot matrix

Characters & symbols specified by user: 32 characters with

8x8 dot matrix

Attribute: Inverted display function

Composite video signal: with 75 ohms. 1V p-p Of wilh

RF lllp-llop converter

i Cassette Interface

System: FSK system 1.200Hz (spacer. 2.400Hz (mark)

Baud rale: 600 Bauds
iAC Adaploi

input Voltage; AC 110V. 120V or 220Vi10%. SOffiOHz

Output Voltaoe: DC 17V, 7.8V and -8V
Power Consumption* 12.5W

»RF Modulatoi

THE MICROCOMPUTER
ELECTRONIC COMPANY LTD
IN ASSOCIATION Wlfh FISHER & PAVK£LHD

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time

27 GREAT SOUTH ROAD, NEWMARKET,
P.O. BOX 9224, AUCKLAND 1, NEW ZEALAND.

TELEPHONE (9) 504-774.
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Running a weather
eye over programs
By CHRIS McLEOD
Whai should you look for when

buying software? Remember it is

best to decide what software you
should use before buying your
hardware.
Look for the- software first.

Then, onca you know what
software you want, look around
for a computer which will be abJe

to run the software you have
chosen.
There are several things you

should look for when buying
software. They are, with a few
details on each:

* Does the program meet
your requirements
Make sure the program does all

you want it to do. Advertisements
and specifications will give some
idea of what the program does,
and whether it is likely to meet
your requirements. You should
also make sure some of the finer

details you are looking for are
available.

Sometimes, problems can arise
if the terminology and units used
in the program are different from
those you are used to- If they are
different, you may have to
consider changing or maybe, have
the program changed to suit your
needs.
Make sure the program is not

too simple for what you want to
do, otherwise it may be of little

use to you. On the other hand,
programs which are more
complicated than you need can be
a nuisance because you may have
to enter a lot more data than
necessary, and have to put up
with a lot more output than you
need.

After you have decided the
program to suit your
requirements, make sure it is

capable of hardling the amount of

data you will be entering. For

example, a diary herd recording
program able to record

information for 200 cows is of
little use for a dairy herd of 250.

• Is the program
technically correct?
Although it is unlikely with

programs thathave been in use for

some time, it is possible to come
across programs which give
incorrect answers. The more
complicated the calculations in a
program, the more likely it is to
have mistakes.
The only way to make

absolutely sure there are no
technical errors is to work a few
examples through by hand, and
then compa'e them with the

results from the program. If the
results are nearly the same, but

not quite, rounding errors could be
occuring.

If the difference between the

computer results and the hand
worked results is significant, be
very suspicious of the program's
accuracy — although you should
check your own figures. It is

probably best to get programs
which have been designed and
programmed by people with a
good knowledge and experience
of farming.

* Is the program easy to
use?
A program which is difficult to

use can lead to more errors, and is

less likely to be used as often as it

should. It will also take longer to
learn to use it, and then, longer to
do the same job than with a
program which is nasier to use.
One of the most important

factors is that the screen layout
should be clear, easy to read, and
uncluttered. Usually, the more
menus there are, the easier it will

be to use the program. The
instructions given on the screen
should be easy to understand, and
the answers required should be
logical.

It is much better if the formats
used for the screen are standard
throughout the program, and the
responses standardised. For
example, if a program has several

places where you may want to
exit, the command should always
be the same.
Data entry should be easy, and

not involve more than is needed.
Once the data has been entered, it

should be easy to correct any
errors, preferably before the data
is removed from the screen.
Corrections should be made at the
position where the data is placed
on the screen, not elsewhere on
the screen. This is to make sure
the right item is corrected.

If data is to be entered relating

to information collected

elsewhere in the program, the
related data should be displayed

somewhere on the screen so that

you do not have to refer to notes.

These comments also apply
when you are updating
information. The data which you
are updating should be displayed
somewhere on the screen so that

you do not have to refer to notes.
These comments also apply

when you are updating
information. The data which you
are updating should be displayed
on the screen, as well as the new
data. If applicable, running totals

should be displayed as well.

If possible, validation of the

data you are entering should be
carried out. This involves

checking the data you are entering

Farmware Farrnware FarmWflhe

COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND SYSTEMS LTD
Box 861, Masterton

have available a groupof programs for on-farm use that will help with:

* Financial Recording and Planning * Stock Recording * Livestock management
These programs are currently available on disk for the SORD M23 range ol computers.

Contact Ian Campbell. Bsx 861, Masterton, phone Mast 2S877 lor details.
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FARMING
to make sure it is what is

expected.
A good example is entering a

date. If you enter a date greater
than 31. or n month greater than
1 2, you should be made to enter it

again, because you have entered a
figure which is obviously
incorrect. Such checks are
sometimes known as "idiot
proofing".

A good indication of whether a
program is easy to use or not, is

for someone with a good
knowledge of the field for which
the program was written to sit

down and use the program. If that
person cannot understand what is

required and does not know what
to do next, the program is

probably not too "user friendly".

• How good is the program
documentation?
Documentation should be

provided with the program. It

should explain what the program
does, how it is used, and what to
do when things go wrong.
Documentation should be easy to
follow, and if any parts of the
program are difficult to follow, it

should clearly explain what is

required.

It is much better if the
documentation has to be referred

to only occasionally. Constant
reference to it is an indication that
the program is not as easy to use
;is it should be.

Any complicated calculations,

should be specified in the

documentation so that you can
check to ensure they are doing

what you want.

• How well is the program
supported?
When you take delivery of the

program, will there be a training

session includec to teach you how
to use it? If there is, this is

probably the best way to get

started. If not, the next best thing

is to have easy access to people
who can help you out it yoy get

into difficulties. This could be
another user in your area, the

person who sold you the program.
If you have access to the writer

you are much more likely to have
any required changes made to the

program.
The most imoortant aspects of

program support relate to program
"bugs" and changes to the
program because of new
circumstances. If any "bugs" are
found (and this is not uncommon),
will the program be corrected, and
what will be the cost? Most
programs come with a guarantee
that any "bugs" will be corrected
at no cost to the buyer. If this

guarantee is not given, be careful.

Changes caused by changing
circumstances can be illustrated

by an example. If the program
includes calculations to allow for

depreciation, these calculations

will have to be changed if

depreciation rates are changed by
the government.
Some programs will be set up to

allow the user to make the
appropriate changes; others will

require the program to be changed
by a programmer. If this is the
case, make sure you have access
to the firm which wrote the
program. Source code is pro-gram
in the form which can be
understood and changed by the
programmer. Many software firms
do not release the source code for
tfieir programs in an effort to
reduce software piracy (theft of
the programs).

• Are the reports from the
program suitable?
The program output - to the

screen or to a printer — should be
laid out so that it is easy to
understand. Presentation of
information in the output can vary
considerably. It does not have to
be in the same order as when
entered.

Unless there is only one way to
logically present results, it is
better to have a choice of several
reports, so that you can select the
most suitable at the time.

It is often useful to have some
of the output on the screen
instead of on the printer, to check
that things are correct for printing
out, or perhaps to save" having to
print anything out-

FARMERS...
Save time and money!
Let Rural Computer Systems take you into the computer
age. At last farming programs are available ir New
Zealand. Produced by farmers with the assistance of a
specialist farm accountant. Next time you are in
Christchurch contact Alister Burbury at 160 Tuam Si, or
phone 796-734, or fill in the coupon below. Sit behind a
microcomputer with Rural Programs and you'll find it hard
to tear yourself away!

NZ distributer:

FARMPLAN I

Pleats wmi we Rural Name
Coapflltt Inform ma.

Occupation

.
\ |

Pleste send me details Address
Authorised dealer: I LJ »w«i Rural Cempmtf

APPLE
SORD

i_

Seminaii

Ple«e send mc derails

about Ruial Coeipulet

Newfletter.

FREEPOSTNO. 100
RURAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O.BOX 1136 CHRISTCHURCH

•Stock Recording
•Financial Planning
•Feed Budgeting

a •Word Processing
I •Gross Margins

•Farm Diary
recording
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New Zealand PackBg* Description Price Syitem User Memory
Source/ Dealers Hardware Required/

Farm Forecast Menu controlled programs for Dairy TBS-80 l&lll 20K
Auiifn.lt Limited, Budget producing an annual forecast Budget 4520 SViHWMr 80 Di»k or tape,

P.O. Box 197, and cash How. Adjustments to derive Pory oxcept cropping
Carterton. taxable in;ome included. Sheep Hitachi Peach whore requires

Agents and dealers for the seeo NEC PC/8000 disk

following machines; NEC,
Hitachi Peach, Poly. with Mixed As above, but allows for up to 50 8760 Ag above 32K

Disk

20K

For the System-80 and Cropping crops and 20 fertilizer entries per
TftS-80's, contact Agfisoft Ltd, crap. Can be used as a paddock
P.O. Box 197, Carterton. recording system.

Horticultural Similar to combination of Bbove, 8650 As above
Forecast Budget except that the 20 entries for fertilizer except for NE ; Disk or tape

Computer
Concepts,
P.O. Box 861.
Masterton,

Kellogg Farm
Management Unit,
Lincoln College.
Canterbury.

Cash Book

Personal Balance &
Equity Analysis

Ewe Flock
Composition

Farmware

Farm Date

Farm Finance

Farm Report

Farm F-eod

Farm Fence

Farm Manages

Cash Flow

Dairy Analysis

Financial Recording
Schema

can induce sprays

.

Monthly cash book of receipts and $270
expendrtu*e which is reconciled with
bank statements.

30 headings allowed for expenditure,
1 6 receipi headings for farm version,

37 receipl headings for horticultural

version.

Equity lor not worth) is established as $105
a percentage ol total assets and on
the basis ?f ell terming assets loss
farm liabilities.

Cfllculatet the number of ewes $50)

required to maintain a stable ewe
flock with balanced ages.

Reads data stored on a MSI/55 data 8250
logger and eitner prints it out or stores
it in a PIP'S page.

Two parti: Cash book and budget or 8200
prediction of cash flow.

Cash boot entries are posted to a
summary according to a given code.

Will recorj all significant information $250
for typical sheep and beef farm.

Venous p'oduction indices are then
calculated. Can bet used to rank farm
against farm or year against year.

Easy-to-use program which allows 8250
feed demand and supply to be
estimated and changed at will. Allows
for different shearing and mating
dates.

Witt list materials necessary for a S50
specified :ype of fence of given
length, Can be used to compare the
cost of different types of fence.

A simuiatian of a small farm in o Jamb 9100
fattening; enterprise. Illustrates
correlator between stocking rate,

sheep pe rlormance and feed
management.

Monthly actual and budget
comparisons as wall as monthly and
cumulative balances.

690

Town supcly forecast of monthly milk 8250
production and income for different
calvinq oatlerns etc.

A complete and flexible -fully

integrated financial managmant
system.

5600

TRS-80 l&lll

system 80
Poly
Hitachi Peach

24K
(27K for Hbrt.:

Disk or tape

Ag above 1 6K
Including NEC Disk or tape

As aboya 1 6K
excluding NEC Disk or tape

Sord M23 ?

DBASIC Disk

Sard M 23 ?

PIPS Disk

Sard M23 ?

UBASIC Disk

Sard M 23 (II)

UBASIC
7

Disk

Sord M23 (III)

BASIC &
Epson HX20
Microcassette

?

Disk

As above ?

Disk

CP/M
Basic 80
8" disk

also

Apple II with
CP/M, NEC,
North Star,

Sanyo 1000,
Sharp PC.
TRS-80 III (for

limited tangs o

packages)
Xerox

64 K total

Disk

i

As above As above

Disk

As above As above

Disk
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Farm Plan

)N2) Ltd,

P.O. Box 1838.
Chtistchutch.

Farm Plan (NZ) Ltd.

Access Data & Agencies (N2I
ICL Trader Point INZ)

Compute* Pofnl IChCh)
Micro Age (ChCh)

Gross Margin —
Sheep breed

Gross Margin —
ahaap buy

Gross Margin —
cattla

Gross Margin —
crop

Investment
Analysis

Metric-Imperial

Equivalents

Mortp,age Analysis

Stock
Feco-ociliation

Farm Businoss

Management
System
|F.B.M,S,J

._.__._..*

*

.

L». X-.XLXX.XX .X.XX_LX.XL.LX._L.LX L X. L X XL.LX. LX.L LX

A detailed forecast enterprise budflet S250
for sheep flo;ks where replacements

are bred.

Similar to abave. but where $250
roplocomonlE aro bought in. (4350 for

bothl

Similar to above but for breeding
herds selling stores

As above bul for any crops

As above As above

Disk

S200

5250

Analysis of miittiperiod cash flows &5Q
giving true Interest rate, payback
period and cost-benefit ratio

Converts a range of commonly usad 850
ag. units from metric to imperial and
vico-vorsa

Calculates repayment details for any 930
table mortgage

Enables keeping full records of stock 950
movements and numbers for user

selected type; and classes
A fully interactive production and
financial planning and control system
with extensive information storage
and reporting capabilities,. The system
is set up to suit all types of farming;
OH farm investments and Interests

can bo included.
— financial and information system ©1300
— three extra stock tiles 9250
— paddock programs S70O
— dairy, calvng, milk prodn & value 9250
Complete system ++ 92500

As above As above

Disk

As above As above

Disk

As Bbove As above

Disk

As above As above

Disk

As above As above

Disk
As above As above

Disk

CP/M 64K total

Disk.

Under a special offer, H a complete package is bought before 30/9/83, all future Farm Plaji fJ.Z. software wBI bo availablo free.

Barnard Pinney,

Dunrobin Station.

R.D.2.
Lumsden.

Prirnesoft,

Primary Software
Ltd.

P.O. Box 324,
Timaru.

I hare are 30 Vic dealers
throughout the country who
soil Primosoft software.

Rural Computer
Systems.
P.O. Box 1138,
Christchurch.

Demo disks ate held by Apple
dealers who placa orders with
Rural Computer Systems.

Farming Templates

Dairy Farm Pack

Sheep & Beef Farm
Pack

Cash Book

Monthly Cash Row
Projection

Crop Profitability

Margin

Farmplan
Financial Package

Ramplan

Beefpian

Dairyplan

Visicalc templates for gross margins
(sheep & dee*), land development
costs, velveting, tailing analysis and
labour.

A five program pack containing a
financial forecast for town supply or
factory suppl/. a monthly cash flow
projection, a dairy cow profitability

margin, a dairy beef profitability

margin and a calving schedule
A five program pack containing an
annual financial forecast program, a
monthly cashflow projection, a ewe
profitability margin program, a stock
buy/sell profitability program and a
stock recording and selection program

A flexible casi book allowing up to 1

5

deposit codes & 60 payment codes.
For ''.! 16K expansion up to 175
transactions fro possible, while 500
per period Bre possibto for the 24K
expansion.

Provides a monthly cash flow allowing
up to 15 income headings and 45
expense headings which the user
defines.

Used to calcdate the pro-fitabflity of
alternative crops, includes sensitivity

figures

A comprehensive and flexible financial 42250
recording and analysis system

Used for selection of breeding sheep

A recording package which can be
used for management purposes as
well as for recording

Gives physical and financial reporting
on the herd as welt as for individual

cows

9200 Appte with
advanced
Visicalc

B1K
Disk

9495
(standard) *
9619
(expanded) #

Vic 20 # standard
2OK
« expanded
2SK
Disk or tape

9495/619 Vic 20 expanded
2aK
Disk or tape

91467175 Vic 20 It expanded
26 K
Disk or tape

9130/160 Vic 20 # expanded
28K
Disk or tape

8130/160 Vic 20 I expanded
28K
Disk or tape

92250

$1400

Apple lie

Apple He

48K total

Disk

48K total

Disk

914O0 Apple lie 48K total

Disk

S1400 Apple He 48K total

Disk
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FARMING

Systems
simulation

By CHRIS McLEOD

What '<-. systems simulation,
and how can it be used on farms?

Let's define what we are talking

about. A system can be defined as
"a group of objects united by
some form of interaction or
independence to perform a
specified function." If we ware to
look at a sheep farming system,

we would note many objects
(sheep, grass, rain, labour,

management, grass grubs etc.)

which form the system and
perform the functions of

producing meat, wool and
income.

Systems simulation — where a
model is constructed which
represents the system under

study - has been used for several

years in various disciplines.

We are all familiar with the use
of wind tunnels in designing
aircraft. A modal of the aircraft is

constructed, then placed in the

wind tunnel. By altering the air

speed and the altitude of the
aircraft model, engineers can get a
better idea of how the real aircraft

will fly.

Models used in systems
simulation can be physical (as in

this example) where the model
looks like the real thing, or
symbolic, using mathematical or

logical operations to mimic the
system under study. Symbolic
models which can be programmed
to run on a computer, are useful in

farming.

As microcomputers are
becoming cheaper and much more
powerful, it wil not be long before
farmers can af'ord a computer on
which useful system simulation
programs can be run. The benefits
are many and varied.

If you want to find out whether
you should change your farming
policy to improve snmfl aspect of
your operation, what do you do?
You could ask an advisor, you
could ask another farmer who
farms differently to you, or you
could just try out a new policy.

Each option has its problems.
The advisor may not be
completely familiar with your
aims, or with your present farming
situation. Other farmers may have
different aims and give advice
which does not suit you. II you
experiment with other farming
systems, many years could pass
before you have enough
information to make a choice,

If you had a computer model of
your farm, you could try each of
different systems and compare
the results. You are able to try out
things which you could never try

in the real system.

Just by playing around with the
computer model, you would get a
much a better idea of how things
actually work on the farm. The

COMPft€H€NSIV€ GUIIX TO FARM SOFTWAft€
mUfWHiw

Pigplan

Paddoekplan

Dataplan

AgriCilC

Agiiplan

Designed to replace the manual S14O0 Apple Ho 4 BK total

recording systems lor a pig brsading
herd.

A cop management program suited to

Oisk

$1400 Apple lie 48K total

many types of crop. Disk

A d-otabase program for general use 5250 Apple lid 48K total

where data structure and roport Disk

formats aro easily created by "he user
to suit requirements.

A series of templates including $250 Apple lie plus 48K total

budgets and cash flows and specific Visicalc Disk

management tools for Indrvidial

enterprises.

As above. i250 Apple He plus
Mtirtiplan

48K total

Disk

FARM PLAN (NZ) Ltd

FARM COMPUTER SOFTWARE
the only software that fully combines your physical and financial records

At last the "FBMS" — the complete New Zeafemd developed Farm Business Management System designed to

satisfy the needs of all types of farming using fully integrated programmes- We invite you to invite us to demonstrate

our software to you.

Write to: H.A. LISSAMAN
FARM PLAN (NZ) LTD
P.O. Box 1838
CHRISTCHURCH
Phone 557-232 795-024

Name .

Address

Occupation
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computer could run a simulation
of several years, but only take

minutes to carry out the

simulation.
At present, system simulation is

used in research to study specific

areas of agriculture. One model
which simulates the growth and
spread of rust in barley crops, can
b& used to determine the best time
to spray the crop for rust control.

Another looks at the growlh of
pasture 5n Canterbury.

"li will be some time before a
model is produced which can
accurately simulate the whole
farm situation, but there is little

doubt the day will come when
farmers can study the benefits

and costs of alternative farming
systems using computer
simulation models.

II II I IC^dwi C

Sheep, Beef
and Dairy
programmes

NOW AVAILABLE

'Wlrill

;commodore
VIC 20 i2& HAM and the NEW 64 tjSfc

HAMlUICHO COMPUTERS
fndyour Colouror Blsck and White T.V.

MIMIftOnMV, HIP AH» 041* V (.*<„
COMTAIM IM rOUO-WMM

U*«IY1

Annual Financial Forecast
Monthly Cast Flow P'Ofection
Ewo/ Of Cow Profitubifiry Ma'g*i
Slock Suy-Sell Profitability

Slock Rticoifling ord Seiociion

CBlfibOt* andOoppny
P'h^hitwtim a*o AvaiUU*

l*i >nHoh fiiHf"•!-* i...
boonaw .»(, iUMpiW **-
HfHM<ot N*ff7MHr4farit
i"bmil"iwt

•tKAnc mi to •»?• ts« -*„

r&fuTrmrftrmMknjrtfJdemytttt'iy-

CcnUCf COMMODORE VIC 2U DEALERS..
WWtttfW PRJMAHYSOFTWARE (.TO.

P.O. 80X324.
T1MAHU.PHON6 34-563

Prhc I'M ?n;; i n

CampMoi

PaffcBQ*
FROM

1838

Concern at

dismissal
Sir — Your publication gives the

impression that it seeks to
educate in an unbiased manner in

the field of m crocomputers for

schools. Accordingly, we are a

little concerned at your light-

hearted dismissal (Bits & Bytes,

March 1983). of the State
Services Commission Report for

the Minister of Education in regard

to schools computers. Certainly,

as published, the "report"

provides little assistance to
secondary schools and we are

arguing with the minister for a full

release. (We are not aware of any
other suppliers, similarly doing

this)

.

However, for your information,

microcomputers as a whole were
evaluated as a result of our
arguing the case that Poly should
not be arbitrarily supplied to

schools. We maintained, as we
still do, that other machines could
adequately serve school
requirements, at a more
competitive price.

That the BMC800 should rate
highly in such an evaluation is

hardly surprising. With 64K RAM,
CP/M compatbility, full ASCII
keyboard, high resolution RGB
colour graphics screens, 80 cps
printer dedicated to each slave,

networked by our MX(6)
computer (installed in hundreds of

New Zealand businesses and
teaching institutions), it is a

serious contender for both stand-

alone school needs and classroom
networks. In fact it is selling in

both configurations.

Much of the present hardware
installed in schools has been
purchased prior to the completion
of the report to the Government
by the Consultative Committee for

Computers in Schools and also

prior to the hardware evaluation

carried out by the State Services

Commission on behalf of the
Department of Education.

In a numbar of cases the
installed equipment is dated, and
it was clear sone months ago that

the Departmeit had a strong

preference for relatively

sophisticated equipment capable
of colour graphics networking.

For approximately 12 months,
our own company has maintained
close contact with the department
and the needs of the consultative
committee so that we were in a
position to offer the most
appropriate hardware when
requested. This policy is

consistent with our criticism of

other companies which have been
hard selling microcomputers to

schools when they fall well short
of minimum performance as set

out by the department. It would
therefore seem a little unkind of

you to criticise the BMC80O
because "ft was not an existing

microcomputer in schools".

We would encourage you to join

our call for the full release of the

SSC Report. The survey was
carried out at considerable

expense to the taxpayer and
contains extremely valuable

information which will groatly

assist schools in assessing
relative 'technical merits of
alternative hardware.
The Freedom of Information Act

concept seems to be very relevant

here. - KEN EAGLE (Marketing

manager. Microcomputer
Developments Ltd).

BITS & BYTES regrets the

omission of the BMC 800 -from our
series on education networks but

full coverage of the BMC will be
provided in our July issue.

INVITATION TO REGISTER

Suppliers interested in

tendering for a* network of

12 microcomputers with

shared access to a hard

disk, each station able to

run CPVM software, please

register with:

D McAven
Manager
Computer Resource Centre

Christchurch Polytechnic

PO Box 22095

Christchurch
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Personal Computers Galore at 1 983
Auckland Microcomputer Exhibition

Wall to wall personal computers
is one description given to
Auckland's microcomputer event
of the year. From hand held

models to businesslike desktop
machines, personal computers
will be the main feature of this

year's Microcomputer Exhibition

on Saturday, July 2.

This event, the fourth arranged
by the New Zealand
Microcomputer Club Inc. is

designed for the ordinary person
to catch up on today's world of

computing,

To accommodate the expected
crowds on Saturday, July 2
Auckland Showgrounds has been
selected as the venue for the

1983 show. C Pavilion has
capacity for a 50 percent increase

in commercial and hobbyist
exhibitors, plus the ability to

house at least double last year's

crowd of two and a half thousand
visitors — all eager to see, use and
probably buy, from the widest

variety of personal computers,
software and books ever
assembled in New Zealand under

the one roof.

Along with the full range of
microcomputer equipment, on
display will be many of the
practical business and personal

uses that have swiftly become the
trademark of microcomputers.
With today's prices ranging from
under $200 to over $10,000
there is sure to be a

microcomputer to suit everybody.

The doors open to the public at

9am for eight hours of non-stop
activity, including demon-
strations, lectures and hands-on
experience for everybody. Plus

the chance to win a computer-
Exhibitors wil include hobby

and business microcomputer
clubs, schools and technical

institutes, as well as large and
small retailers of microcomputer
products and literature. All with

the emphasis on what is available

here and now.

Information on local micro-

computer happenings, clubs, user

groups, organisations, seminars,

courses and camps will be
available on the day. Plus the
chance to ask questions of the

many people who are involved in

the microcomputer scene.

The Micro Club will operate a

trading table for part of the day
and many exhibitors will have
products for sale.

Admission will be $1 per person

and the Showgrounds carpark will

be available at $ 1 per car.

Some of the exhibitors who will be at the 1983
Microcomputer Exhibition are listed below with brief details

on what they will be displaying on the day.

Bits & Bytes Stand 5
We'll be at the exhibition to sign

up new subscrtoers, sell back
copies and generally listen to any
comments or criticisms about the

magazine. Come along and say
hello.

Computer Training Centre
Stand 42

Because of the large gap in the
market between vendors selling

computers and those considering
purchase or have just purchased a
computer, the Computer Training
Centre has recently been
established to give people with
little or no experience of

computers a grounding in how a
computer works, how to look
after and operate it, and training in

the various business packages
available-

Courses are run on a regular

basis, with a maximum of eight
people per class.

K'Rd Video and Computer Co.,

Alpine Computing
Stands 6 and 7

Stands 6 & 7 will feature
personal computers. The Sinclair

ZX 81. Spectrum, Commodore
Vic 20, Commodore 64 and the

BBC computer. Plus full Apple-
compatible computers and a range
of disk drives and monitors.

The fullest possible selection of
software will be available over

100 programs for the VIC 20,
Commodore 64 f

Spectrum and

BBC.

NEW ZEALAND'S BEST VALUE
HOME COMPUTER

Colour computer with 1 6K and

Basic cartridge only $495

Porterfield Computers Ltd

•IMn.'.ih:

103 Dominion Road, Auckland 3. Telephone 686-084
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Secant! EtiitioH

By Ken Knecbl

Save on this fine book!
JUNE ONLY BONUS POINTS

SPECIAL
MICROSOFT BASIC (2nd edition) By

Ken Knecht
Shows how easy it is to learn to program

using This powerful language. A
comprehensive tutorial on programming

using Microsoft version &.0 with
TRSSOVSystem 80 and other generalised

CP/M-based systems as examples. This
edition has a new chapter on the Microsoft

BASIC compiler.

Save $6.50 on normal retail price by
using three of your bonus points. $23.45

compared with the normal $29.95.
Or

Save $3.50 by using one of your
bonus points. $26.45 instead of

$29.95.
Note this special price is available only to those with
bonus points from previous purchases or purchases
Willi the ordej. Il applies only to orders received by

the Bits & Bytes Book Club by July 8, 1983. The book
will then cease to be a bonus-points special.

Save $8.20 on this

one!
JUNE ONLY BONUS POINTS

SPECIAL LIMITED NUMBER OF
COPIES ONLY AVAILABLE!

Microprocessors
from Chips to Systems

By Rodney Zaks

This early, hardback edition of this fine

book, a great introduction to the hardware
side of computing.

Use five bonus points and it's yours

for $14.75. That's a saving of

$8.20 on the normal retail price of

$22.95.

Note that this special June offer is limited until July 8,

1983, in out hands. Supplies are restricted and books

will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis. The

offer Is open only to those who hove, or with the

order will have, accumulated at least five Bits & Bytes

Book Club bonus paints.

Other bonus
points specials

iliAp-ff

Ftoni Dhi io Bta . .

.

A pQOCTOBTY rawCffy Of In QbCVOfv CCfnpUlAf

HOftTl

Bonus orvtiend:

Only S 9.95 Yoxjsavo 520 on normal retail price

This book tales ' '- readei behnj the _.>.. e! the Moon
School at the Unhmhyof PerrsfWaria w the late 1 940*. A
group of young scembts stuggte lo assise a technologi than

woUd or* flay iev*Jt»oni$e the- world. Ths b the story o! the

people nhose ^eojrat'on and effort give Drth to the

computer.

Save £20 on this 220 page hardback
from the Robotics Press

Price $9.95 PLUS two dividend points

Home Computers:

210 QuH*ro ml Anwn Hen Ode*,-

Yd Uharivm

vol 2. Software

$9.95 Save $10
(Requires one bonus potntl

39.95. Save S10
[Requires one bonus point)

These two vohroa in question and aroww form ojve you
a tvjt f6«fc-m for what'i involved n personal ranputng.

Wei etustroted. Sane Of the section «*c Numbrs., logic

and buMng bfcdu; Getting rto Hardware, What/s It L*e

to Assemble a Ccrnpuiar Kit. Some Specific

HwopiweBoft What's » BtjUy l*n to ftogram h
MaSimt and A««mt»y Lnnoyegc. What's 1 l*e to

Prog-am In BASIC

These special deals arc available only to

those who teve already Dought BITS &
BYTES books, or who order them from this

issue, thus gaining tlw necessary bonus
points.

Excuse Me. . . What was That?
Anton Braun Quiet

A very funny book full of anecdotes about things
that should've worked but didn't and iho things

[hot did work but lor all th« wrong reasons. Only
the person whose never sworn at (Ms micro will
fail to get a g.'in out of this book,
dilithium picss Our price S9.35. Sava 60c

and earn s bonus point

Running WW: The Next rnduittfal Revolution
AdamOsootrut

Lift your head from the terminal tar a lew hours'
end havo a good read o1 what the electronics,'

computet involution may bring about for \h*j

world. This la the second industrial involution.

Robotics, bionics .... dream or nightmare?
McG H Out price 88.95 You sava 1 1 .45

and evn bonus point



THt BITS 5 BVI6S BOOKCLUB

Books for the buff

Mtaocornpuler Design and T.oubtoshootinfl

Eogeno M. Zumchak
Contains; every aspect of microcomputer design

from thu idea to -in- working &ysiem. Controller
function!), wo ooveioprrient system, rood'write
timing, pood hardware design, iho computer
System, hardware lealiflg" and («flU6l«ihoO!infl

and the. three basics of softwaro design:
documentation. pNrojoptry. sod McTtnlqve,

HowardSams C\*p)rioo*30.75Yousave »3.3fi

and urn itvM of*dit points

Introdwtton lo Word Pmwuano Hal Ctmer
What a word pfKasso' Is. What it does. How- to use
oae. How lo choose one. A wort processor n not so

fcaty lo Byncriie cash low. as A is to save &ra, trim

labour, improve efficiency, and producbVrty. tiys the

author, Thr3 "8>ls & Bylcs" reviewef descfiod It Bius:

"An ideal introduction 10 word processing tor Bio home
computer iwtiata."

Sybex Our pnc« 521 .60 You Save SMS
jnd earn two bgnuipoinli

Mastering Comout-* G.G.I. Wright

A good totroducfion fo» the Wtiatad. or -for us* as

e text in a computer-appreciation course. Covers

;lm field from the tosin of martittanw, thm*irjh

euch everyday applcaUons as bo*r coding 10 the

possibilities ol videotex and art electronic money
system Wei) wrfmn m a concise. Brieith style,

and well Mustrated.

MaarMan Master Sstioa Our price *9.45 Save
50c

Plus 1 bonus point

Mastering Compute' Programming P.E. Gosling

A completo, setf-contained course from Britain

for tall study at home, or for use tn the

classroom. In one beofc. the essential information

lo learn programmes. The language taught is

BASIC. The auihjr, a former locturer in

computing, runs a computer services company.

Mecnvilan Master Safe* Our price »9.45 Save
80c

Plus 1 bonus point

For the IBM PC: Cross
Reference Utility (CRF)
Provides a complete listing ol

variables withing a BASIC
program, enabling you to
review, analyse, and modify a
program to achieve maximum
capability from the computer
system. This unique utility

program helps you to locate

and correct typograhical errors,

identify frequently used
variable, and quickly change
variable names.
Our price $56.45 You save
$6.29
(Bonus points do not apply to software)

"Paint" - art software
for the Atari

Designed for the Atari 800,
"Paint" is an easy to use
diskette and book allowing
users to create dazzling,

intricate colour pictures on a
screen. Features include one-
letter mnemonic commands
(like B for brush, E for erase, Z
for zoom) which are easily
learned at the first sitting. You
can create hundreds of
different colour/texture
combinations. Needs 48K Atari
800 with disk drive, colour TV
or monitor, and joystick.

Our price $66.50 You save
$7.45
(No bonus points)

Software

from

Prentice

Hall

MULTIPLOY
Apple Arithmetic Software
By transforming arithmetic

problems into an outer-space

shoot out. MULTIPLOY has
made arithmetic drills

irresistable fun. Simply slip the
Muttiploy diskette into an Apple
Ik select an operation and
difficulty Bevel, and you're

under attack.

Our price $41 .60 Your save
$4.60

on the new retail price
(no bonus points)

How it works
Once you've bought a book,

you're tn the club. So just pick
out the books you want, fill in

the coupon on the next page
and post it in.

We are offering savings on the

cash you pay for each book
PLUS we give credit bonus
points on each purchase. These
are stored to your credit.

Z80 Assembly Language Programming
L.A. Leventhol

Comprehensive coverage of the 780
microprocessor aaBombly language. Examples
ilufttrata softwaie development concepts and"

ocUrti assembly language usage. Assemblers

and ossembler directives are explained. Indude9
more than 80 sample programming problems. All

p/obkmi solution* in source coflo ond object

code. Each 280 -nutruction fuBy explained.

Our pnee $33.95 You save *l.79
and oatnlhiee bonus points

BASiC
Programming ot the

Basic Programming] on the BBC Ned end Pat Cryer
You've seen the machine on television, and this

is the book prepared 16 *J0 with tho programme,
it' s designed for tlw new BBC . and tcocfies how
to write programs, draw and) animate pictures
ar»d graphics in full colour, design sound olfodts

and program game-SK Oolailed glossary.

Our price »19.25 You save 91.05
and earn two bonus points

Your Times Sinclair 1000 and ZXB1 Douglas
Hfl'flct ,

cor Sinclair umks; t aKrs you from ir*
very be-Blnning and oxplolns in simple, everyday

\

lonrjiMfli- how to use your ZX81 (o Its (uirei:

Cape&tlftWS. How TO connect your TV and
coisotie recorder and make them work together,

i

Givtrtg commands, writing your own ptoarsmtl
for graphics, coteulatkvis. rsamoo. and mora.)
Reedy-to-run program* include a supercskulaio^.

bat graphs for home budgeting: d'Awing picturtj

on theTV screen. A good book for tlte ntiw user,]

Sybe» OurpriceSI 1.86 You save 65e.
and varn a bonus pom



THG BUS fi 8VT€S BOOH CLUB

Books for the beginner

Program Yiur Mfcrocooipuler In BASIC

No previous knovtlcdgc ol computing b assumed. The
author says this book a designed co cut in just where

Hie manuals 'idv» j."o«ud you to gn1 your new roia'o up
and runrang. instructions c c-tous ol instructions are

Coal; with Hi activities, giving a compile course in *J>s

cements of BASIC

Macmillan Our price SI 3.25 You save 70c
and earn one bonus point

Don't, of How lo Cart) (or -our Computer Rodney*

Zaks
An easy, entertaining guide to computer unci

psriptw-tt preservation. SpedHe advice tor the

compute*, (loppy discs, hard tfi&cs, tha CRT
T-rrnir' ::. the printer, tape LMUtS, th-_* Compute*
room, software, and (tocurnemntion, Ui the
words o' "Popular Computing" this book
Is" . . .cheap insurance".

Sybex Our price 922.75 Save $1.20
and pain two bonus points

BASK EieiP«i lor Ihe Alan J.P. urnojtier

A practical and enteitaimng way to learn prc-gra-mmnQ

with Alart BASIC. Through step by-step examples you

learn the foe points of the language and how to wine
yout own programs. The Is what "interlace Age" said:

This oceMm book . _ . teaches BASIC wiMul ialking

down lo the reader/' The eaercises run on ihe Atari

400, Alar. 600. and the nev» 120Q)XL

Syocx Our price $21 BO. You tars S1.14

and earn two bonus points

Mastering visiMc ftjtfasHrl gal
Written both (or newcomers to the spreodihwi program

and (of those who are aready usirg it Shows ho* to

set up VisCaic spreadsheets lor finance, buisness and

numerical applications; low to change The paramaters.

how to- creat-e the lormulas; how lo use the DIP We
(uttcuon. A ccrfrpleie'j.Ke.

Sybex Our [nice $19.90. Too save $1.05

and earn two bonus po-nts

FREE POST

P&to-nM BASK R. J. Cvnpbtl and M.R. Ellis

A textbook (or leadiina programming on the

Commodore PET. A useful source lor ihe teacher.

Written by two wschpre at PalmpnUnn Hnrlh Rnyt'

High. Indexed, and with cartoons, diagrams, and charts.

Phase 3 Electronics Our pi ice $8.50 Yuu save 50c

and earn 1 bonus point

Doing B u lirifss with VisiCate Stanley R . Trosi

Assumes an inlioductoi'y-level understanding ol

VisrCalc. Beyond that it is a quck and easy guide. It has

more than SO planning and forecasting applications

ranging from financial statements *o master budgets,

and pricing models to Investment strategies. Each

applicalion «s described m delail and a complete

rjrogram lo* selling ug tne sop-cation in VisiCaK is

rated

Sybex Our price $1 9.90 You save $1 -OS

and earn two bamis points

Dnir.g 3usi miittfttal
Richard and Douglas Hctgert

Gives the bunding blacks lor wilting complete business

programs In Pascal, team how to use UCSO Pascal and

its extensions, modular programmmgj, and tne

managemenl technioues lo design efficient, interactive

ptog/ams lor your business tasks. Includrss listings lor

ptogiams such as vendor peifcxmancs analyses.

acoounts receivable ageing analyse, financial ratios,

sales analysis.

Sybex Our price S2B.45. You save Si.50
and earn Ihree credit points

PLEASE USE THIS COUPON F

BOOK TITLE

OR PURCHASES

j. _. Club Bonus"« r .?->

txotB" "-"fcfptfitt.vtMi

2

3

-

GET THIS IN THE MAIL TODAY: Free-post 125
To buy, cul out this coupon and "Bits & Bytes"
post it to: Books

Box 827
Christchurch

(If you address it in this way no stamp is needed). Free
postage only within New Zealand.
Pay with order: Cheque, money order, or fill in the
Bankcard/Viscard boxes.

I enclose payment for the above order:

Viscard i ! Bankcard

DaDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Postal order D Postal note

Please note any machines you are interested in

ADDRESS:
of other special areas of interest

Is this your first club purchase? YES/NO
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Enartvi Panning wlih BASIC X.T. Bui

A coPectton of interactive, oriented Business programs.

rticy can be used m tncii existing lorm « as tools lot

management and planning decisions. Finding breakeven

point, linear prograrrrring, inventory management,

critical path analysis- moving averages, linear

regression, financial ratio analysis-, portloio

nviiugerfent tfioea ato soma ot the topics cove*ad.

Sybex Our price $24.65 You save 51.30

and earn two credit pointt

How to the SuperCale Deborah and Jerry Willis and

Men Miller

A guide to the applications and implementation of

spreadsheet prngran& In general, .and to SuperCale
specrficalry. Simple language, down to-earth directions.

Tellsyou how to organise, arrange, and manipulate your

data, and is also a reference manual.

*ilhiuei Piess 0u)pflceS37.95rsuuveS2
ami earn 3 bonus polntt

Same Ccnuiian fift SIC Program i: Atari EdMen
loo Poole etai

Seventysix short programs to Kay into your Atari 400
or 800, giving you a powerful collection ol financial,

statistical, and maths programs. Each program is

complete with source lirJng, documentation, and
sample execution.

Osboene/McGraw Hill Our price S29.90
You save S1.60

and earn three bonus potnli

PET Fun and Gimei Jstlues and fisher

Selected Cursor Programs

More than 39 games and puzzles, selected trorrt mote
than three years issues ol "Cursor" magazine. Will run

on any model Commodore PET or CBM. T"he games

mciode Zap, Shark, Demcn. fctoe, Dungeon. Yahttee,

Mad. The puxfles .nciude Hanoi. Box. and Mind.

Qsbome'Mcfiraw ma our price $23.85
You save S1.2S

and earn two bonus points

Applesoft BASIC A Teach-Yoursetl introduction

Batrie M, Peaks
A manual for New ZealarDers. A one-bock method ol

learning BASIC with the Apple, instead ol picking
nilcimui'ci t'omtwoo'Three. "You get quite a wide
view o' the Aptfe. system with one Book instead ot

three or four." writer/reviewer Mike Well in the
Mo»ch issue of "Bits 8 Bytes". Model answers.
Inquiries regarding terms (or class sets welcomed.

John Mclndoe Ojr pries S9.45 Save 50c
and earn a bonus point

Iroidefia**; Games FtclordMetecum
A run introduction for anyow beginning progrsmming. The

author has chosen the redwn ofgsmes to teach teaden hom
to design error -tree, interactive BASIC pogroms. Computer

oares are deserted ci rJetaf inert tidafecd vrj analysed to

Annate how the games «e* developed. ft*s, atgottna,
anlcodrig differences Irom tie TBS 80, Apple it, end PET are

jlw included.

Sybex Ojr price S25. 18 Save 91.32

and earn two bonus points

Quick Kayboardlng Vomjb Alexander
Sub-titled "Comoetent Keyboardmg in 6 Hours",
this book' by Men Zealander Vonnie Atexarder has a
unique method tor teach-youtsell competent
keyboarding. A wall chart ol fager positions is

tcludcd.

Meihuen Our price 96.50 You save 45c
and earn ons bonus point

Keyboanting lor Information Precession, Robert Hanson
andSueRiQrjy

Enables a person to develop bs*. ; touch keyboardwo
ski!) in a minim urn time. The person who completes the

book wnl be able to key in alphabetic, numeric and
symbol information; npul numbers on a separate

10 i-key pad; keyboard information quickly anrj

accurately: understand some of the basic vocabulary

used in keyboardlng. Can be used for c'assroom or

individual, se'.f* instruction

MeGtaw Kill Our Price $8.95 You save 57c

and earn one bonus point

Orders
Please allow a few weeks for delivery.

We apologise for the late delivery o(

some titlas. due to slocks running out.

New supplies of Atari Games and

Recreations and "Start with BASIC on

the Commodore Vic 20"' are duo In

soon.

POST YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!!
NAME: Please answer the following quosti ons;

My Interest Is:

ADDRESS: Farming
Education
Competitions

Business
Professional

Hobby use
General news

School name Programs
Beginner

ZONE:

1 enclose payment for one year's subscription to BITS b BYTES

Adult S8 !

] School 56

Form

iJ

i

H

I

PAYMENT:

Visa card
Bankcord

My 'ield Is:

Professional (medical,

accounting etc!

Business I .

Education (lecturer, teacher etel H
Consumer (hobbyist etc)

Farming I

Card Hol-dor Signature Student I

Date Card Expires QthCheque Cheque No « , ., ...

POSUl Order Postal nollD .,
Doyou useamlcrQCC.mput.e* Yes/No

/ If yes, which brand
I

J^——^^^^—^—^^—^— No stamp is required
BACK COPIES

if you write this
Please send me the following back issues at $1.50 each. / .

address on your
issue Nob): enveiope
N«»= Freepost No. 125
Add.ess BITS & BYTES
{Please nolo stocks are limitedand issues 1 and 2 are only pA Qj*\v A07
available minus the covers) %/. DUa O^/——^^^——^^^^^^^ Christchurch.
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John Gilbert & Co. Ltd.

Stands 43 and 44
We will be demonstrating our

already well known range of

SYSTEM-80 upgradcG and
modifications including: CP/M,
colour video, 48K RAM. floppy

disk controfler, lower case, high

speed CPU clock rate, video

destreak, and much more.
We have also decided to launch

at the show the most versatile and
feature packed SYSTEM-80
product ever produced in N.Z.

Porterfiald Computers
Stand 5

Porterfield Computers has
recently acquired the Apparat
agency in Mew Zealand.

Using Apparat's NEWDOS 80
version 2.0 it is possible to run VE
DATA 80 track double sided
drives on either Dick Smith or

Radio Shack computers, and in

singfe or double density.

David Reid Electronics Ltd

Stand 25
David Reid Electronics will have

on display the Sinclair 2X81 , ever-
popular computer.

The Atari 400 and Atari 800,
are renowned for their graphics

sound and colour capabilities for

development of exciting game
programs.

The spotlight will be on the

SPECTRUM, the latest

development from Sinclair.

A large range of software for

the ZX Spectrum, ZX81 , and Atari

will be on display,

PHILIPS

componatta

PHIUPS EXPANDAPAX
THE STORAGE SYSTEM
FOR ANYTHING SMALL

Why waste time searching for small parts? Philips

Expandapax is the economical, easy way to store them and
find them last. These tough, see-through pJastic boxes
show their contents at a glance. Five to a tray, they

measure 54 x 32 x 93mm each. Ideal for electronic

components, screws, nuts, washers, and many other small

items. The trays nest firmly together on locating pins to

stack as high as you like. Trays are available in red, blue
or brown. It's Ihe building storage system that can grow
with your needs.

ELCOMA PHILIPS ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES OF N.Z. LTD.

„, AUCKLAND WELLINGTON CHfllSTCHUflCH
We want you
to hare the best

. eo*cnz an
toi 1041 PO fc»3CB>

•«. -111(1 N**. *??•

I'D Dw I'H

SVSTCfVI SO COMPUTER
WTTHON BOARD

FCR
ONLY

48K
$1095

MEMORY

ALSO WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING; SYSTEM 80 - C/MICRQ -PMC9Q - VIDEO

GENIE MODIFICATIONS - PRICES INCLUDE "0N-B0ARD" INSTALLATION.

VIC 20
COMMODORE 64

DATASETTE

JOYSTICK

PADDLES

S795
SI 295

$149
525

$40

+ SOFTWARE A1* BOCKS WL0fl£

AUNSTCCKNOW!

JG-1 CHROMA 80 II COLOUR S299

JG 2 CtSCONTROLLER $345

JG-3 EXTERNALSOUNSeFFECTS $46

JQ-4 2mta>4mru SPEED-UP $46

Jfi-5 LQVfcflCASE $89

JG-6 VIM0 DSSPIAT* $46

JG-7 48K MEMORY UPGRADE $199

JG-8 AVAILABLE SHORTLY NEW CPM S P.0A
MOOPCATION— THE ULTIMATE M0WFICATOH

LOW COST 80 TRACK, DID, D/S.

514 DRIVES AVAILABLE SHORTLY

[CONTACT:

SEND TWS
ADVERTISEMENT TOGETHER
WITH YOUft PArWENT ANO
YOU CAN HAVE A HEW VIC-20

FOR ONLY
AND RECEIVE A FREE
C0MH0DOPE DATASETTE
(CASSETTE RECORDER) WORTHSIfl

sm
JOHN GILBERT ELECTRONICS

PARNELL RISE, PARNELL, AUCKLAND
TEL (09)30839 P.O. BOX 37245
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MAIL ORDER
SOFTWARE
Best range available in

N.Z. for home computers

ZX81
ZX Pilot

ZXMan
ZXTrek

ZX Penetrator

ZX Casino

ZX Word ©tc etc

Mystery House Adv.

VIC 20
Frogger

Defender

Chopper Raid

Space Maze

Shark Attack

Traxx etc etc

CBM 64
Business programs

New games
all just arrived

Send for our catalog

ALL DISPLAYED &
DEMONSTATED

Mail Orders Welcome

BANKCARD - VISA - CASH PRICES

K'RD
Video &
Computer

flDV€RTISING F€flTUR€

65 PITT St., AUCKLAND
Ph.399-655

Dick Smith Electronics

Stand 11

They range from the new Dick
Smith Wizzard computer, ihe

lowest priced colour home
computer in New Zealand (under

$500) to the versatile Dick Smith
System 80 (under S1000), with

all its economical peripherals and
a large range ot software.

Mini Tech Manufacturing Co. Ltd

We expect to display four
aspects of our business at the
show. First wil be a display of
printed circuit board's, some of
them assembled and running.

Included with the PCBs will be a
demonstration of a do-it-yourself

PCB kitset.

Second will be a display of
Bishop Graphics draughting aids

Third a demonstration and
display of the range of 3MI
Scotchcal products.

Finally will be a display of the
ETI 660 microcomputer.

Microcomputer Electronic

Company
Stand 8

The success of Fisher and
Paykel's office automation
company. The Microcomputer
Company Limited, can be linked

primarily to the Panasonic small
business computer.

Versatility, reliability and
relative low cost have led to a user
base of many hundreds of
satisfied commercial users. This
technology is now available to the
student and home hobbyist in the
Panasonic JR-100.

Molyrnerx
MOLYMERX is the largest

supplier of TRS 80/SYS 80
software in New Zealand and
Australia.

The company is based in NZ and
reproduces software under
licence from the major English and
American software houses.

Computer Camps Ltd offers a
range of private and business
services. These include:
Computer Fun Camps, a modern
educational facility for children.

Parents weekend computer
camps.
Training in computer occupations
from keyboard skills to pro-

gramming.
Accounting services on our own
computers.

Consulting and advisory services
for computer purchase.

Teacher training in computer
education.
Management training for com-
puterisation.

See us at the Micro Exhibition.

Supatech Elecronics

Stands 35 & 37
Demonstrating with pride.

Commodore computers, the Vic
20 and the Commodore 64. Also
the BBC computer and possibly
the Franklin Ace. Patrick Dunphy
involved as professional
programmer for 1 5 years, believes
he offers expertise second to none
in the small business, home and
personal computer field.

Supatech also offers one of the
biggest ranges of software for

Commodore and BBC computers
plus books and accessories

Commodore Computer
Stands 14, 17, 20 and 23

Commodore Computer (NZ) Ltd

will be exhibiting the wide range
of Commodore computers and
products including:

The VIC 20, the world's biggest

selling computer.
The new Commodore 64 with

its amazing graphics and music

abilities.

The music keyboard to interface

with both the VIC 20 and the

Commodore 64.
New Commodore dot matrix

printers for the VIC 20 and the 64,

Models 1525 and 1526.
The CBM 1520 - a high

density four colour printer plotter.

The new 1541 single disk drive

(170 capacity), and Commodore's

i

bus range of software to!

complement these machines.

Supatech Electronics

430 Mt Eden Rd,

P.O. Box 2600, Auckland
Telephone 605-216

are pleased to be
associated with

the NZ Microcomputer

Club's

4th MICROCOMPUTER
EXHIBITION.

See us July 2nd on stands

35S37.
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1983
Microcomputer

Exhibition
To find out about today's computers come to the

1983 Microcomputer Exhibition
Auckland Showgrounds
C Pavilion
Saturday 2nd July dam to 5pm
Admission $1.00

For details on
The 1983 Microcomputer Exhibition,

please contact the

Exhibition Convenors
NZ Microcomputer Club Inc

PO Box 6210 Auckland.
Telephoned) 676-591 or (09) 491-012.

Supported by

BJT5..6. .

..BYTES.
N€UJ ZCALRND'S

P€flSONfll COMPUT€fi MflGAZINC

Commerciol displays of

Personal Computers &
Small Business Systems

Hobbyist displays of

Home Computers &
Computer Applications

Rc-gulor demons(rations of

Computer Uses
Computer equipment
Computer Programs
forhome and business

ampuTER
exhibition

Never before in New Zealand has there been an opportunity to view such a comprehensive selection o'

personal and small business microcomputers with so many applications, m so many fields.

Today, computers are within the reach of everybody who would like to make use of them.

On display (or all to see and use will be today's range of computers tor homo, small and medium business.

school and hobbyist

Regular presentations throughout the day on persona! and business uses ot computers Magazines, books
programs and equipment will be on sale.

All this plus the opportunity to win youf very own computer

Come along and be in to win a Dick Smith Wizzard computer
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Elcoma

Stand 12
ELCOMA (the components

division of Philips Electrical) will

exhibit colour and monochrome
monitors, together with a
complete VDU terminal on Stand
12.
The monochrome monitors of

sizes 9 inch to 1 5 inch incorporate
designs available as either

assembled/tested PCBs or set of

components plus PCB for

assembly, together with the tube
of your choice.

The colour monitors incorporate
our design, which may be applied
with standard 14 inch or 20 inch

colour tube combinations.
Elekon (Overseas) Ltd

Stand 9
We support the microprocessor

user as follows:

Test & Measure Equipment:
Logic Probes. Pulsers and
Generators. IC Test Probes and
Clips.

Connectors: D Series
Subminiature connectors. Two-
part PCB Edge Connectors to DIN
specification 41612, Direct plug-

irk PCB edge connectors. IC
sockets.

Prototyping Aids: Veroblock
breadboards, VnroboarrlR,
including S1O0, STD, Exorciser
(TM), Multibus <TM) and apple
(TM) compatible boards. Verowire
System components. Wire
wrapping tools, wire, connectors,
pins and accessories.

Century 21 Electronics

Stand 1

3

Century 21 Computers Ltd. of
142 Vincent Street, Auckland, the

agent in New Zealand for Seiko,
Morrow and Otrona will be
displaying the new multi-user
8086 based Seiko 8600 series,

the Morrow Microdecision and the
Otrona Attache.

Sirius Systems
Stand 10

The Osborne 1 will be displayed
by the natiDnal distributor, Sirius

Systems Limited on Stand 10.
The Osbcrne 1 has been a major

success story throughout the
world including New Zealand
since its introduction to the USA
market 1 8 months ago.

Control Microcomputers
Stand 32

Cont rol Microcomputer
pleased to have the opportunity tc

display on Stand 32 some of its

recent additions to the popular

C.ltoh family of dot matrix, daisy

wheel and plotting printers.

8510 BCD/1 550 BCD Prowriter

dot matrix printer. The B series

gives a throughput of 73 LPM
compared with 63 LPM for 51 OA,
although print speed remains 120

8510 BCD/1 55Q3CP now
features full 3KB buffer with 250
byte overrun buffers.

Integrated Office Systems
Stand 41

Integrated Office Systems
recognises that the micro-

computer market with its myriad
of claims and counter-claims by
the various manufacturers and
agents is very confusing for the
first time purchaser.

Among those studied by I.O.S.

are Sharp. Sanyo. MDL,
Commodore, Hitachi Peach,
Northstar, Onyx and Sundance.
Epson and others..

CONFUSED ABOUT MICRO COMPUTERS?

Are you thinking of
purchasing a computer?

Have you recently

purchased a computer?

Do you want to find

out how they can help

your business without

being pressured to buy?

Have you got sufficient

backup staff if your
operator should leave?

& Computer
Familiarisation courses
for school learners and
businessmen

fr Operator training

courses

6 In house training of

your own staff

THE COMPUTERTRAINING CENTRE
PC) Box 47 327
Ponsonhv
AUCKLAND!

Telephone 734- 1 00

accommodation arranged
lor visitors lo Auckland



ALL AT UNREPEATABLE PRICES!
SINCLAIR ZX 81 HOME COMPUTER
'The Oi'sg^sf selling micro computer on earth!'

Usually <M4Q QC
$199.00 ^> I4C7-9U

Have fun with ZX81
H's great lor games, education, business. household
Budgets and calculations It's also an investment, in toe
future H helps prepare you« chtloven lor the computer
aoeo) lomorrn*!

Compact, &iwf, easy to stwe easy to tun. "rat's ZX8}!
Stalling Is easy — ZXB1 plugs into trie ami*! socket o'
your Dlactt and while or colour IV set and you can use
vow own portable casMi;© recorder to rr.a*e and siote
your Oiv" programmes'

ZX PRINTER
Destined ewkmrety it jw Hfln in* &
nars«dCor(i.ii - i d - rrnloi

"'I ,..-...

usual;) S239 e>-mn ne
Scocp Purchase Puct i> I 33.oO

ZX81 Power Supply
(9 tfci! DO 700mA AMapm
Usuaa, $29.95 $19.95

ZX81 LEARNING LAB
OT1 zone

[PBgiannvtg
let"" OsicptOS'*m"im; o" 2X11

Kftnt'
ISC 1*»J>:

""
.

JMlTBlleS OKI
I 00 ..'-'::' t«(il

O'OJ'*'""'^) O" 6 CdSB'

CSW Laaminfl ur> U*j* v W9.50

Scoop Purchase Price -D # 9.90

ADD MORE MEMORY TO
YOUHZXS1!
ZX3' "as "rt c* mewy DuUI-m
. .

'.' ' ii ;..• ... j latai

d !W if aiu n-jum icu ui 'jr il*

.
:
: "G ri-tjod I6K S"iB*

ZM16 1AM PACK Usually $1 49

Scoop Purchase Pitco «byi7.yO

ALSO AVAILABLE! The amazing

ATARI 400
HOME COMPUTER
!6cctows - 9»cnwiine
intensities!

'Four Indepenoani sound
an BwslKfal
'16K BYTES ot RAM on Doa«J!

AVAILABLE FROM OVER
200 DAVID RE1D
COMPUTERSTOCKISTS
N.Z. WIDE!

was $1295

$999NOV,' only

Pnc* mduovi Ar*i BASfC C3"t>0v*

WE BUY RIGHT TO SELt
RIGHT. YOU SAVE-

DAVTD REID ELECTRONICS
&i Ra-pnp Rl Bvkenftcaa CPO B*n36M Aucfcurd
r**pfto<<- <iti-c-t* -loxacuna '-. • Onehunoai
mnWKwi PiiMuiilon K^N.. 'Lv«t>« Hull Wulii.jlcr.
C'»*lcfiutr.n IXiOOOi> iwwrii .i. k^«i 'n.—iiii

You'll see the sign
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Mike Wall is lecturer in

Computer Education at ChCh
Teachers College. The views
expressed are his and should not
be interpreted as Educational

Department policy.

Primary

Problems
The cries of "despair and

confusion" emanating from the

nation's secondary schools
evidently aren't loud enough.
Primary schools want to get into

computGrs.
I'm sure that primary teachers

really believe that the "despair

and confusion" stuff was
invented by the PPTA just to

bludgeon the Education
Department. Computers couldn't

possibly cause anything but
rejoicing. , . .could they?

Hope springs eternal. Machines
which are supposedly so cold and
logical do seem to generate great

waves of wishful thinking.

Of course, the machines
themselves are touted as the

solution for whatever problem you
might have. 1 982 was the year of

the computer. They are the latest

thing; they are "up-market"; they
put you one step ahead. How7
Most secondary schools taught

some kind of computing long
before the era of the micro, so
thay had a ready-made need. The
new-fangled subjects, computer
awareness and computer studies

then grew up round the new
machine. This isn't to say,
however, that no secondary
school bought one because the

school down the road had one: or
that a tiny group of individual

teachers didn't suddenly develop
a hankering to play with onel
Whatever the motives, the

machines are now part of the

scene and from an initially narrow
base (programming! the use of
computers is slowly and painfully

worming its way into other areas
of the school.

So what about it, you primary
teachers? Why do you want a

computer?
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Some honest primary souls
have actually been heard to say
that they believe computers are
wondorful things, but that they
really don't know what to do with

it when {not if) they get it.

It's easy tc rubbish that sort of
attitude, but in some ways, there
is no real alternative. Primary
schools have had no contact with
computers of any kind before.

Probably only a handful of primary
teachers have ever used one or
have had any formal computer
training. What knowledge do they
have to go en, apart from a gut
feeling that all the fuss must be
worth taking notice of?

Much of what has happened in

secondary schools he§ been
caused by the presence of
computers and there is also no
denying that in the big wide world
beyond the classroom, computer
chips have provided answers
before people even realised there

were needs. ("Gosh, I wish I had a

television game where I could
shoot down Dttle men from space
all day!")

Cynical souls may mutter about
the tail wagging the dog, but the
fact remains that the best way to
learn what s computer can and
can't do, is to use one.

However, it's not all groping in

the dark. ExDerienced users can
suggest possible applications
before any purchase is made and
we have overseas experience to
call on. Snags abound. The
experienced" primary school users
ere unlikely to be representative of
primary school teachers and, if

secondary sciools are anything to
go by, overseas experience gets
rapidly written off as useless.

"Americans have too much
money, the Brits are obsessed
with electronics and the Aussies
have never been able to show us
anything worth while before, so
what makes you think they can
start now?" — from "Quotable
Quotes in NZ Education."
So what are the primary schools

going to do?
My answer, in short, is use

computers as aids to teaching.
Teaching directry about
computers is best handled at
secondary level and traditional

computer programming is a tin of
fish hooks at the best of times.

Don't worry; primary schools

aren't being deprived of any
perks. By using computers,
primary pupils will learn about
ecrcono, dioke and keyboards
without formal instruction. They
will also discover that computers
require instructions, that they can
store information and that they
can do certain things very fast.

Isn't this the best way to learn

anyway?
As for the teaching of

programming; opinions range
from those who say DON'T to

those who believe that a keen and
able teacher can benefit pupils by
teaching them almost anything.
(The example given was Greek.) I

feel that "teaching a computer"
can be a very creative activity and
the LOGO language is the greatest

thing that happened to kids of all

ages since the Muppets. Telling a

turtle how to draw shapes is really

computer programming you do
when you aren't doing computer
programming. LOGO at present

doesn't run on all computers, but

before too long, 1 think it wil

become a standard software item.

Roll on the dayl
So here we are in our primary

school with our computer, and we
are ready to use it as an "aid to

teaching". This means individual

drill and practice (remedial if

desired), whofe class or small

group simulation exercises, using
the computer as a clever overhead
projector etc. etc. (In a future

column, I will examine these broad
categories in detail.)

But beware of the pitfalls.

Computers are, of course,
marvellous things, and in the right

hands they are very potent

educational tools. But newcomers
will always seriously under-

estimate the amount of time and
sweat needed to make them truly

effective.

Many of New Zealand's
secondary schools have had
computers for three, years or so
and during that time, thousands of

person-hours have gurgled into

making them effective teacing

tools. An outsider, unacquainted
with the medium, could look al

what has been done and wonder
where the time actually went.
After all don't you just bring a

computer into your class, turn h

on and watch it do its stuff?
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Without wishing to dampen

enthusiasm, it is worth examining

what has to happen before a
computer is let loose on a class;

1. The teacher has to know how
to operate the computer.
2. The teacher has got to find a
suitable computer program to use.

3. The teacher has got to know
thoroughly how the program
Works.
4. The teacher has got to provide

a lead-in to the program, pupil

resources to accompany the

program, and effectively tie things
together at the end.

This is where those thousands
of hours have disappeared to.

Short cuts are guaranteed to

cause at best a mediocre lesson

and at worst a disaster.

There is definitely a place for

the computer in primary schools

but progress, assuming that

official support stays non-

existent, will inevitably' be slow.
Get into computers by all means,
but leave your rose-tinted

spectacles back in the computer
shop.

I've heard that a group of

kindergarten teachers may be
coming in.

HflRDwrme Review

From page 14

which could more accurately be
described as software for
preparation of numerical control

machine programs, for control of
numerical control machines, and
for civil engineering calculations.

This software, still to be fully

converted from Italian,

demonstrated well using the
graphics features of the M20.
Brian described how the package
could do the job of special

numerical control. machine
computer systems which can cost
three times the price of the M20.

Altogether, the Olivetti M20 is a
useful microcomputer offering

good value. Prospective
purchasers should examine their

disk space requirements carefully

before choosing a configuration.

Review unit from:

Armstrong & Springhalt Ltd
P.O. Box 645,
Christchurch.

Sheet Feeder
Makes Word Processing
Fully Automatic
Added to any popular make of word
processing printer, BDT Automatic
Feeders automatically insert standard
letterheads, form sets and envelopes.
The whole range ot models included
single bin and dual bin feeders
designed lor use with C.ltoh F10/A10
daisywheel printers, Diablo, Quime,
NEC, Ricoh, Toshiba, Daisy, Adler and
other brands.

Ex stock supply and full support from:
• Selected Local Microcomputer dealers
• CED Distributors Ltd, Ph. 486-200, Auckland.
• NZ Distributors

AAICROCOMPUTERS
55 Jpper Queen Street, Newton, Auckland.
P.O. Box 68474, Auckland, New Zealand.
Telephones (09) 773-389, (09> 793-619
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Reptile

ramble
By GORDON FINDLAY

This month for a change I have a
program for you. It is a simple

game, with one or two interesting
programming features. The game
was written for youngsters who
find the "real" computer games
too fast. It is based! on a game I

have seen on (dare I say it) an
Apple.

Playing the game is simplicity
itself. The player controls a

"snake" which moves around the
screen within four walls. The
snake is hungry, so needs to be
steered towards food,
represented by hash (!) signs (##).

The player scores points for
each food block reached. Some of

these give "mystery" points — up
to 200. The game is over
whenever the snake runs into its

trail, or a wall. Because all the

food blocks vanish when one is

eaten, to reappear elsewhere,
gaps open in the track. A
rudimentary "top score" feature
is allowed.

One of the programming
features is the use of PEEK
instructions to check to see if a
key is being pressed. As far as the
TRS/SYSTEM-80 is concerned,
the keyboard is a block of
memory. One of these locations is

1 4400 (decimal). This location

corresponds t3 the four arrow
keys, and ENTER (or New Line).

The value in this location is given
by thic table:

key being value
pressed: (decimal):

none
left 32
right 64
up 8
down 16
enter 1

Combinations of keys can also

be detected, e.g. if the up and left

arrows are both being pressed,

this location will return 40 (32 +
8). The space, break and clear

keys also return values in this

location, but they aren't used in

the program.
Also used fa the program are

functions for determining which
PRINT @ location corresponds to

given graphics co-ordinates, and
the use of PEEK to read the

screen. The video display is also a

block of memory — from 1 5360
to 16383. The memory location

for a screen location is 1 5360 +

the PRINT @ location. The
contents of the screen can be
found by peeking at the

corresponding location.

The program as listed here is

written for disk BASIC.
Conversion for tape, or other

memory sizes is easy enough. For

non-disk you will need to convert
all the hex numbers (e.g.

&H3840) to decimal, change the
DEFUSR statement to the two
pokes used by level 2. and remove

the two DEF FN statements by
writing their expressions in full

whenever used. The CMD"T"can
bo removed. If you run into

trouble, drop me a line. My
address is 87 Somerfield Street,

Christenurch 2, and so far I have
replied to all the letters I have
received. A stamped envelope
would help ensure that this record
is maintained!

I find this game is a real hit with
young children, and some not so
youngl There are two ways to

bend the rules which are not

prevented by the program.
Because the characters do not fill

the bottom two pixels of a screen
location, the 'snake' can 'eat'

food without quite reaching it.

This doesn't seem to worry
players. The other 'fiddle' I will

leave for you to find, and explain.

10 ' SNAKE: a trainer
video seme.
20 ' by G. A. Findlay*

30 ' 87 Somerfield
Street t

40 ' Christ-church i 2.
50 '

69 ' bypass title if
CENTER) or arrow key
pressed!
70 IF F-EEK< &H3S4* > <> ft

THEN GOTO 90
80 CLS: PRINT @47»»
"9s5s N A KEi"! FOR I

= i to m =

WE DON'T JUST SELL COMPUTERS. .

WE GIVE YOU ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED

Commodore 64 + VIC 20 + Atari + BBC 4 SinclairZX81 4- Sirius + Access + Spectrum

Pa trick Dunphy has over 15 yea rs' computer programming experience and is now combining this with TV and
video technology. He can talk to you in English about your computer requirements. We also have a large

stock of ch eap colour TVs and moni tors

.

Programs avaiJable include:

Chess
Galaxians
Pilot

Moon Lander

Aucklands largest selection o( programs, books, games, programming courses, paper, all accessories, casseiies, cartridges, etc.

Business systems also available. Mail o'dcrs and oil cud't ca'ds accepted. Hire purchase available.

SUROTCH a£CTRONICS
430 MT. EDEN ROAD, Ml EDEN TELEPHONE 605-216 PO. BOX 2600 AUCKLAND

^
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SET(RND(127), RND(47)>:
NEXT
89 'disable interrupts*
reserve memory and poke
sound routine.
96 CMD"T" : POKE 16561 ,

225: POKE 16562, 255:
CLEAR 200: RANDOM:
RESTORE
100 AD = 65506: DEFUSR1
= &HFFE2
110 AD = AD - 65536:
FOR I = AD TO AD + 28:
READ DT: POKE It DT:
NEXT
120 DIM PS(iO) 'storage
for screen positions of
'food'
130 DEF FN SR(X, Y) =
INT<X/2) + INT(Y/3) *
64
140 DEF FN SC(X, Y) =
PEEK<&H3C00 + INT<X/2)
+• INKY/3) * 64)
150 SR = 0: NBLKS = 5
159 'make a noise
160 XX = USRK 3930) +
USRK5677) + USRK390&)
+ USRK 4463 >

170 PRINTS 960, "PRESS
ANY KEY TO BEGIN:
";CHR*<31 >s

180 IF INKEY* = ""

THEN lee
189 ' draw wal Is
190 CLS: FOR IX =
TO 127: SETU'/i. 0):
SET < IX. 41): NEXT
195 ' BK* is a food
block, BL* a blank the
same size
200 BK* = STRING*(4»
"#">: BL* =-STRIMG*(4,
32)
210 FOR IX = TO
41: SETtO-, IX) :

SET<127, 1X5! NEXT
220 OOSUB 3?0
230 GOSUB 430
240 X = 6Si Y = 20 =

SET<X, Y)

250 J - 64
259 ' read keyboard
260 JJ = PEEK(&H3840>
269 ' if no key
pressed, use last key
270 IF JJ = THEN J.J

= J
280 J = 33
289 ' extend snake
290 IF JJ = 8 THEN Y
= Y - 1 ELSE IF JJ = 16.

THEN Y = Y + 1 ELSE IF
JJ = 32 THEN X = X -

1 ELSE IF JJ = 64 THEN
X = X + 1 ELSE COTO
260
3fr0 AA - FN SC(X, Y)
309 ' see if hit food
310 IF AA - 35 THEN
GOSUB 470: GOSUB 100=
GOSUB 430: SET(X. Y) :

GOTO 260
319 'see if hit
wal 1/snake
320 IF POINTU, Y) =
THEN XX = USR1 (5U> =

SET(X, Y>: GOTO 260
330 XX USRK -
24321): CLS: PRINTS
256, "YOUR SCORE:
";SR: PRINT* TOP SCORE:
":TS
34© IF SR>TS THEN
PR I NT "NEW TOP SCORE!":
XX = USRK 7725) +

USRK7715) - USRK 7725)
+ USRK7715!' +
USR 1(7725): TS = SR:
INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR
NAME";NTS*: NTS* =
LEFT* (NTS* +
STRING* (15, 32), 15):
350 PRINTS 960, "PRESS
SPACE FOR ANOTHER
GAME- NEWL1NE TO
STOP"

;

360 XX* INKEY*: IF
XX$ = "" THEN 360 ELSE
IF XX* = " ' THEN 150
ELSE IF XX* =
CHRSU3) THEN CMD"R":
END ELSE GOTO 360
330 END
39$ PRINTS S96* "YOUR
SCORE: ";SR;"
TOP SCORE: ";TS;" BY
*tNTS*!-CHR*-@ft)«.s
RETURN
40« XX = USR1 (7725) +
USRK 4463) +
USRK 7740)
41« IF RND(4) O 1

THEN SR = SR + 10:

GOSUB 39$:
420 PRINTS

GOTO
93€>,

440

"MYSTERY POINTS!"!
430 FOR 1=1 TO
RND(2e>: SR = SR + 10!
PRINTS 921,
SR;CHR*(30)i: XX =

USR1(?-.H3FF): FOR II
1 TO 50: NEXT: NEXT:
FOR 1=1 TO 300:
NEXT: GOSUB 390
439 ' doing too wel 1 -

make 'food' smaller
440 IF SR>500 THEM
BK* = STRING*C2. "#"):
BL* = STRING4C2, 32)
450 IF SCORE >10««
THEN NBLCKS = 3
460 RETURN
470 FOR 1=1 TO
NBLCKS: PRINT© PSU),
BL*?: NEXT: RETURN
480 FOR 1=1 TO
NBLCKS: XX = RNDU17) +
2: YY = RND(33) + 3:
PS(I) = FN SR(XXi YY):
PRINT© PSU), BK*;:
NEXT I

490 RETURN
499 ' data for sound
routine
500 DATA 205, 127, 10,
62, 1, 14-, 0, 237, 91,
61. 64. 69. 47. 230 1 3,

t179, 211, 255, i

4, 16, 246, 24. 242.
37, 32, 241, 201

40

S@ffi
CITIZEN 5800

PRINTERS
180 CPS Dot Matrii—Uppw/lcw Case

Heavy Oily — Continuoui Print Rating

Out performs Tl 810 OS180

SPECIAL PfilCE 10 CLEAR

Si .600 each plus

640 tales ta«

52.240 includes deliveiy

Cash with orOat

MOKKOMPOTBiS
55 UPPER QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND.

P.O. BOX 68-474, AUCKLAND.
NEW ZEALAND. TELEX NZ 6110?

'DATASVS' PH. (09) 793-619
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In the Belly of the

Beast: The CPU
By GERR1T BAHLMAN
We have talked about tlie

structure of memory and the way
In which things stored in a

computer's memory are able to be
found. In this article we will take

this a little further. Let us say that

we have a piece of information

stored at an address in memory
which we want to add to anpther
piece of information which is also

stored in memory. This answer we
then want to place somewhere
else and remember it also. What
we want the computer to do
might look (ike figure 1

.

MEMORY BEFORE
Address

9732

13632

36

42

So, in terms of the numeric
example, the computer is to get
the value in the memory location
at 9732, transfer it to its central

processing unit. Also get the value
at memory location 13632,
transfer that to the CPU do the
arithmetic using the arithmetic
programs it has available

(arithmetic unit) then take the
result back to memory and store

that at memory location 17504.
You can see that even a simple

job like adding two numbers
actually involves a great deal of

work. While I can't show you in

detail here it's worth remembering
that a computer's CPU runs
special little programs called micro
code which programmers
normally don't even worry about
unless they are interested in CPU
design. If you were to delve that
deeply y*ou would realise just how
complex something like addition

really is.

When we program in a high-

level language we do not normally
get involved in grubby details like

the addresses of memories in

which values are stored, we just
use names for the addresses and
the computer sorts out the
memory locations we mean. The

36

place where the computer keeps a
track of the names and the

addresses is called the symbol
table. But enough of that.

in a high-level language such as
Fortran the addition might look

like this: X=Y+Z
In fact the same sentence

would also make sense in BASIC
and a number of other languages.
In Pascal, X:=Y+2; would work.
In LOGO, MAKE "X SUM :Y :Z

would do the trick. In COBOL, we
would use: ADD Y. Z GIVING X

Obviously there are a number of

ways of saying the sarne thing in

high-level languages. But when
you are dealing with a particular

machine and you- are writing in

that machine's language you must
be very specific. You couldn't
write a machine program which

MEMORY AFTER
Address

ADD

9732

17504

36

42

78

addressed memory lections that
didn't exist for example. Well. 1

suppose you could, but the results

wouldn't be very interesting.

At any rate each of the three
variables, X,Y,Zr is assigned a
memory location which is stored
in the symbol table. In terms of
our example Y might be assigned
the memory location 9732, Z
might be given 13632, and X
17504. The contents of locations
9732 and 13632 are to be added
and the result is to be put into

location 1 7504.
The important thing to notice

about all this is that it is possible
to get confused about what the

names X,Y,Z and :he numbers are
doing . They a re just labels for their

respective locations and they are
not the values inside them. If you
have understood that you will

have made 3n important
breakthrough in urderstanding the
difference between a variable's

name and its value.

So each memory location has
two things associated with it: its

name or address, and its value —
the information which is kept
there. When we use a name like Z
in a high-level language or indeed
in a low-level larguage. we are

talking about the symbolic

address of some quantity which is

saved in memory.
As far as central processing

units are concerned we have to

know how they like information to

be presented to them. Do they

want pieces of information from

memory brought to them one at a

time, two at a time or how? What
sorts of things can the CPU
handle?

In an effort to understand this I

am going to talk about CPU's as if

there were four distinctly different

sorts of ways in which computers
operate with information. You
have to remember that in fact

most machines let you do a

mixture of all four so that it is

often more complicated than it

first appears.
The CPU is capable of a number

of elementary operations such as

addition, subtraction, multiplic-

ation, and division. Most
arithmetic operations use two
numbers at the the same time. For
example, you have to have six

times something before you can

multiply. As well as that you must
have somewhere to put the
answer. In the old-fashioned desk
calculator they used an
accumulator. Modern calculators

have several accumulators or

memories. Accumulators are also

called registers. In a simple
calculator the number typed in on
the keyboard might have been
added to what was already in the

accumulator leaving the answer in

the accumulator. So the operation
of addition got its two starting

numbers from the accumulator
and from the keyboard it then put
its answer back into the
accumulator.
With multiplication the two

numbers it needed would probably
be typed in from the keyboard and
the answer would appear on the

accumulator.
In some ways the computer

works like a desk calculator with
the memory doing the job of th

keyboard and the CPU having an
accumulator or more than one.

The memory supplies the numbers
that are to be operated on and the
answers on the way through are

kept in the accumulators.
In the next article we will use

these ideas to separate out the
different sort of CPUs.
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Basic BASIC part 8
continuing a series on BASIC for

beginners By gordon findlay

TrirAsc \AfifK arrav/c "food" to the erd of our list as a
ticks with arrays sign8 , that we have finished _
L.-ist month we dealt with

arrays. This month, let's try some
further explorations in this tangled
area, and a few useful tricks.

A typical application for an array

is to store lists of information. As
a slightly different example from
usual, let's consider how we
could store the information

needed for a diet management
program. We need to store a list of

foods, and with each, it's calorie

value.

The names of the various foods
will obviously be strings, such as
"standard egg", "bananas", or

whatever. The calorific value will

be a number, such as 158, or 78,

which are the values for the foods
I just listed. We need to agree

from the start on the units used.
All of my work will be in terms of

"kcal per 100s" for calorie

content, and grams for weights.
Here is an obvious application

for Iwo arrays - one containing
the foods as strings, and the other
the calorie counts. The first will be
a string array, the second
numeric. Almost all machines
nowadays support string arrays,

but Sinclair owners will need to

modify this. String arrays are

declared just like numeric ones, so
we need a dimension statement,
such as
10 DIM FD$(100).CC(100>
The two arrays will work in

tandem — each FD$ member will

be a food, and its corresponding
calorie figure will be the SAME
NUMBERED element of CC.

First, we have to get the

information into the arrays. No
sense in typing It all in through the

keyboard every time the program
is run - put it alt in DATA
statements, and READ them. The
statement to read one FDs, CC
pair is:

30 READ FD${I>,CC(I)

This obviously needs to be in a

loop. Two possibilities here for

you to think about: we could
count the number of foods, and
use a FOR loop, or we could avoid
counting by adding a special

say "FINISHED"! Reading this

would indicate that there were no
more foods. The first approach is

the easier to program; the second
the easier to add foods to when
you wish to expand. In the second
case it will be useful to count the

foods as they are read, so we
know how many we have got for

later use in the program.
The first way looks like this:

10 DIM FDSdOOI.CCIlOO)
20 FOR 1=1 70 100
30 READ FD$(I),CCH
40 NEXT I

The second approach could be
done this way:
10 DIM FDiOOOlXaiOO)
20 1=1

30 READ FDSdl.CCM
40 IF FD$m="F1NISHED" THEN GOTO 70
50 1=14-1

60 GOTO 20
70 N0=l-1
80 REM cast of ihe piogram hem: NO is the

number of foods.

Notice line 80 is needed to

avoid counting "FINISHED" as a
food. The second approach makes
adding more foods simply a matter

of inserting more data before the

"FINISHED". If you adopt the first

approach, you need to check the
program careful y to change the

number of foods everywhere you
have used it. The use of a 'rogue
value' such as "FINISHED"
avoids this. Notice that the READ
statement forces you to give a

(dummy) calorie value for the last

data item.

About the data statements to
go with these reads. To put a
string in a data statement it must
usually be enclosed in quotes. The
reason for this is so that commas
and other punctuation can be
included in the data strings.

Sample data statements:
90 DATA "APPLES ",46,"APRICOTS,

DRIE0'M82."APRIC0TS, RAW",28
1 00 DATA
'BANANAS".78,"BLACKBERRIES",28/-
'8READ, WHITE".2S3

How do we go about retrieving

this information? How could we
find out the calorie content of, say
an egg? Let's allow the user to
type in the name of a food, and
get given its value. The first bit is

easy:
500 PRINT-TYPE NAME OF FOOD
REQUIRED":
S10 INPUT RQS

Looking something up basically

means comparing the required

_,^ campuTER
(cia) tape

10Min.tow
DAOP-OUT

CO

LOW
DROP-OU!

STANDARD

CASSETTE 8LAHKS

GUARANTEED

10W
DB0P-0UT

LOW
MOP-GUT

HXJ. LABU S A1,D CASt
OlOBOXOflO H9i5
POSTAGE ANO PACKAGING tf.10

5 TO 60 MIN. TAPES - SEND FOR LIST

GAMES- ZX81 -GAMES
* FAST *

GREAT GAMES IN MACHINE CODE
FOR YOUR 2X31

SEND FOR FREE LIST NOW!!

TO: MICRO 81 "

P.O. BOX 8QQ-?5, AUCKLAND 7.

BBC
Computer now available

ex stock (while they last) - Only $1995

Wide zange of games, plugs, leads in stock.

Authorized dealer for the

BBC computer and Acornsoft software.

Write for list to: COMPUTECH SYSTEMS.
PO Box 5986. Wellosley St. Auckland.



EC Facit

Fronts

UP!

Facit 4510 where options are standard

• Serial plus parallel interfaces standard

(RS232/CENTRONIX/EPSON

)

• 2K buffer standard
• Multi-font capability 96 ASCII characters

+- 8 national versions
• Hi Resolution '9x15 characters at 1 CPI

or proportional
• Medium resolution 9x9 characters at 1 0, 1 2, 1 7 CPI
• More than 40 software functions-more than any
comparable printer

• Dip switches (16) externally accessible

• 1 20 CH/SEC
• 80 column
• paper handling fanfold with tracer single sheet ffiction

feed, telex roll/friction feed
• 55 full lines/min at CPI
• Block and pin graphics
• Protocols: Ready/busy, x-on/off , string oriented

communication

DEALERS — SCHOOLS — USER GROUPS
ENQUIRIES INVITED

PRICE $1315.00 plus $400 SALES TAX

HMCLEAN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

BGGINNGRS
"MtfcanerawHrocwKoroo

AUCKLAND
459 Kyber Pass Hd, Newmartat
P.O. Sox 9464, Newmarket
Telephone: 501-801 , 501 -219. 587-037

WELLINGTON
5lh Floor Wem brock House

181 Upper Willis Si, P.O. Box 496
Tolephono: 844-42S

strings With each member of the

array in turn, and stopping when
we get a match. One neat way is

to set up a FOR loop, and jump out

ot the loop when a match Is found.

If we set all the way through the

loop without jumping out. then we
were gnable to find the required

information, and should say so. If

we do jump out. the index of the

loop will tell us which member
matched; NO is the number of

foods included in the program:

520 FOR i=t TO MO
530 IF FO$(l)=RQ9 THEN GOTO 600
540 NEXT I

550 REM HAVEN'T JUMPED. SO
COULDN'T FIND IT

560 PRINT"ERROR: CA.NN0T FIND";RQS
570 PRINT "TRY ANOTHER"
580 GOTO 500
590 REM GET TO LINE 600 BY JUMPING
FROM LINE-530
600 PRINT RQS; "IS FOOD NUMBER";!
610 PRINT "IT'S CALORIFIC VALUE
IS";CC(»; "KCAL/100G"
620 GOTO 500

Try to predict what the exact

output will be for an input of

"BANANAS" with the data

above.
Certainly you will be able to

think of improvements to this bit

of program. For a start, after

reading all the foods in, we should

sort them into alphabetical order.

If we did so, we could stop
comparing once we had gone past

the food we were searching for: if

we wanted "KUMARA", and we
hadn't found it by the time we
found "LENTILS" we would know
that the search was unsuccesful.

This would speed things up
considerably, at the expense of

more difficult programming.
One or two other things to

notice. TRS/System-80 owners
will need to CLEAR a substantial

amount of string space when
using string arrays. Many BASICS
need to stop every so often and
clean up their work area (this is

called "garbage collection") —
and the program may seem to

"hang". Don't be alarmed if it

suddenly seems that your
computer has gone out to lunch

without you!
This approach has one inherent

weakness: if the user gives a

different wording - say "mashed
potatoes" instead of "potatoes,

mashed" — the program won't be

able to find the food. Of course.

Turn to page 51
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A guide to the galaxy of computer jargon
What aie bits and bytes and ore

they as nasty as they sound?
These and many other examples
of computer jargon will be
explained in this section for those
of you still speaking English. It's

our guide to computerese or to

use our first word of jargon, our
user-friendly section. But don't
worry, its not necessary to know
all these terms off by heart or to
understand them all to be able to

use a computer. And jargon that

remains confusing will become
clearer by reading other articles in

BITS & BYTES, books and any
hands-on experience (another
piece of jargon lhat simply means
using a computer) you obtain.

What does a microcomputer
<Jo?

The microcomputer is capable
of receiving information, pro-

cessing it, storing the results or

sending them somewhere else. All

this information is called data and
it comprises numbers, letters and

special symbols which can be reed
by humans. Although the data is

accepted and output by the
computer in Eiglish-like form,
inside it is a dif'erent story — It

must be held in the form ol an
electronic code. This code is

called binary — a system of
numbering which uses only Os and
1s. Thus in most micros each
character, number or symbol is

represented by eight binary digits

or bits as they sre called ranging
from O00O0OO0 to 11111111.
For example the character 'A' is

represented inside the computer
as 0/000007.
This group of eight bits is called

a byte and to make it easier for

people who have to deal with
them all the time a number system
called hex was invented. The hex
equivalent of a byte is obtained by
gjving each half, or four bits, a
single character code (0-9, A-FJ:
0=0000, 1=0001, 2=0010,
3=0011, 4=0100, 5=0101.

e=oiio, 7=0111,
9=1001, A=1010,
C=110O, D=1101,
F=1111. Therefore
example of 'A' is 41

8=1000,
B=1011.
E=1110,

the above
in hex. The

machine detects all these Os and
Is by recognising different
voltage levels.

The computer processes data
by reshuffling, performing

arithmetic on, or by comparing it

with other data. It's the latter

function that gives a computer its

apparent "intelligence" — the
ability to make decisions and to

act upon them. It has to be given a
set of rules in order to do this. The
rules are called programs and
while they can be input in binary

or hex (also called machine code
programming), the usual method
is to have a special program
(called a compiter or interpreter)

which translates En-glish or near-

English commands into the
machine code the computer can
understand. These near-English

MICROPROCESSOR SERVICES

We have moved to our new
Microcomputer Centre

239 High Street

Still No. 1 for BBC in New Zealand
Come in and see our comprehensive
range of microcomputers and
software.

t
The now microcomputer

, . centre

VcSB

o
f~o
OJo

H

CASHEL ST. /city hall

\\
MICROPROCESSOR SERVICES LTD

PO BOX 91 -024
CHRISTCHURCH
PHONE62-894
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commands come in a variety of
forms called programming
languages. The nearer the
programming language is to
English the faster and easier it is to
write programs but the time it

takes the computer to execute
(carry out the programs
instructions) tends to be slower.
The most common micro-

computer language is BASIC
(which stands for Beginners All-

purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code). Other examples of
programming languages are
Pascal and COBOL. Programs
written in a programming
language are typed in at a
keyboard to be coded and stored
as bytes in a computer's memory.
To execute or run such a

program the computer uses an
interpreter which picks up each
English-like instruction, translates

it into machine code and then
feeds it into the processor (see

CPU below) for execution. It has
to do this each time the same
instruction has to be executed.
A faster method is to use a

compiler. This translates the
entire program at once after it has
been completely typed in. The
translated (machine code) version
can then be executed and it will

run at much higher speeds than
interpreted programs.
Two strange words you will

hear in connection with BASIC are
PEEK and POKE. They give the
programmer acccess to the
memory of the machine. It's

possible to read (PEEK) the
contents of a byte in the
computer and to modify a byte
(POKE).
That covers the software — the

programs needed to make a
microcomputer work.
What about ths hardware - the

physical oompononte of a
microcomputer and associated
peripherals which collectively are
called a system.
At the heart of a microcomputer

system is the central processing
unit (CPU), a single micro-
processor chip with supporting
devices such as buffers, which
"amplify" the CPU's signals for

use by other components in the

system. The packaged chips are

either soldered directly to a
printed circuit board (PCS) or are

mounted in sockets.
In some microcomputers, the

entire system is mounted on a
single, large, PC3; in others a bus
system is used, comprising a long
PCB holding a number of
interconnected sockets. Plugged
into these are several smaller
PCBs, each with a specific

function — for nstance, one car
would hold the CPU and its

support chips, "he most widely-
used bus system is called the
SIOO.
The CPU needs memory in

which to keep piograms and data.
Microcomputers generally have
two types of memory, RAM
(Random Access Memory) and
ROM (Read Only Memory). The
CPU can read information stored
in RAM — and also put
information into RAM.
The contents of RAM are lost

when the power is switched off,

whereas ROM retains its contents
permanently. Not surprisingly,

manufacturers often store
interpreters and the like in ROM.
The CPU can only read the ROM's

contents and cannot alter them in

any way. You can buy special
ROMs Called PROMs (Pro-
grammable ROMs) and EPftOMs
(Eraseable PROMs) which can be
programmed using a special
device; EPRGMs can be erased
using ultra violet light.

Because RAM loses its contents
when power is switched off,
cassettes and floppy disks are
used to save programs and data
for later use. Audio-type tape
recorders are often used by
converting data to a series of
audio tones and recording them;
later the computer can listen to
these same tones and re-convert
them into data. Various methods
are used for this, so a cassette
recorded by one make of
computer won't necessarily work
on another make. It takes a long
time to record and play back
information and it's difficult to
locate one specific item among a
whole mass of information on a
cassette; therefore, to overcome
these problems, floppy disks are
used on more sophisticated
systems.
A floppy disk is made of thin

plastic, coated with a magnetic
recording surface rather like that
used on tape. The disk, in its

protective envelope, is placed in a
disk drive which rotates and
moves a read/write head across
the disk's surface. The disk Is

divided into concentric rings
called tracks, each of which is in

turn subdivided into sectors.
Using a program called a disk
operating system, the computer
keeps track of exactly where
information is on the disk and it

can get to any item of data by

YES, YOU CAN AFFORD A PRINTER

!

NOW AVAILABLE IN N.2. - THE AMBER 2400 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
• S«-i*i and Parallel inpvt • Fuircjraohlcscapabtllty- — eacnoo I manually Brogramrrxiblo •
Convon U<M*a! Spirt "D" lypo plug • 24 column oiinl on plain paoor • Low cost paper (C'01
rolla only 70 cents nnch) • This fi nol a incminl o* apart oiscrtiuoe lype c-rlnict

SpeciaJ imc'ace cabin* may t* f*«ffowm some home
Kr-rvo! - trices iv»>uNe It* f»»* on r«ue«

For orders or moie
Information, phone or write to

THE GADGETS COMPANY
P.O. Box 52-081 . Auckland.

Phone (09) 862-260
(SOLEN.Z AGENTS) DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PRINTER

$395.00

NOW AVAILABLE
VIC 20 INTERFACE

S95.00

ALSO AVAILABLE 'HOW K'fiD VIDEO & COWjTERS, $S Pin ST. AUCKLA*D 1. PHONE (09) 399 655.
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moving the head to the

appropriate track and then waiting
lor the right sector to come round.
Hard dick cystoma aro also

available for micro-computers;
they store more information than
floppy disks, are more reliable and
information can be transferred to
and from them much more
quickly.

You, the user, must be able to
communicate with the computer
and the generally accepted
medium for this is the visual

display unit (VDUJ, which looks
like a TV screen with a typewriter-

style keyboard; sometimes these
are built into the system,
sometimes they're separate. If

Vou want a written record (hard

copy) of the computer's output,
you'll need a printer.

The computer can send out and
receive information In two- forms
— parallel and serial. Parallel

input/output (1/OJ requires a series
of wires to connect the computer
to another device, such as a
printer, and it sends out data a
byte at a time, with a separate
wire carrying each bit. Serial I/O

involves sending data one bit at a
time along a single piece of wire,
with extra bits added to tell the
receiving device when a byte is

about to start and when it has
finished. The speed that data is

transmllted is referred to as the
baud rate and, very roughly, the
baud rate divided by ten equals
the number of bytes being sent
per second.
To ensure that both receiver and

transmitter link up without any
electrical horrors, standards exist

for serial interfaces; the most
common is RS232 while, for

parallel interfaces to printers, the
Centronics standard is popular.
The speed of a printer is

measured by how many
characters per second (CPS) it

prints.

Finally, a modem connects a
computer, via a serial interface, to

the telephone system allowing
two computers with modems to
exchange information. A modem
must be wired into the telephone
system; instead you could use an
acoustic coupler, which has two
rubber cups into which the
handset fits, and which has no
electrical connection with the
phone system.
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VIC 20 winner selected
— from over 600 entries

David Perry, an Engineering
Draftsman from Bucktands Beach,
Auckland sent in the most
outstanding entry in the "What I

could do with a VIC 20 Home
Computer" competition.

David, an avid reader of Bits &
Bytes was overwhelmed to say
the least when advised by
Commodore Computer that he
had won 1st prize. His entry
caught the judges eye by its

presentation of eight uses his
family, including his two children,

Andrew 12 anc Beth 10, would
use it for.

In presenting the pri2e to David,
Grahem Truman of Commodore
Computer said, "the standard of
entrants was very high and it was
not easy to choose from over 600
entries". Patrick Dunphy from
Supatech, David's local

Commodore Dealer, said that he
had a lot of people come into his

shop because o ; the contest.
David, who has been

considering buying a computer
when finance permitted* is now
the owner of a Commodore VIC
20 and Datasette, a joystick, three
books on programming and using
the VIC 20 and plenty of
software, including a set of six

cassettes of Home and Business
programs and several cartridges

and cassette games.

The runners up each won a

computer book courtesy of Bits &
Bytes and they are:

Graham Hawkes
66 Wellpark Avenue
Westmere
AUCKLAND 2.

James Melville

19A Bellview Terrace
CHRISTCHURCH 8.

Mrs Kathy Rodeka
73 Conclusion Street
Porirua

WELLINGTON,
Tony Sargent
26 Balgay Street
CHRISTCHURCH 4.

The Wells Family
90 Surrey Road
Springvale
WANGANUI.
Andrew Young
Evergreen
Pakowhai Road
RD 3
NAPIER.
Bits & Bytes would like to thank

all the readers who sent in entries

to this competition.

Graham Trurran (right!, of Commodore Computer, congratulates
David Perry, while Patrick Dunphy. from Supatech. prepares to hand
over the prize.
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VIC

''Give me — '""" "^

one good reason why I should

choose a VIC 20 home computer."
1. VIC is outstanding value for

money. No other colour home
computer can give so much for

under S700.

2. Total standard memory 25K
made up of 20K ROM and 5K
RAM.

3. Fully expandable to 32K of

user RAM.
4. Microsoft Basic interpreter as

standard.

5. Accessible machine language
as standard.

6. Connects direct to monitor or
standard television.

7. Full size typewriter-style

keyboard.

8. Full colour and sound

9. All colours directly

controllable from the keyboard.

10. 62 predefined graphic

characters direct from the

keyboard.

1 1 . Full set of upper and lower

case characters.

12.512 displayablc characters

direct from the keyboard.

13- High resolution graphics

capability built into the

machine.

14. Programmable function

keys.

15. Automatic repeat on
curso- function keys.

16. User-definable

inpuLbutput port.

17. Machine bus port for

memory expansion and ROM
software.

18. Standard interfaces for

hardware peripherals.

19. VIC 20 is truly expandable

into a liighly sophisticated

computer system with a
comprehensive list of accessories

( see panel below).

ACWMOri«sincl|)d«:
•CosBolUKopourut.
* S-"e'edriY8SK' floppy tbikunrtO70Kbyiescapacn>).
• 60 column iw matrix ptim«r.
• SK, 8* . and 16K fiAM e>|W!*on cantiOoeK.

* fto/WTU^&tdpKM.mKfclMGQtfeRimtOf Mtt'itfj)*,

• ROM Cipanuon cartridges.

• RS ?32C coflvnuncabon cylridge.

• Witnorf opi/.m-i boa>d.
• 1£ff.'t88<MerfKe cwri<»ge.
• Jo>ii^i.r^ pint, wflatw and mptwtofOftlw.

20. Full range of software for

home, education, business and
entertainment on disk, cassette

and cartridge.

21. Books, manuals and learn-

ing aids from Teach Yourself

Basic to the VIC programmers
1

reference guide (a must for

advanced programmers).

22. National dealer network
providing full service and sup-

port to VIC owners.

23. Expertise and experience
— Commodore are world

leaders in microcomputer and
silicon chip technology.

24. Commodore is the leading

supplier of microcomputers in

New Zealand to business,

schools, industry and the home.

25. VIC 20 is the best-selling

colour home computer in the

world.

How many reasons was it

you wanted?

commodore
VIC 20

The best home computer
in (he world.

COMMODORE COMPUTER (N.Z.) LTD
P.O. Box 33-847, Takapuna, Auckland

or
Contact your

local dealer



BBC

The BEEB in Britain

The bad
news and
the good
By PIP FORER
One of my themes in assessing

the BBC computer has always
been that it is technically an
outstanding machine, but, and the

but is significant, it is memory-
bound for serious applications.

Without means of adding extra

memory H resembles a Ferrari in a

parking lot; it looks good but it is

doomed to frustrate rather than
please until someone lets it out on
the c-pen road. For the BBC this

open road is additional memory,
either internal or external. At the

slower end it can be disk drives.

Alternatively it can be paged
memory (accessed by the IMhz
busl or, best of all, a second
processor with its own RAM.
These options free the machine to

fulfill its undoubted potential.

The same can be said to be true

in the software field for many
users. For the businessman or
educationist the computer is a

machine for solving immediate
problems more than a tool to enjoy
programming on. Such users want
software to solve their problems.

Until recently the software base
for the BBC machine was hard to
assess and again was small, but
with potential to grow quickly.

The theme of this column and
the next month's is concerned
with one issue that covers both of

the concerns above. That issue is

product maturity. Undoubtedly
the BBC computer deserves a
1982 nomination for "most
promising newcomer". The
question now is the extent to

which it is maturing into a rounded
system capable of exploiting its

own potential.

The bad news . . .

One of the national pastimes in

Britain has long been hunt-the-

Becb. Visiting a BBC dealer is

often like visiting Monty Python's
cheese shop. . .no cheese in

slock, not a whiff of cheese for

weeks but yes, we do sell cheese.

That is the surface impression.

What it disguises of course is

high demand. The backlogs on
machines have reduced from the

early days. However, promised
deliveries of vital add-ons are still

not appearing. In April, disk
interfaces were still hard to get;

second processors were still not
available.

One has to feel some sympathy
fpr Acorn . . . but not too much.
They have faced enormous
growth problems. Expecting to
sell 12,000 machines in their first

year they have sold more than
80,000 (and could have sold so
many more with suitable

supplies).

Acorn's growth pains have had
considerable Impact on the
consumer. Early purchasers of

BBC computers faced month"; of

waiting for delivery. Then many
found that their operating system
ROMs were faulty and a great
debate arose over who should

-foot the cost of rectifying this.

Then as users sought to augment
their systems they found that

promised add-ons were arriving

way behind the schedule and way
ahead of price. For a machine any
less worthy and backed by a

lesser name than the B8C such a

track record would have surely

spelt disaster. In England it Is

beginning to reflect in a certain

Prime numbers on the BBC
BBC could not handle the memory
requirements of the "Byte"
benchmarking program. The
essence of benchmarking is that

you use the identical program on
each machine. These programs
may not be optimal ways of
attaining an end. The aim is to test

the hardware/language combin-
ation, not the quality of the

software. The ''Byte'' benchmark
did not use integer arrays (which
saves space and time) and did

declare a 7000 element array.

Hence to be honest I had to do the
same on the BBC, which is where
the trouble arose. The issue of

how best to gel the first 1000
primes is another matter. Readers
may care to challenge 0.

Ormrod's record.

An Auckland BBC user, O.
Ormrod, has questioned a
statement by Pip Forer in his BBC
column. Mr Ormrod writes:

"What's this nonsense about the
BBC's not being able to calculate

the thousandth prime number?"
He supplies the print-out

reproduced here, and says it beats
the IBM by 19 seconds.

Pip Forer repies:

Fans of prirre numbers should
be grateful to Mr Ormrod for his

listing, and fans of the BBC
computer for his championing of

its cause. However, no-ona has
said the BBC cannot calculate the
first 1 000 prime numbers lor more
within the bounds of its numeric
precision). The BBC column in the

April issue simpry said that the

>LIS
i INPUT "Enter Prime refluir«dl ",PM
2CLS T«TIME

'
DIMPtt PH'4 > > P/C< 1 >-3 <NK«1 ' XX-3' Vfc*0 ' GOT07

3V!!-y5M-1'IFX* MOD ?%< V* >-0THEN6
4IF P^<««)A2 < W. THEN 3
SNfc«NK+l'IFNiC<PN5J--2 THENPW W.*>*W. ELSES
6V>:»0: RETURN
7XX»Xk+2'GQSUB3
GX**Xfc+4 ' C0SUB3 • G0T07
9PRINT""TII1E"J CTIME-TVIBBj" s*C&"
iBPRINT'

,

,HX+2i"th. Prima la »jpJtfNfc-n

>RUN
E'ftter Prim* r*<liiir*ci ?ieQ0

TIME170.73 sees

1000t^.Prim* ia 7937
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cynicism in the public and dealers.
This is understandable. The

public's impatience is fuelled by
thu liack record of como external
suppliers of BBC equipment.
While the official Acorn VIEW
wordprocessor ROM has been
trumpeted in the press for many
weeks the outsider. Wordwise
from computer Concepts, was the
only one actually readily available
in April, 1983. (VIEW, and
probably the speech synthesis
ROM, are expected to arrive in

volume in June). While the
production of second processors
is still hanging fire (although I am
told the 6502 should be out by the
time vou read this) Torch

computers have marketed their

Torchpack BBC disk system
complete with a 64K Z-80 second
processor for several months.

. . .And the good news
The immediate improvements

are that the 8-bit second
processcrs are very close to
appearance. I have seen one
working (the 6502) and met a
man who has seen the Z80 going
{and I also had a brief opportunity
to try the Torch version). In the
usual way of things I even met a
man whose friend's brother lived

next door to the milkman of a man
who had seen the 16032 going.
To be serious it is clear that the

Turbocarge your BBC microcomputer with Z80
power and twin 400K disc drives

The Idh 7,S0 Dpc Pack comprises an extra

Mk RAM and 16 k ROM (attaining the Torch
CP'N operating ^sterol ind the twin 400K disc

TT* cilia ZSOtbal processor unit aBows the

I _: 650? nrdttsscr lo handle ail pcripherak
urouslj giving the BBC micromuch more

power
The dual diss fcoW a toul of 800K and arc

<2B!y connected to the BBC micro via the 'Tut*

'

and dec mierfsce tocieti

The operating s-.m-ot CHJN iComral Program

Nuderaiippuft {fatal u,CP/M.' Micropro.

Microfooft. MxrowfL aordprocc^ing, Ask
diary.ardexane most Cl'/M software in «nci.

Asl for miiag !itf

The sm.ui huI cm is unrig enough to
support a monito- and comaiw a witchmndc
paw supply

i J0r.T*xehifmnJHioti™aTofchZ*0'\icPicfc
cnraplctc ihccocrxn or phone 036127!

To Computerpoint (NZ) U0
P.O. Box 25091 CHRISTCHURCH

PVwwi una mo rriornuwctt mwntol, on —
CthaactDa* Pack

[]»» Keileroamouiw
OB uk« lcKmUoa ol out spec*! i-ah onW o*« will

ZX60 Owe Px'm t-rt, $2695 (>4 rc» 1J9J5I
BSC Mow B OhJB 0<*o Pack only S47TS

£ f*eaw despatch lo me immediaiflny

(qty)ZSODiscPaek

1 enctoie cneojje No.

Mma

ArlrlmM

16/32 bit second processor j

running successfully, but ':

software reasons will not appi

for the best part of a year. Whei
comes it will support BBC BAS
as well as other advarw
languages. The Z80 seco
processor is to be sold in Bri:i

Tor a noticeably higher price tft

the 6502 one, mainly because,

will come complete with I

significant software package,
finalisation of this packa

appears to be what is delaying:
release to some two moni
behind The 6502. The 6502
been demonstrated at sew
United Kingdom displays and|

apparently easy to implement
•fast.

While I was in Brrl

independent suppliers were
assisting in expanding the BE

memory expansion by offe

paged memory accessed via|

1Mhz BUS. The prices que
(almost £300 for a 128K addl
seemed ridiculously high
clearly were cashing in on
first to market. If these prices'
such expansions may
attractive in the short term bt

the longer term memory in

16032
a

(which starts at 128K
can directly access up io

Megabytes) looks a better
The disk situation looked far I

rosy. The system uses a chifl

short supply (and rum«
discontinuing production)
pundits were forecas
shortages in Britain, at least u|

June.
Maturity of a computer is

just measured by memory
disk availability, important thi

these may be. It is also meas
by the depth and quality]

software and supporj

literature. What is happening
this area? In general a
software base is appearing
remarkable speed. It is veryi
compared with many rnacfll

but naturally pales when
alongside the vast library mai
available to CP/M and M
systems. The former beci

available through the Z80 ss

processor. However, this

goes, so far in tapping tt

resources of the BBC syste^

the sharp end the machine ill

Turn to page 52
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By Ri. JOE and P. MULLtNS, of the Department of
Community Health, School of Medicine. University of
Auckland.

Apple
arrays
As microcomputers become more

common in universities,

government departments, and
secondary schools, so grows the

need to communicate useful pieces

of software.

A useful data structure for

statisticians wishing to perform any
sort of data analysis is the array; in

particular the structure we have
settled on is a two-dimensional

array of real numbers, with rows
corresponding to cases, and
columns corresponding to variables.

The computer to which we confine
our remarks is tho Apple II Plus, a

fairly popular model in New
Zealand; the programming
examples we give will be in

Applesoft, trie Apple version of
BASIC.
The advantages of this data

structure are obvious: it is resident

in core memory and is, of course, a
random -access structure so that

information retrieval and
modification is fast and convenient.

There are, however, problems with
storage. Because the Apple treats a

disk drive the same way that 4t

would a printer, any numbers are
stored as strings of characters, so
that the number 3.141593 requires
eight bytes of storage. IThe
machine representation requires

only five). This means that a loop
such as

1000 PRINT CHRS14); "WRITE
OUTFILE*'

1010 FOR I = 1TOM
1020 FOR J - 1TON
1030 PRINT A II, J)

1040 NEXT J

1050 NEXT I

1060 PRINT CHR$<4>; "CLOSE
OUTFILE"

may result in a file which is far larger

than it need be.

Another disadvantage of this type
of storage is the extreme slowness
with which such a file is read back
into memory. The reason for this is

also apparent; there will bemxo
separate INPUT Operations, each of
which will involve translating a
siring into its appropriate numeric
representation.

The purpose ot this note is to
acquaint readers with our solution

to these problems;
For all its shortcomings, the

Apple disk operating system has

one very convenient feature: it is

possible to save on dsk an exact
image of a portion of the Apple's

memory. Thus, once the

whereabouts of an array is known, it

is reasonably easy to save that

portion of memory as a "binary
file". This, of course, results in a file

containino machine representations

c-f the data, which can be a
considerable saving in space, and
also certainly has the advantage of
being very fast, requiring no string
translations. On a reasonably large
file, the time is typically less than 10
per cent of the time required for an
ordinary sequential text file.

The disk operating system of the

Turn to page 50

HALF PRICE!!
APPLE II COMPUTERS

Pre-owned APPLE II Europlus

Computers workshop tested and
complete with 60-day warranty.

FROM $1750
9" B&W Monitor
12" Kaga Green Screen
Disk Drives to suit Apple
16K Add-on Memory
80 Character Card

$250
$380
$700
$200
$800

Talk to Paul Abbot or Dave Best at

COMPUTERWORLD
Corner Victoria Street and Lome Street, Auckland

Phone 31-394, 399-216

OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS
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BOOKS

THE TRS-80
in colour
TRS-80 COLOR PROGRAMS
Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman
$39.95. dilithium Press. 332
pages
Reviewed by Mike Heywood

This book is a rewrite for the
Color Computer of the authors'
earlier book, "TRS-80 Programs"
for the monochrome computers,
five additional programs bringing

the new total to 37.
This book is ideal for beginners

in computing or of less value to

those transferring from
monochrome to colour.

For the beginner the style of
writing is very helpful; every
program follows a set format.

First, a general program
description is given with an
outline of possible uses. Next is a
sample run. I find this normally
missing in most books. It is of
great assistance for if you have
suspected bugs as at least you are

able to see what the program is

supposed to do.

Following this is tha program
listing itself.

Should the program not achieve
quite what you desire the next

section gives very simple changes
that can be made without any
understanding of how the

program works. For those who
want further changes there is an
explanation of the main routines

and what each section of the
program accomplishes. The main
variables are listed, and finally

each program has a section with a

few ideas for major changes for

those with more knowledge of
BASIC.
The programs ihcmcolvoc 3ro in

the main the common type, the

perennial Biorythm, Checkbook,
Mileage, Arithmetic. Tachist,

Graph, Stats, Pi, with others some
not so common but nevertheless
interesting.

Those programs that are rewrite

or translations from the earlier

book will be of some value to

those making a similar transition

from monochrome to colour as
they will show the changes
necessary to cope with the

different screen size and different

graphics blacks. That this is a
translation is the book's major
drawback. It is a very poor

comment on the capabilities of the

Color Computer as it does not use
any of the high definition graphic

modes or the advanced BASIC
available on that machine. All the

programs can be run on level 1

BASIC. Bull consider most people
would want more.

Not for the
beginner
Microcomputer Design and
Troubleshooting, by Eugene M.
Zumchak (H.W. Sams, 1932).
$34.10. Reviewed by Jay D.
Mann,

What do you do if you are a

book publisher trying to earn an
honest dollar in the burgeoning
personal computer market? The
usual answer to this question is to
commission yet another

"Introduction to BASIC for left-

handed referees". The Blacksburg
Continuing Education Series does
not fit this pattern. Instead, this
series of books comprises a rango
of technically detailed volumes
clearly aimed at the serious
hobbyist or instrument technician.
The present volume by E.M.
Zumchak is a worthy addition to
this series.

The book assumes that you
want to construct an intelligent

controller, rather than a complete
personal computer, (In fact,

Zumchak discusses the use of

commercial personal computers
as significant portions of an
inexpensive development
system.) You know a reasonable

amount about digital logic, but
you wish to build a system that
has a good chance of running right

from the start and. even more to

the point, one that will continue to

keep running despite noisy
environments or marginal I.C.

chips. The emphasis throughout is

on reliability and planning.

Designs using either the 6502 or

8085 microprocessors are

covered, with much lighter

coverage of 6800 and 780 chips
except to point out significant

differences.

There is extended, well-written

discussion of the importance of

calculating worst*case timing

delays in linking up LSI circuits.

Manufacturers' specifications are
critically analysed, and found

Subscribe

today

DISK DRIVES
D. Smith X4050 $600-00

MSC A40 (Apple) $550-00

MSC A70 (Apple) $700-00

Casio OP2 (FX9000P) $1650-00

PRINTERS
Seikosha GP80 $500-00

Star DP8480 $700-00

Casio PP10 $120-00

nlhe IB

1 Fort Street,

Auckland,
phone 32860
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BOOKS
wanting in some cases.

Amusingly, one consequence of

timing specifications as. given by
the manufacturers is that certain

microcomputer chips should not
be able to consistently write into

certain RAMs.
Clock circuits (including clock

stretching), interrupts, single-

stepping, interfacing fast and
slow peripherals, and bus design
are all covered at a practical, non-

mathematical level. Address
decoding schemes (including

timing delays, of course! are

presented in good detail. An
attractive point of the book is that

advantages and disadvantages of

different approaches are openly
considered.

Even if you take the author's

advice, and purchase a com-
mercial single-board computer for

one-off jobs you will find his

extensive discussion of timing and
interfacing valuable in linking up
that computer with external

devices.

The author has several

inexpensive ideas for developing
software for a stand-alone

controller. For instance, using
your personal computer (with a

suitable interface) you can set up
an area of RAM that is read/write

to your larger computer at one
address space, yet looks like ROM
at a different address space to the
smaller board. This lets you try out.

software without constantly

burning and erasing EPROMs.
(When you are ready to burn an

EPROM. though, a $100 EPROM
programmer can be constructed.)

Like winning a Golden Kiwi,

faultless operation nf a new
computer system is desirable but
not likely. Here a really excellent

chapter on hardware testing and
troubleshooting wil prove very-

important,

Bug
tutorial

"Introduction To T-Bug", by
Don and Kurt Inman.
Published by diiithium Press.

$15.95. Reviawed by
Gordon Findlay.

This is ostensibly a tutorial in

the use of Tandy's machine
language monitor and debugger,
T-Bug. This it does very well, by
working through the input and
correction of several example
programs.
The book does not assume the

use of an assembler, which limits

its usefulness somewhat, as does
its emphasis on the nitty-gritty of
what is, now, very nearly an
obsolete piece of software. This is

a pity, as the authors (father and
son) are experts at describing the
processes they are using, and in

showing how to tackle a problem.
The subjects covered are a good

introduction to machine code.
Loading T-Bug, the various
commands available, examining
and altering memory, input/output

programming, graphics, and
program design are covered, for

both the level 1 and level 2

machines. Their example are a
very good introduction to machine
code programming, and the
peculiar problems associated with

working at a low level.

The book concludes with
appendices giving hex-decimal

conversions, Z-80 instructions

and op-codes. Hex to ASCII,

graphic characters and codes, and
a video display worksheet.

However, at the price quoted,

the book will be of marginal value.

Interested in leaving this world? "^fJ
Iry Dungeons & Oregon* \V\

Traveller

tunnels & Trolls

Chivalry & Sorcery

Thieves World

Arduin Grimoi'e

& many more

One of these role playing syMenSs

muM he i In* ki'v lor you.

Send S.A t lor <i booklist

We can help yowl
<rs__/t

'I

,"t..' ivo.i i'i.-i iL(.ai|o44 LCC

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
WITH BBC BASIC

ROY ATHERTON S33-&0
This book exploits the advanced

graphics and control structures

D_f the BBC version of BASIC. It

uses the program control features

to thuir Fullest extent In dem-

onstrate that good programming is

not difficult With the BHC BASIC.

Designed for: first time users,

school pupils, hobbyists, and

personal computer users, specialists

and teachers of rjontpul. inn.

Do you want copies? Cut out, note your name & address

Publishers (HZ) Ltd, PO Bos: 5&-06A Auckland 9.

Delivery address:

/L

Beginning

micro- PROLOG

RICHARD ENIMALS S33-80
This book on PROLOG, the new

computer language is written for

the non-specialist as welt as the

computer professional, teacher,

or student user, for use with,

or without, a microcomputer.

and mail with payment to lleinenvann
I

{
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mt> NZ's Widest Selection of Personal Computers
monitors, printers, disk drives

V •ZX-80 "Vic 20 'Hewlett Packard

•Atari 'Sysiam 80 "BBC MICRO

% £ 'TRS80 Color Computer
* Osborrttf * Epson HX 20

rtto look forward to you* visit. Writt for Mail Orders.

Credit drift Acceyttd.

EINSTEIN SCIENTIFIC LIMITED
177 Willis Street. Wellington

PO Box 27138 Pt> 851-Q55 t k NZ3380
— 3

•XT
2

M\croAge(tttkmPtCt
' WordStar
* OataStar

llDISTRiBUTOR
fj FOR HZ.

MailMerge S21&

Sponsor S410

S595 " SpellStar S322

$440 ' CaicSlar $380

IBM PC AND APPLE FORMATS AVAILABLE
MicroAge International (NZ) Ltd

P.O. Box 13-054 353-357 Hereford St, Christchurch.
Phone 891-109

5oft5i3e_Ji
The magazine for APPLE. ATARI. TRS80'SYSTEMS 80 Users
Available from March 1 982 onwards @ $6/isuue post free in NZ.

"&E TARANAW MICRO ELECTRONICS

CENTRECOURT BUILDINGS, NEW PLYMOUTH. P-iONE 84-087

N. B. ScuccJ orders accepted

KAYPRO II Portable Computer
COLOMBIA MPC 16 Bit Computer
Sole South Island distributors

TURNERS Ltd
P.O. Box 1021 Christchurch

Phone 794-820

FOR THE LATEST IN MICROCOMPUTERS

COMMODORE 64 & VIC20

ATARI L*YBuy

SINCLAIR K£T
EARN14V*% INTEREST WHILE YOU SAVE
149 HEREFORD STREET, CHRISTCHURCH PHONE 797-279

(Opp. Reserve Bankl

COMMODORE 64
Now Available From

JAMES ELECTRONICS Ltd

Pollen St

Box 527
THAMES
Ph. 86-893

$1295
Games Cassette—5 Games

Snake, Concentration, &aB in Bucket,
MatttsGamo and LinoGame
ONLY $25 post-paid

fiso avaOabte t>oyroB and cashbooK psograms.
v/me for tiouss.

COCOMMODORE 64

VIC - 20

Oedlwtit the specialist

Lorac range of softiuore $
hardujore available.

(Including some exdusfve to us)

Write for price Jist and product
information to:

Peter Archer

PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 860,
NELSON.
Telephone NN 79362.
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JAMES ELECTRONICS LTD
POLLEN sr
BOX 5-2/

THAMES
ph. 86-893

Games ta0« 1 InucdsSkexp)
Snake Maths Gj'ne-Batl in Suckei
Games, rape 2 {noexD'«qdl
Foimula 1 Coneeniirttion-LineGorrsa
5a5cachpfrpSl

Also available lot VIC20 Payroll ora
CaKhbook ptogiams Wriie »0' details.
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Direct Video
for the ZX81
No matter how much one plays

around with adjustment$, u$e o(

any home computer with a vhf
modulator feeding the aerial

terminals always gives

unsatisfactory results.

The 2X81 tends itself readily to

a direct video connection to a
monitor or modified TV giving a

very acceptable picture.

Modifications have been
published using & simple

connection to the modulators (see

fig. 1).

This is NOT recommended, this

connection comes almost directly

from the Ferranti custom logic

chip used in the 2X81 . Any low
impedance loads (standard video

is only 75 ohms), or voltages over
5 volts on this point could prove

fatal to your machine!
Also and very importantly the

use of any TV set as a monitor

without an isolated power supply

i.e. without a mains transformer is

dangerous and illegal. The use of a

capacitor to couple the video

signal is not adequate. Video
contains components down to

50Hz and below. Any capacitor of

sufficient size will pass more than
enough current to produce a fatal

shock under fault conditions. In

fact the legal maximum value is

only 5,000 pF or 0.005 muF while

a suitable video coupling value

would be at least 10 muF.
Second-hand TV sets are not

expensive and its a much better

idea to buy a suitable model and
convert it than to destroy both the
computer and its operator.

It is worth noting that the DC
level to the modulator input varies

greatly with the mode of the
2XS1, e.g. between Normal and
Graphics modes. This means that

a direct connection to the base of

the TIS62A transistor is not
possible. See Fig. 2.

Fitting this modification, unlike

a direct connection does not

degrade picture quality on the
modulator, in fact it has been used
often with both outputs driving

different displays.

The 3.5 mm jack socket can be
mounted on the rear apron of the
2X81 (top half when dismantled)
and the few componontG required
can be mounted on the main PC
board near the modulator. The
video signal is fed with
coaxial cable to the socket.
The output is very close

standard video signal i.e. 1

Peak to Peak with 0.2 volts sync
and has been used with both
commercial monitors and
modified TV sets with excellent

results.

Modulator
output

thin

to a

volt

The circuit has not been tried

with the "Spectrum" or other
small commercial computers, but
a casual inspection of a
"Spectrum" board indicates the

use of an identical modulator. The
bandwidth of the circuit in Fig. 2 is

at least 8 to 10 Mhz which is

adequate to give 9 very
acceptable composite colour
signal.

C.C. Wright
School of Architecture
University of Auckland.

Virino input

+ 5 volts

-

Sinclair

modulotor
connections

Feed through
capocitatnr

Ml!

X"-'
->'-ssr

aaw—

KilWMIP

Figure 1 Figure 2

THE N.Z.

COMPUTER

GAMES CLUB

CALLING ALL HOME
COMPUTER and

HOME VIDEO GAMES
SYSTEM OWNERS

MEMBERSHIPOF THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES
CLUB MEANS YOU CAN:
1. Hire computer and video games to try in your home

before purchasing.

2. Hire games on a weekly basis at a fraction of their cost

and exchange for different games when you wish.

3. Purchase games by mail from the largest selection in

N.Z. at discount prices.

Fill In The Form Below For Details Of Cost, Titles Available Etc.

Post to : THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES CLUB,
P.O. Box 93, RangioTa. Phone 6200 Rangiora.

Name
Address

ATARI
400/400 C
ATARI
CX2500 Q

APPLE

SYS 80

TftSflO n
PET C

VIC 20 D
ZX81 I

FOUNTAIN Q

WlZZARD Q
TUNIX O

B3C Q
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From page 45
Apple allows the user to save a
pnrlion of memory as a binary file.

This is achieved by a statement ot

the form:

8 SAVE N. AS start address , LS
length where N is the name of the

file, start address is the address in

hexadecimal notation of the first

memory entry to be saved, and
length is the length in bytes of the
memory portion. again in

hexadecimal. The problem, ihen, is

reduced to finding these numbers.
This problem has been solved. In

the form of a published list of all of

the machine language subroutines
used by the Apple's BASIC
interpreter, together with their

addresses (1 J. In particular, there is

a description of the subroutine
called GETARYPT. which returns
the start address of any specified
array. {If the array cannot be found,
an OUT OF DATA error occurs,
which can be trapped in the usual
way in an Applesoft program). The
length of the array can then easily

be calculated from information
which the Apple stores as part of
the header for the array.
The Apple stores arrays with a

header portion describing the array
as follows: (numbering ihe bytes
from 1 onward).

(To be continued)

For Sale: ZX81, manual, power
supply and cassette containing
much software. $150. Phone
Levin 83-285.

QSAVE device for ZX81-16K;
Anyone successfully using one
please contact me. 1 st unit was
returned to UK& replaced but 2nd
unit won't work either. Is there a
trick? Philip Drummond, 3 Patete
Place, WANGANUI.

For Sale: System 80 16K with
Thorn 12" B&W TV/Monitor (built

in). $1200 ONO. Phone 22-719
New Plymouth.

For Sale: Unexpended VIC20 City

Destroyer. Fast, full colour,

sound, Four levels, $12, 8
Freyberg Ave. Stoke, Nelson.

Wanted: Circuit diagrams etc, for

ZX81 ad oris. P. Boyce, 287
Tancred St, Ashburton.

For Sale: Svstem 80 Software.
Games on 10 cassettes; ring/write

6898,/Peace, Box 89, Te
Awamutu for details.

For Sale: PET 2001 40K RAM,
dual bV*~ drives, software incl.

Contact Martin Keast. 75 Villa St.

Masterton.

STORE YOUR CASSETTES SAFELY AND TIDILY

AT UST - A HO FU}S WAY '0 SI0»£ VOIR YAttfASU
MtOGRAWCS. CACH BOOK HOLDS i CASSETTES. EACH In

ITS OHM TOCKET WITH SPIW3LE LOCKS TO WEVEKT TAPE
SPILLAGE. ATTRACTIVE ft£B aiftftiiAY WITH LABEL
POCKET ON SPINE. ttCVER DUlt-PROGf DESIGN LOCKS
&00X CLOSED FOK STOHaGE TIT OPEMS EJLSILT . m
PIBFKT HAY TO STORE 09 CASY TOW CASSETTES -

'Q>R BUSINESS Oft PERSONAL COMPUTES USE!

NOTE: GOODS HAY BE INSPECTED AT 01* OFFICES -

91 COOK ST. AUCKLAND. (Ph: 770-840)

FOB PRWPT ATTENTION JUST FILL IN TH£ FQW KIM
A«*0 POST TO;

COMPUTER PROOJCTS DIVISION. KACLEAV APPAREL LIMITED. P BOX 39-400. AUCK. t£ST

PLEASE SOB IC CASSETTE sTofiA&f BOOKS AT 6KL* M .99 EACH PLUS SI .00
PER TOTAL OtttER POSTAGE AND 'WKOLlKG. I ENCLOSE PAYMENT OF J

(PLEASE ALLOH 7 TMYS FOR PIRSWUL CHEQUE CLEARANCE.)

OR PLEASE OLARGC MY YISAQ / BANKCARD
| J NO

{PB1HT)
MAKE:

ADDRESS

:

'<PIRY DATE.

WHORISCD SICWTJBE

Atari Visicalc, New. 32K Disc,

$395.
Space Invaders; Kingdom;

Cnergy Czor by Atari, $4°. each
(cassettes).

Escape from Volantium;
Midway; Games Packs 1 & 2;
Alpha Fighter; Star Trek from
Dynacomp (cassettes). $25 each.
Send cash/chequo with order:

Dr M. Taylor. PO Box 9224,
Wellington. Te! 845-099.

For Sato; System 60
microcomputer S550 ono. Star

dot matrix printer. 80 column,
Centronics parallel interface,

interface cable to System 80, and
carton of lineflow paper, $700
ono. Prefer to sell microcomputer
and printer together $1100 ono.
Phone 478-919 Rotorua.

For Sale: Commodore PET 2001

.

8K RAM upgrade ROM, business
keyboard. With external cassette

and software. Offers. Phone
327-807 Christchurch.

Wanted: To buy floppy disk drive

to suit System 80. Phone Glen

collect. 51-626 Whangarei
evenings.

Dr. Dobb's Journal - For Users of

SmaU Computer Systems — A
|

helping hand for the advanced
software person. Single copy
$6.00. Subscription S60.00 p.a.

Computer Store, PO Box 31-261,
Milford. Auckland 9.

Computers VIC 20 $765. VIC
Printer $860, VIC Disk Drive

$1245. Mail order freight

included. Write Micromax, PO Box
33-485. Takapuna, Auckland 9.

Wanted: contact with anyone that

has convorted a teleprinter forusej
with VIC20. Please write D.

Goulden, No 5 RD, Christchurch.

For Sale: Commodore PET 8KJ
with sound and games software.!

$1000. 6 Forest Park Larw.1

Gisborne, Ph 5928.

The deadline for classified

advertisements is the seventh off

the month prior to the month oil

publication.
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CLUS CONTACTS
WHANGAflEi COMPUTER GROUP: Tom Allan.

3 Maunu Rd, Wharvgarei. Phone 83063 (w).
Mem*; every socond Wednesday o! the
month at Northland Community College.

MZ MICROCOMPUTER CLUB INC. P.O. Box
6210, Auckland. The monthly Meeting is

hold co the first Wednesday of each month at

the VHF l Mi' •.".: i! Hsiel Ave., Ml Rosleill.

Iiotn 7.10pm. Visitors arc also welcome to

tho computer workshop In the dubrooms,
10am-5pm, on lha Saturday following che
above meeting.
Thg following uw groups are oart of trta

club. All meetings shown .start 7.30pm at the
VHF CluiniK.iv

.

Other active user groups within the club ate:
APPLE. CP/M. DREAM 6800. SMALL BUSINESS.

KIM, LNW, SORCERER, 1B02 and 2650.
They can all bo contacted at club meetino.6.or
via NZ ruictocoTipuwr Club. P.O. Box 6210.
Auckland.

APPLE USERS' GROUP. Bruce Given. 12 Inrangi

Rd., One Ttee Hill. Phone 667-720 (h).

ATARI MICROCOMPUTER USERS CROUP: Brian
or Dean Yaios. Phone 8363 060 (h).

Meetings: Second Tuesday.
BBC USERS' GROUP: Dave FtekJer. Phono

770-630 ext&)8(w>.
DIG DOARD USER GROUP; Stove Van Veen, Flat

5, 1 1 1 Meltose Rd. Mt RoskiH. Auckland 4.

Phone (09I 659-991 {hi.

BUSINESS USERS' GROUP: John Hawthorn, 1

1

Saaview Rd, Remiaia. Phono &C2-71J |h),

876-189 lw|. Meetings monthly.
COMMODORE USERS' GROUP: Doug Millet, 18

Welders Ave., Glenfield. Phone 444-9617
(h), 497-081 (w). Meetings; Third
Wodnesday.

CP/M USERS' GROUP: Kerry Koppett. 2/870
Dominion) Rd.. Balmoral. Phone 69-5356 (h|.

Meetings-: Micro workshop.
DREAM 8800 USERS: Pew Wholan, 22 Kelston

St, New Lynn, Auckland. Pr>one (09) 8751 10
<h>.

KIM USERS: John Hirst, 1A Northboro Rd,

Takapuna. Phane |0-9l 497-852 (h).

LNW USERS: Ray James. Phone 109) 30-839
Iwl, 586-587 Ch).

SINCLAIR USERS' GROUP: Doug Farmer. Phone
567-589 ;:!. Meetings: Fourth Wednesday.

SORCERER USERS' GROUP IhIZ): Selwyn Arrow.
Phone 491-312 ihl. Meetings: Micro

workshop.
1 802 USERS' GROUP; Bnan Conquer. Phone

655-9B4 (h|.

Tho above contacts can usually be found el

MZ Microcomputer Club Meetings, or via P-O.
Box 6? 10, Auckland.

Other Auckland-based groups:
ACES (Auckland Computer Education Society):

Ray Clarke, 1 DundasPi., Henderson. Phone
836-9737 (hi.

CMUG (Combined Microcomputer Users' GrouQ):
This is en association ot Microcomputer
Clubs, Groups., etc. formed to coordinate
activities and to Qtiro a combined voice on
topics concerning! all micro users.
Representation from all Clubs and Groups is

welcomed to: CMUG Cf*- P.O. Box 6210.
Auckland.

EPSOWi XX30 US€RS' GROUP Contan: C.W.
Nighy. 14 Domett Avenue, Epsom.
Auckland. (Ansaphone, 774-268).

HP41C USERS' GROUP (Auckland!: C7-
Calculator Centre. P.O. Box 6044, Auckland:
Gram Buchanan, 790-338 (w). Meets third

Wednesday, 7pm, at Centre Computers,
Greiat South Rd., Epsom.

HZ TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER CLUB: 01 at

Skarsholt, 203A Godloy Rd., Tittrangi
. Phone

8I7.869-B Ihl. Meets first Tuesday. VHF
Clubrooms. Hazel Ave.. Mt RoskiH. Auckland.

OSI USERS' GROUP (Alt]: V.nco Matin-Smith.

44 Mu'doch Rd.. Grey Lynn. Auckland.
Meets third Tuesday, VHF Clubrooms, Ha?el
Ave., Mt RoskiH.

SVMPOOL INZ SVM USER CROUP): J.

Robertson. P.O. Bow 680. Manurcwa . Phone
266-2188 (H.

A.Z.T.E.C.: Brian Mayo. Church Street. Kettkati.

Phone- 490-326. Members uBe all micros And
the club has just bough: a Wizard.

TAURANGA SINCLAIR COMPUTER CLUB: C.
ward, Secretary, P.O. soxo-uj/. urooKi.? a.

Tourengo. Phono: 89-234.

ATARI 400/800 USER CLU9: Deve Biown, P.O.
Box 6053. Hamilton. Phone (071) 54-692
(hi.

HAMILTON SUPER 80 USE8S': Bruce White, |nt
436-878.

GiSBORNE MICROPROCESSOR USERS' GROUP:
Stuart Mullett-Merrick. P.O. Box 486,
Cjisbprno. F-hono 88-928.

NOTE It your club or group s not listed, send tho
detelis w Club Comacte. BITS. & BYTES., Box
827. Chrrstchurch. The dsadBne for add-on's
and alterations ia the aeventh of the 'mpnthi oiic

to the month of publication.

ELECTRIC APPLE USEFS' GROUP; Noel
Bridgoman. P.O. Box 3105, Frtzroy, New
Plymouth. Phone 80-210

TARANAKI MICRO COMPUTER SOCIETY: p.o.
Box 7O03. Bell Block. Now Plymouth: Mr K.
Smith, Phono 8556, Wflttara.

HAWKE'S BAY MICROCOMPUTER USERS'
GROUP: Bob Brady. Pirimai Pharmacy
Pirirhoi Plaza, Napiar. Pfone 439-016.

M0TORO1A USER GROUP: Harry Wiggins
(ZL2&FRI, P.O. Bo* 1 7 is, Palmeratgn North.
Phono 1063) 82-527 (h(.

MICROAND PEOPLE IN SOCIETY (MAPS): Levin,
nests on second and fourth Thursday of
each month. 0. Colo, 18 Edinburgh Street
Levin. Phone 83-50*, OfW, Wrthell, P.O. Bo*
405, Levin.

WAIRARAPA MICROCOMPUTER USERS-
GROUP: David Carmine. 64 Herbert St..
Mostcton. Phone 86- IT 5.

CEMTRAL plSTRICJS COMPUTERS IN
EDUCATION SOCIETY*: Rory Butler, 4 John
Street. Levin. (069I 84-466 or Margaret
Vorqon. 18 Standen Street. Karon,
Wellington. (04) 767-167.

UPPER HUTT COMPUTER CLUB: Shane Ooyte,
18 Holdworth Avenue, Upper Hint. Phone
278-545. An all-machine dub.

BBC USER GROUP: Users of other machines
welcome too. Write P.O. Box 1581.
Wellington, or Phono 8(1-213, Wellington.

OSBORNE USER GROUP: 0- Jim Boltoxo. CI- 75
Glumes Street. Wellington 1. Phone (04)
728-658.

N.2. SINCLAIR USERS' GROUP^ P.E. McCarroll.
11 Miro Street, Lower Hun.

NZ SUPER BO USERS' GROUP: CI- Peanut
Computers. 5 Dundee PI.. Chartvvel),

WolliriflfOh 4. Phone 791-172.
OHIO USERS' GRCUP, Wellington.

Socrotary/Trea&ufer: B.N. HisJop, 65B
Awatca Street. Porirua.

ATARI USERS' GROUP. Wellington: Eddie
N-cUau. Phone 731 -$24 Iwl. P.O. Box
1601 1

.
Meetings: first Wednesday of month.

WELLINGTON MICROCOMPUTING SOCIETY
IMC: P.O. Box 1581. Wellington, or Bill

P,-irkin |h) 725-086. Meetings are held tfi

Wang's Budding. 203-209 WiUis Street, on
the 2nd Tuesday each month ot 7.30pm.

NELSON MICROCOMPUTER CLUB: Or Chris
Feliliam, Marsdcn Valie* Pd, Nelson. Phone
(054) 73-300 (h).

NELSON VIC USERS' GROU* Peter Archer, P.O.
Box 860. Nelson. Phone 1054] 79-362 Oil.

BLENHEIM COMPUTER CLU3; Clut) night second
Wednesday of month. Ivan Mcyncll,
Secretary, P.O. Box 668. Phone (h) 85-207
or lw) 87-834.

CHRISTCHURCH ATARI USERS GROUP:
Contact Edwm Brandt, ^tiouo 278 222: (hi,
793-428 (w).

CHRISTCHURCH '80 USEflS' GROUP David
Smith. P.O. Box 4118. Chrlstehurch. PrK>ne
63111 (hi.

CHRISTCHURCH PEGASUS USERS' GROUP;
Don Smnh, 53 Farquhars Rd. Redwood,
Chnstchufch. Phono 03) 626-994 |h].

64-541 Ia). 7.L3AFP.
CHR3STCHURCH APPLE USERS' GROUP: Paul

Neiderer. C- P.O- Box '472, Chrlstehurch.
Phone 796-100 Iwl.

OSI USERS' GROUP <CHI: Berry Long. 377
Barringtor St.. Spreydon, Chris Ichurch.
Phone 384-560 (h).

CHRISTCHURCH SINCLAIR USERS' GROUP: Mr
J. Mitchell. Phone 385-141. P.O. Box
33-098.

CHRISTCHURCH COMMODORE USERS-
GROUP: John Kramer, 885-533 antf John
Soarrow. Phone 896-099.

ASHBURTOW COMPUTER SOCIETY; Mr J. Clark,
52 Brucetlcld Avenue.

SOUTH CANTERBURY COMPUTERS' GROUP:
Caters lor ell machines for ZX81 to IBM34.
Geoff McCaughan, Phone Tlmaiu B4200 or
P.O. Box 73.

LEADING EDGE HOME COMPUTER CLUB: Elaine

Or-. Leading Edge Computers, P.O. Box
2260, Duncdin. Phono 55-268 (wj.

QUNEDIN VIC USERS' GROUP: T&rry Shand, 24
Bremner Road, Fairfield. Phone- (024)
881-432. Meetings last Thursday of month.

DUNEDIN SORD USERS' GR:0UP: Terry Shand.
Phone (0241 771-295 (w). 881 432 (h).

CENTRAL CITY COMPUTER INTEREST GROUP:
Robert Edgeler, Eclipse Radio and
Computers. Box 6270, Dunedin. Phone
770 1 02. Meetings every second Tuesday
NOTE: Clubs would appreciate a stamped,

seK-addrcased cnvclopo with any written inquiry
jq them.
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spelling and typing errors also give

trouble.

This could be the start of

something. How should the
program develop? One way would
be to prompt for the ingredients of

a meal, and the amount of each.
Once each was found The calorie

content per 100 grams can be
multiplied by the weight of

ingredient to give the number of

calories included. As the different

ingredients are listed, a running

total may be built up, and
displayed. Perhaps warning
messages - "Think of your
hips!" — can be displayed if the

total gets too high! There are
commercially available programs
which do this sort of thing, and
also warn of unbalanced diets,

and make suggestions for

improvements. See what you can
come up with — if it's any good,

send me a copy: I'd like to see
what can become of it.

Atari Correction
G.C. Roberts advises that there

is an error in one line of his Maze
program for Atari users published
in the April issue of BITS &
BYTES.

In line 62 "IP MAZE=1 THEM"
sttould be deleted leaving the line

to read:

62 IF X<60 AND Y<40 THEN
GO TO 27.
The error will not allow the

invisible walls to work on the
game.

T>1



GLOSSARY
Algorithm: A list of instructions fo< carrying out

some process step by step.
App&catlons program: A program written to carry

out a specific job. for example an accounting.
Of word" procWiring program.

Array: A data structure common to most hioh-

level uVrguegeB. Charaetensect by each
clement In ttni array having .1 specific indox.

DASIC; Beginnera* All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code. Trie most widely used, And
easiest to loam, high level programming
laryjuago (a language with Ertghsh-like

instructIons) for microcomputers.
Btnary: the system of counting (n r& and O'a

uaedby all digital computers. The 1'sand O's
Bns represented In the computer by electrical

pulses, either on or off.

BH: Binary digit. Each bit represents a character
in a binary number, that is either a 1 or 0. The
number 2 equals 10 in binary and Is two bits.

Boot: To toad the operating system into the

cflmput«ffOTi8o1s*ortapa. Usually one of

the first steps in preparing the computer for

use.

Buffer: An area of memory used for temporary
storage while transferring data to or from a

paiiohcrol such as a primer of a disk rjrivo.

Bug: An error in e program.
Byte: Eight bits. A letter 0* number is usualy

represented in a computer by b series o> eight
bits called a byte and the computes handles

these as one unit or "word".
Character: letters, numbers, symbols And

punctuation marks each of which has a
specific meaning in programming languages.

Chip: An integrated circuit etched on a tiny piece
of silicon. A numbor of integrated circuits am
used In computers.

Computer language: Any group of letters,

numbers, symbols and punctuation marks
th at enable a user to instruct or communicate
with si computer. See also Ptogranumng
languages and Machine language.

Courwwar*; Nome, for computer programs used
In teaching applications.

CP,'M: A disk operating system available for

microcomputers using a particular

microprocessor (that is the 8080 and Z8Q
hsscd microcomputers such as the IRS 80
and System 80). See nlso Disk Operating

Systems.
Cursor: A mgrit on a video that indicates where

the next character -will bo shown, ot where a
change can next bo made.

Data: Any information used by (he computer
either I/O or internal information. All internal

infofmation la lepfesentad in binary.

Disk: A flat, circular magnetic surface on which
the computer can store and retrieve data and

programs. A flexible or floppy disk is a single

8 inch or 5U Inch dish of flexible plastic

enclosed in en envelope. A hard disk is an

assembly ot several discs of hard plastic
material, mounted one above another on the

same spindle. The hard disk holds up to

hundreds of millions or bytes - while floppy

disks typically hold between 140.000 and
three million bytes.

Disk drive: The mechanical dov.ee which rotates

the disk and positions the read/write head so
information can be retrieved or sent to the
disk Dy Die computet.

Diskette: Another name for a b-'.i inch floppy

disk.

Disk operating system: -A set ot programs that

operate and control one or more disk drives.

See CPVM (o* one example. Other examples
are l HSOOS (on TRS 80) and OOS 3.3 (for

Apples).

DOS: See Disk Operating System.
Dump: Popular term lor sending data from a

computet lo a mass storage device such as
disks or tape.

Execute: A command that tells a computer to

carry out a user's instructions or program.
Re; A continuous collection of characters (or

bytes) ihai the uset considers a unit Ifor

nxnmolQ on accounts receivable Mel, stored
on a tape or disk for later uso.

Firmware: Programs fixed in a computer's ROM
(.Read Only Memory): as compared to

52

software, programs held outside the
computer.

Hardware; The computer itself and peripheral

machines for stomp,, reading in and priming
Oul information.

High-level language: Any Englishlike language,
such as BASIC, tiat provides easier use lew
untrnined programmers. There arcnow many
such languages and dialects of the same
language (for example MicroBASIC.
PotyBASIC etc).

Inpiut: Any kind of information that one enters

Into a computer

.

Input device:; Any machine that enters
Information into s computer. Usually done
through a typewriter like keyboard.

InUrwrJve: Balers to the "conversation" or
communication between a computer and the
operator,

lnt«f»ca: Any hardware/software system that
links a microcomputer and any oilier devica.

I/O "Input/oUtpUt".
K: The number 1024. Commonly refers to 1024

bytes. Main exception is Capacity of

Individual chips, where K means 102.*- bits.

KILOBYTE (or K): Represents 1074 bytes. For
example 5K is 5120 bytes 15 v 1024V.

Machine language: "he binary code language
that a computer can directly "understand".

Mass storage: A place In -which large amounts of
information ere stored, surctt as a cassette

tape or floppy disk.

Megabyte lor Mb): Beprosema a million bytes.

Memory: The part o- the microcomputer that

stores information and instructions. Each

piece- of Information or instruction has a

unique location assigned to it within a

memory. There is internal memory inside the

rtBKOCOmputer itw". and external memory
stored on a periplwral device such as disks or

tape.

Memory capacity: Amount Ol available Storage

space, in Kbytes.

Menu: List of options within a program that

allows the operain to choose which part to
Interact with (see Interactive!. "The options

are displayed w« screen and the operator

chooses one. Menus Blow user to easily and

quickly S9t into programs without knowing

any technical methods.
Microcomputer. A small comoutcr based on a

microprocessor.
Microprocessor: The central processing unit or

"intelligent" part of a rrwcrocomputr«r. It is

contained on a singjtc chip ol silicon arvd

controls an the functions and calculations.

Modern: Modulator -demodulator. An instrument

that connects a mircrocomputer to a

telephone end allows it to communicate with

another computer over the telephone lines.

Network: An Intercornected group ot computers

or terminals linted together (or specific

communications.

Output: The information rj computer displays,
prints or transmits after it has processed the
Input. See input and I/O.

Pascal: A high-level language that may
eventually rival BASIC Im uuuvlaiit*,

PEEK: A command that examines a specific
memory location end gives Uhe operator the
value there.

Peripherals: All edema! input ot output devices:
printer, terminal, drives etc.

Personal computer: A small computer for one's
own uae. whether in the home, school or
business.

Pixel: Picture element. The point on a screen in
graphics.

POKE: A command that inserts a value Into a

specific memory location.
Primer; Device that prints out information onto

pop*,
Program: A set or collection of instructions

written in a particular programming language

that causes a computer to carry out or

execute a given operation.

RAM: Random access memory. Any rtwroorv Into

which you "read" or call up data, or "write"
or enter Information and instructions.

REM statement: A remark statement in BASIC. It

serves asamemo to programmers, and plays

no pari in the running program.
Resolution: A measure ol the number of points

(pixels! on a computer screen.

ROM: Read only memory. Any memory in which
information or instructions have boon
permanentty fixed.

Simulation: Creation of a methernaticaC model on
computers that reflects a realistic system.

Software: Any programs used to operate a

computer.
Storage! Sao Mass stoisge.

System: A collection of hardware and software
where the whole is greater that the sum of

trie parts.

Tape: Cassette tape used for the storage of

information and instructions mot music).
Teletext: An information service which transmits

wmtten information in the spaces in the

television signal. A teletext decoder is

needed to display this information. It Is being

implemented in "• .2

Template: A predefined pattern which can be
placed over a blank form. The resultant

combination con then he used for e given
task. For example, Visicalc Is regarded as the

blank lorrn, u template can be written wilh
the appropriate headings and calculations
resulting In a combination which would wont
like an application program.

VDU: Visual display unit. A device tnei shows
computer output on a television screen.

Word: A group ol bits that arc processed

together by the computer. Most
microcomputers use eight or 16 bit words.

BBC

From page 44
still short on languages. Versions
of Lisp and Forth and an initial

BASIC compiler are available on
cassette already and a ROM based
version of BCPL has just been
reviewed in the press. The really

important options (such as Pascal,

a teat Logo end the interesting

possibility of Prolog) are still in the
middle distanca. This is a cause
for some concern to the more
demanding user.

As to other developments in

software there are some
interesting packages emerging,

and some interesting books on the
Beeb.

In the meantime the preview
judgment has to be that the Be-eb
is moving to maturity through a

difficult phase of adolescence. In

New Zealand our later

involvement means many of the
tribulations felt in Britain will be
less marked for us.

Write

to us
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proves two brai
are better than orle?"*^
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PROTKL'S incorporates two processors— Z80A
and (>80<)— as standard. Ii automatically

recognises whether the control program ou any disk

you insert is CP/M or H.K.N ami loads and executes

the program using the appropriate processor. The

result— a greatly increased range of off-the-shelf

application programs can be run on the one

machine* at high speed, substantially lowering the

system cost.

PROTliUS is a new. high performance, price

Competitive micro computer designed primarily for

commercial, professional and industrial applications.

APPLICATIONS; All kinds of accounting operations,

lure purchase, business analysis and forecasting,

word processing, data base, sort etc. PROTEUS

l«ir faO in&amatKip 0-111.1

readily interfaces a wide selection of peripherals

through six pons — seriaJ and parallel printers,

joystick/paddle, scientific instruments, A/I) converter,

modem for mainframe access, extra disk drives to

extend on-line memory to 1A Mbytes.

LANGUAGES: PROTKXS successful!? handles various

BASICS, COBOL, PASCAL, FORTRAN',' PLI.

BUILT-IN DISK DRIVES: One or mo X" slimline

lloppy drives. Capacity: CP/M 630 Kbjles, FLEX 580

Kbytes per disk.

TERMINAL: Lear Sicglcr ADM23- 30.5<m oon-glare,

green phosphor screen. ST keys, numeric keypad,

cursor controls, function and edit keys.
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THE PORTABLE DOES IT ALL!

TO STEP INTO THE FUTURK,
ALL YOU NEED IS ACCESS.

If you've been thinking about joining

Ihe computer revolution, consider Ihe

advantages of owning a computer

that's on the front lines.

The Access Computer.

Access solves the problems of putting together a

computer system because it is a computer system.

One that contains a computer, printer, modem,

electronic typewriter, and more. Totally

integrated in one neat package.

Never before has there been a computer to offer

so much capability, so many features, and so

much versatility, combined with go-anywhere

portability at a price that's about half what you'd

pay for a comparable desktop system. If there

were a comparable desktop system.

A member of the

Autocrat-Sanyo Group

The fact is, Access gives you everything you need:

5 Microprocessors

Z-80A Main Processor

64K User RAM
7" Amber Display

2 Double Density Disk Drives

80 CPS Dot Matrix Printer

High Resolution Graphics

Detachable Keyboard with 15 Function Keys

CP/M™, M Basic™, C Basic", Communications,

Fancy Font1". Perfect Writer*. Speller, Filer*",

Calc™
Diskette Storage

Double-Sided Disk Drive (Option)

And more. All standard.

Ail in a package designed to lake you where you want

to go. Access. The future

.

Ready and waiting with everything you need.

Data Ltd

Ph: Auckland
Hamilton

Taupo
Napier

Wellington
Christchurch

686-577

393-743
86-004

436-079
722-941

795-659


